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England Temples of Eearing in Conference.

and Hair

The deleDartmouth this year.
began to arrive this afternoon
and
nearly all are here tonight. Tho
first session was held this afternoon in
Wilson hall. The following is a list of tho
with

gates

USE

Cuticutj
?»♦

delegates present:
Harvard—Prof. J. H. Wright.
Yalo—President Timothy Dwight and
Prof. T. D. Seymour.
Brown University—President F.B. Andrews and Prof. W. Upton.
and

colleges

Franklin Carter
Williams—President
and Prof. I. E. RusselL
Amherst—President M. E. Gates and
Prof. E. Hitchcock.
Trinity—President F. W. Smith and
Prof. C. F. Johnson.
Wesleyan—A. C. Armstrong.
Tufts—F. P. Graves.
Boston University—President W. r.
Warren and W.E. E. Huntington, doan
of the college of liberal arts.
W. „DeWitt Hyde
; Bowdoin—President
and E. C. Robinson.
Clark University—President C. S. Hall
and Prof. W. hi Story.
W. 1.
_» University of Vermont—President
Bucknam and J. K. Woodrich.
Tucker
Dartmouth—President Wm.'J.
__
and.Prof. C. F. Riohardson.

The most effective skin purifying and beautifying soap in the world, as well as purest
and sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.
For distressing facial eruptions, pimples,
blackheads, irritations of the scalp, dry,
thin, and falling hair, red, rough hands,
chafings, and simple rashes and blemishes
of childhood, it is absolutely incomparable.

‘Maryland! My Maryland” Looms lTp,
With a Majority of 19,039

Sold throughout the world. British depot: F. NewSons, 1, King Edward-st., London. Pottek
Chem. Cokp., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.
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South Broken at Bast by Intelligence—Gov.-Elect Bradley’s AdvoMoney—What He Says.

cacy of Sound

C., November 7.—
Bradley of Kentucky,

Washington,
Latest Advices Put tlie

Majority

in

Car"

jisie’s .State at Upwards of 10,000—Bradley Supporters Talking Him for Vice
President—Gormau Expresses Himself
to tlie Kesult—Blackburn

as

Will Prob-

ably Luse His Scat in the Senate,

D.

Governor-elect

Two-Oared Contest—The

Crew—A

tele“I am assured by
state
of the
graph from the oliairman
central committee, and I have no doubt
that the information is correct,
that I
have been eleoted governor of Kentuoky.
the
Wo regard this viotory as deoiding

telegraphs hero,

York, November 7.—Returns re- currency question in
favor of sound
ceived up to midnight hist night increase money in this state, as the breaking up
the Republican plurality imthis state.
of the Solid South, and as an
evidence
In all but half a dozen counties the that
their
the people
have
buried
New

THAT IS THE POSITION
SHOULD

THE U. S

TAKE.

Superb Race,

Tex., November 7.—An imcrowd witnessed the final contests
between tho American and English oarsmen in the great regatta today.
mense

Tho

first

event

was

New Navy Should Be Encouraged—Tho
American Elag Should Ely Over Our

challengo cup and $1000. Tho course lay
liko a greatjnirror with scarcely a ^ripple

Commerce—An Interesting Meeting.

on

7.—The first
New York, November
meeting of
session of tho third general
Naval Architects and Marine Engineers,
held today in the Auditorium at tho
headquarters of the American Society of

have been filed with county,clerks,
the result compiled from these fig-

it.

A

ing

good start
the Jwater

was

male,

Gadaur tak-

fraction first,'Rogers
pushing close behind him. Rubear and
Haines, evidently intentionally not in
a

to save themselves
tho groat four-oared race to follow.
About at tlie first quarter.'post Haines
dropnod out. At the three-quarters Bubear
beat a rotreat,
leaving the held clear to
From the threeand Gadaur.

it,were dallying along

for

prejudices and purpose hereafter to vote Mechanical Engineers, President Clement
as tiiey feel.
In this the best interests of A. Griscoin presiding. Among the memures gives Palmer, the Republican can- our common
were Chief
and our state will bers of the society present,
country
ADVERTISEMENTS.
NEW
didate for secretary of state a plurality be subservient.
Engineer Charles H. Loring, U. S. N., Rogers
S. N.,
of over 90,000.
“Our people Admiral Richard W. Meade, U.
Gov. Bradley also says:
quarters post they got away together,
other Thomas W.
THE BOYS IN BLUEIn nearly every county the actual Re- are as intelligent as those of any
Chief Engineer John Gadaur
Hyde,
succeeding in turning the stake
state in tne union, ana nooning out
Constructor
C. Kafen, U. S. N., Naval
publican vote is heavier than the estimate
boat length in the lead. Down
half a
lingering prejudice has kept, the Demo- Theo. D.
Grand Army Posts Are Geests at Nor- of Tuesday
night indicated.
Wilson, U. S. N., Naval Con- the course homo both inon did some
This has been
cracy in power so long.
way.
I be- structor Washington L. Capps, U. S. N.,
In the 34th assembly district of this city, dissipated, now, and permanently.
beautiful work, Gadaur keeping the lead
the
and in the 17th Senate distriot, there are lieve. They had presented to them
Secretary and Treasurer. The chairman
constantly increasing it. He crossed
question of sound money or unsound announced Wm. H. Wobb elected honor- and
South Paris, November 7.—The Grand close contests which may
the linibii line about three boat lengths
slightly change money; they appreciated the fact that
here
wore
Oxford
of
county
Lord ahead. Time, 21 minutes.
Army posts
the
results.
The proposition to bond this was a
question greater than the ary member bv the council, and
The second race was the greatest fourtoday the guests of William K. Kimball the state for the Dine millions for im- boundary of our state, and that which- Brassey, of the British Society of Naval
oared contest probably ever witnessed in
a
ever way our state went it would sound
were filled with fine
streets
and
the
members.
post,
contest
It was a very close
provement to canalslhas boon carried by key note. They have decided emphatical- Architect's Associate,
America.
These
posts a
looking veterans in blue.
The nominating committee made a re- showing careful scientific training and
large majority.
ly for sound money.”
oarsmembers.
The
their
reoord.
of
the
world’s
Harry
came with most
the port which was adopted,
“Have
recommending breaking
In New Jersey the Republican pluraliyou
always regarded
men were,English; Bubear,Barry, Hines
in tho re-election of the
Hr. S. A.
financial question as the great issue
Bennett,
Rust
of
as
Norway,
officers,
d
has
present
ty
grown untihtho latest returns give this
d Hundreds o£ Clocks. More
and Wingate; American,Teemer, Rogers,
of
campaign? ’’was asked the governor- follows:
Roberts post
commander; T. A.
the state to
President, Clement A. Griscom ; C. Gaudaur and J. Gaudaur. gBoth orews
Griggs, Republican'candi- elect.
d than all the other stores r
commander
J.
A.
Holden,
L.
and the
-~

’’

a

I

ONLY

CLOCK|
STORE.
|

|

Clock

jf

Hundreds of Alarm Clocks

d

We can show

0

combined.
you any kind of
you wish.

#

5

%

a

Oxford,
W. F.
Jessenden post of Buckflold,
Chase, commander; Whitman post of
Bryants Pond, C.B. Bessey, commander;
Barrows post of Sumner, J. A. Noyes,
commander. The afternoon was passed
in an enjoyable camp fire, at which many
of the
a veteran recounted stirring tales

|
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Postofiice Broken

t

MONUMENT

Jeweler,
SQUARE.

no\8dtf

A

x

are

A

no

clews.
Gun

Exploded,

X

Snowing in Wisconsin.
Black River Falls, Wis., November 7.—
this
A snow storm raged throughout
section today, four and a half inches have
fires
are
The forest
fallen.
completely
quenched by the snow.

|$

mild and

snow

BOIiaLO,

piUyOBCB

IU

Ui*VO U

Boston, November

CITY

7.—Local

showers

in

the

warm;

Local Weather

forecast

southern
south

to

Report.

local
Portland, November 7.—The
weather bureau offioe records as to the
weather are the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 30,348; thermometer, 45.0; clew point, 41; humidity, 85;

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,

west;

Velocity,

4;

weather,

clear.
maziMean daily thermometer, 53.0;
mum thermometer, 64.0: minimum thermometer, 40.0; maximum
velocity of
wind, 12, southwest; total precipitation.
a

WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
BENNER, Manager.
TuThtfW&lp

J. WESLEY’
ieb21

Startling

THE

is the first, the most important work of a phar-

department

of

our

this
store

the most careful and exact

We use none
attention.
but the best materials; we
If
Clerks.
have careful
the
you desire it, we return

original prescription to you,
and are always glad to deliver your

board

of chuich extension of the
Methodist Episcopal church began its
annual meeting in Chicago yesterday.
S. M. Wolston of Dorchester, broke the
American road record, for bicyoles, for
half mile, Thursday, making it
in 55
The

parcel.

seconds

Street.

S---—-

|

In

pacing race between Patchen
at Richmond, Va., yesterday

and
the
in
former
stiaight heats.
United States Consul General
Riley
was informed yesterday
at Ottawa^
by
of
Marine
Minister
that
the
fine
In
the
connection with the seizure of schooner
would
John L, Nicholson of Gloucester
*1000 to *500.
be reduced from
The
released
and
was
the
fine
schooner
paid.
is
Mrs. Hannah Blythe of Malden,
claimant for the estate of Toliums H.
in
died
who
California
in
1SS3,
Blythe,
valued at *3,000.000.
Mrs. Lottie Brown, whoVlives'in Ipswich, BJMass., was assaulted by burglars
last
evening, who bound her and rauhousa They secured some
sacked the
money and escaped. The police are looking for them.
a

Gentry

won

Apollinaris
“THE

QUEEN

OF TABLE WATERS.”

Supplied under Royal Warrants to
Her Majesty the Queen of England,
and to His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales.

a

Louisville,

Hy.,

jNovemDer I. —Demo-

concedo that the Republican plurality on tho state ticket will be at least
10,000, while the Republicans say it may
crats

go as high
With the

as

15,000.

can

races

majority,

will
in

13

A

Reorganization
poned

AVili

Probably Be Post-

in the Senate.

Washington. November 7—Tho elections
of Tuesday last do not alfeot the present
membership of tho United States Senate.
Mr. Brice of Ohio, Mr. Gibson of Maryland, and Mr. Blackburn o Kentucky, all
will romain in the Senate until March 4,
1897, so that they will participate in the
two full sessions of the Congross whioh
begins on the first Monday of next
December. Tho indirect effect of the
election, it is expected, will be to deprive

Populists Days Numbered

H. H. HAY & SON,
Middle

Carried by Him,

tucky politicaljhistory.
boom has alThe vioe presidential,
Democrats; giving tho
ana the
9
a
majority of on joint ready been started for Bradley,
prospeot that the legislature will be Reballot.
publican causes belief that lie may try
The few returns yet to come may slight
to go to the Senate as the stepping stone.
but
not
materially.
ly ohange this,
‘‘OUTVOTED.”
The Republicans elect their entire state
ticket bv majorities ranging from about Is tlie W ay Gorman Explains the MaryIt was thought yesterday
90 to 18,000.
land Situation.
that lioborts, (Dem.) would he elected to
later
returns
It
to
hut
7, —Senator
gave
Congress,
Washington, November
Alien by about 1000 majority.
Gorman is quoted in a Washington paper
The legislature will givo the Republias expressing himself as follows in regard
cans two United States senators, and it
is safe to predict that Utah’s senators to the elections: \ “These things will
will be Georgo O. Cannon and Col. Isaac happen! I have no complaint to make. I

Republicans,
Republicans

Christian in the valley of Hariot and the L'lie IIlUVUHJOiiu iui nu juimuuiaic iouiyauivillages of Moulla Kauy and Hogho. The zation of the Senate of much of its force.
conTurks and Khurds have been armed by Tho Republicans could only secure
the commandant, who will
give the trol of that body by making concessions
signal for the slaughter as soon as to tho free silver advocates, Stowart and
tho Jones of Nevada, and tho Populist Potter
Europeans make a move to occupy
Now that
two Republican
country, it nas causeu groat excitement of Kansas.
among the looal Armenians and a mass Senators from Utah are assured, there is
the
meeting is to be called and the press ap- a growing disposition to wait until
Senate can be organized by the Republipealed to arouse publio sympathy.
thomselves without entangling
cans
BRIEFLY TOLD.
alliance.

bcuuuu-

give

if True.

November 7.—The
Worcester, Mass.,
the leading
Armenian
Huntshagists,
revolutionists in America have received
advices from Harpool that plans are perfected by
the military
comKaof,
massacre
of every
mandant, for a

PRESCRIPTION

We

Plu-

Being

show a clear Republiwhich event a Republican will succeed Senator Biaokburn.
Big Majorities ior the State Ticket anil
Blackburn’s only hope is a few PopuLegislature,
lists votes, and even the Populists may
not be in the house.
McCreary, it is
Salt Hake,Utah, November 7.—Returns conceded, is not now in the race.
a
late
hour
last
At
come in very slowly.
The vote in the state was so decisive
the heavy Republican vote in Lounight, however. there were only a fow that
where all the municipal officers
isville
and
to
hear
from,
precincts
scattering
and tho Court of Appeals judgeship were
for
an
is
result
the
overwhelming victory
captured, was of value only in swelling
That the state should go
the majority.
the Republicans.
13 Republican without the vote of LouisThe
legislature will be: Senate,
ville is the most sensational event in KenRepublicans, 5 Democrats; House, 33

wind,
cloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer. 30.120; thermomeMANCHESTER, N. H.,
ter. 59.8; dew point, 53;
humidity, 75;
it the largest and best equipped hote
southwest; velocity, 6; weather, Trurnbo.
wind,
north of Boston.

With Windsor Hotel Annex,

eisu

Counties

■

for Friday: Generally cloudy, probably
followed by light rain, cooler during the
evening and night. Westerly wind.
Washington, November 7.—Forecast for
Friday for New England: Showers in the
northenr portions; fair during the day,

opp. Prebie House

macy. ah
ary to it.

rality. Even tlie Country

in the

UTAH REPUBLICAN.

Cloudy aud Rain.

Telephone Connection.

A. M.

“Have you given any attention to the
of a policy as governor?”
“I shall insist on strict economy in the
administration of every state office. Every
I
leak in the treasury must be stopped.
shall advocate a better road system and
shall
an
improved school system, and
urge that every means be taken to attract
also
insist
I
shall
to
this
state.
capital
enforcement of the law in
on a strict

question

—

DYE HOUSE & STEAM CARPET portions Friday night;
west winds.
CLEANSING WORKS,

Makes

Kentucky.”

election of nine members of
investigation into expenditures
A Foot of Suow.
fe_
of the general assembly, which his extho legislature doubtful, tho Democrats
U'lnnno
Minn
Mnvomhoi* 7
Yoarlv Si.
convinced
are
much
larger have a
hiiUj
perience
majority of only one on joint balS foot of heavy wet snow has fallen here than they should be.
The
lot. It is very likely the official returns
during the past eighteen hours.

followed by

13 Preble st.

DLcVLO

public

DYED

FOREST

the House is organized to havo
a
committee appointed to investigate,
afterjthe manner of tho Lexowfcommittee
of New York, all publio officials or exofficials in the city and state.
Senator Burce, an anti-hold over Democrat, who made a private investigation
into tho expenditures of the last session
as

OL LUO

and Tinted the Fashiona-

FOSTER’S

November 7.—According to
and tmofficial returns from

As a result of the defeat of tho Democrats Tuesday, Maryland is likely to have
a sweeping investigation. Under the state
constitution, the house of delegates is a

soon

foie Shades, and finished in Frames by Steam
Piano Covers, Draperies, Shawls,
procees.
Bacques, and Garments of all kind3

AT

a

was

LACE Curtains
OR

Maryland is

and has full power by every department,”
Will grand inquest,
7.—While
into
handling a shot gun near committee or otherwise to examine
REPUBLICAN KENTUCY.
the gun
the station today
exploded, and investigate all persons who may or
is proposed, as Democrats Concede Bradley 10.000
in
office.
It
have
been
hands
of
his
one
badly.
shattering

Frazier,

NOTICES.

CLEANSED

In

Big One.

It
“1 have always so regarded it.
our
affeots the
material interest of
country. This declaration of Kentucky
in favor of a just dollar is a declaration
that wo believe in suoli a
thing as
national integrity. The friends of sound
conmonoy all over the country should
And
gratulate themelves on this result.
noble
that the
I want to say further
sound money Democrats of Kentucky are
for
the
supworthy of the greatest credit
port they gave is. I regard our victory
for an honest currency as a very
high
tribute to the intelligence of the people of

Springvale, Novmber

THE WEATHER

Cleansed,

Republican Majority

the official

made to blow the safe, but it failed. The
third attempt made on this office. There

2

weather remains rather
continues to fall.

SPECIAL

Tlie

Wiscasset, November 7.—The post offioe every county in the state. Lloyd Lowndes,
broken into by burglars last night, Republican candidate for governor, has
was
#
effected through the a plurality of 19.039. In the five counties
an entrance being
i window into the vestibule.
The inner oarried by Mr. Hurst, he led Mr. Lowndes
d doors were forced open and an attempt bj only 25 votes.

MeKENNEY, t
The

ITS A BOOMER I

Baltimore,

Into,

Repub-

#

|

$

cans, 18; Democrats, 3; assembly,
licans, 43; Democrats, 17.

army life and adventure.

Repairing j

€ specialty.

The Jersey
date for governor, by 26,000.
legislature will stand--Senate, Republi-

in Nebraska.

suppose that,if the Democrats had carried
Baltimore and the state, our opponents
would have charged us with all sorts of
election crimes. I shall not act that way
toward them. I believe we were outvoted
under the laws of merit, and it is next to
hall ot.
impossible to have a dishonest
“Tho Republicans got out every man
of
the Demovotes
the
and were aided by
Tho figures
crats who had a grievance.
show that their vote was polled almost
in Baltimore
up to the registration, while
14,000 or 16,COO
alone we wero some

short.”
continued tho
“I regret of course,
Senator, “that Maryland, after twentyand safe
eoouomical
nine years of honest,
administration £ under the Democrats,

I
should pass into Kepublican hands.
do not, however, regret anything that 1
in
I
took
which
the
have done nor
part
As
tho fight. I did ail that I could do.
was against us.
a matter of fact the tide
has
that
gone
It is not only Maryland
and Kenbut New Jersey

Republican,

to the
over
Republican
have
gone
Republicans have
columns, while the
states
whore they
in'tbe
made great gains
had control. In Maryland the Republitroubles
cans will And that they will have
and the
responsibilities
of their own,
be
them
will
rest
will
very
upon
which

Omaha, Neb., November 7.—Later reincrease the
turns only omphasize and
figures of the Republican triumph in tho
Tho
Populist
state, city and county.
to great.
party in this oity seems to’have gone
seek
Senator Gorman, it is said, will
in a
its
vote
pieces, loasing over half of
scene from
rest and change of
ot
complete
for
judge
Norval, Republican,
year.
now until Congress reassembles.
a
the Supremo court, has been elected by
which
plurality over Maxwoll, Populist, lost in
£clioes of the Battle in Massachusetts.
The Populists
may reach 115,000.
from
November 27.—Rotnrns
almost every county and even the DemoBoston,
The 253 towns and cities at the
better showing.
crats made no
headquarters
J.
Broatch, of the Socialist Labor party give Ruther,
plurality of Captain W.
is about
the Socialist candidate, for governor, 124.
Republican candidate for mayor

secretary and treasuerr,

Washington

Capps; vice presidents, Charles
Cramp, Philip Hicliborn, Charles
Loring, Richard W. Meade, Georgo
Melville, Georgo W. Quintard, Irving

H.
H.
W.
M.

Scott, Francis A. Walker, Theo. Wilson,
Wm. H. Webb, J. F. Holloway,
In thanking the society for tho honor
conferred
electing him to the
by
presidency for a third term, Mr. Griscom
referred to the growing importance of tho
work of organization, and urged constant

in providing for the navy. The
American
American flag should protect
citizens in every quarter of the globe, and
our commerce should be carried under
the American flag. The United States,
he said, had been content to pay hundreds
to
tribute
of millions as a
foreign
carriers, and pay such a price as they
visiting
might iix for tho privilege of
freign countries
of
tho
United
C.
Taylor
Captain Henry
States Naval War collo ge, read a paper
Maritime
Developupon “American
ment, whioh he illustrated by charts.
He said one of^tho most important comUnited States
mercial problems for the
was to consider bow best to most rapidly
and effectually control the South Amerinot wait for
We should
can trado.
merchants of tho south to come to us, but
providing
should devote our efforts to
as
such typos of ships and machinery
to
calculated
best
be
would
bring about
the desired lesuit.

libeiality

A DO

ByOrtKOi

IHiOU DU

livi

IUD

Hyde, Captain

Miller and Lowis Nixon were appointed a
committee to consider thi formulation
of a testimonial to Congress and
report
to the society bofore its final
adjournment tomorrow.
W. P. Stephens, designer of the yacht
Ethelwynue, then read a papor upon
on
Its lnfluenoo
“Tho Centreboard;
Design, Its Value aud Its Propor Use.”
me StriK&AlUiosi

u»er.

Devil’s Lake, N. I).. November 7.—A
special train arrived this morning on the
Great Northern
railroad, with seventy
special policemen and eightoon now conductors, twenty-five brakemen and threo
firemen. The arrival of these men is expected to break the strike, as the delayed
_

trains have been sent out with now men
refused to
and the old emplovos who
by
strike.
The yards are patrolled

deputies.

A Bad

Accident.

I Northampton, Mass.,Novembor 7.—This
evening Stella Hallett, aged 14,was killed

by the accidental discharge of a shot gun
in the hands of her brother Charles, aged
7. Five children had been playing cards,
Charles
romping and fooling, whon
took up a shot gun which was in a corbe a
“I’ll
ner
of the room, remarking,
walking arsenal.” He obtainod a shell
from a closet and put it in one barrel. He
then said: “Look out. Stella,” intending
to snap the trigger of the empty barrel,
and the reot er small towns to hear
1000 over Brown, Domociat,
Eighty-Ave
The boy
is
but took the other by mistako.
ticket
from will incr a a the vote to about one
mainder of the city Republican
frantic with grief and fear.
3000
to
was'nearly
plurality. hundred. The total vote in the state for
elected by from 300
been elected by a the head of tho ticket last
The county ticket has
year, was 3104.
canMaine Pensions.
lcrae plurality and every Republican has It is estimated that the Populists will
court
District
of last
fall about 2000 below their vote
didate for judge of the
7.—Tho followWashington,November
the
At the
been chosen.
year.
headquarters of
have been granted to Maine
ing
pensions
Labor
Socialists it is claimed the Socialist
party is the only party that polled more people:
The Latest Prom Ohio.
votes than last year.
original.
7.—According
November
Columbus, O:,
Camden.
received by the
Delos
W.
Clark,
returns
unofficial
to the
tneansid y
■sqsjSSaJfi nv
up
Republican State executive committee
REISSUE.
of
'ssauBnoniH
the.
‘HoRsaSipni
three-fourths
'atjospuoH
to one today from
John Downey, Shoenscott,
connection
8J1LJ STPXIdt
chairmen, taken in
county

‘BCJ

6.jgOg*j

TERESTING HISTORY.

had loyal backcs,
English hoys,
in addition to th purse, pulled in several thousand dollars. The race was three
miles with a turn. The start was perfect,
both crews taking the water at the same
moment. The Englishmen gained slightlyfafter a dozen or more strokes, and at
the quarter stake led by a boat length.
to the three-quarter stake
From there
the Englishmen, with a long, easy, 38
stroke, widened the dlstanoe. The Americans strained every muscle, and came
spinning after their opponents. The
latter made the turn for the homeward
stretch at least three boatllengths ahead.
It was apparent here that the Englishmen wore going to win. Down the course
of the racers flew thefplucky Americans,
bending to their oars with a hoarty good
will. It was no use. The English boys
gained at every stroke, and their rowing
When the
was clock-like and boautiful.
quarter-mile post was reached the Americans
practically went to pieces. The
Englishmen crossed the line two boat
It could have been a dozen
ahead.
lengths
chosen.
the Englishmen
Time,
had
17.20 1-2,
breaking the world’s record
The race was for the world’s championship and a purse of $1500.

Programme of the Exercises East Eveuing
Evening—Early Hays Recalled—A Good
Attendance.
The centennial exercises of Chestnu t
church
bogan at tho
street Methodist
church last evening, with a good attendance and
interesting exercises. On
the platform about tho pastor, Rev. Dr.
C. W. Parsons, were grouped tho Metlio'
dist clergy of Portland and vicinity, including those two veterans of the faith,
Rev. D. B. Randall and Rev.

Charles F.

Allen.
Dr. C. O. Files

was organist, and tho
musical programme included also singing by a chorus of about 50 voices, led
by Mr. M. T. Doton.
'-E5*
The opening prayor was offorod liy Rev*
REV. DR. CHARLES W. PARSONS.
S. F. Jones of Pleasantdalo.
bounded by denominational lines of this
DR. PARSON’S ADDRESS
city and vicinity I also say welcome.
of welcome followed, and was as follows: Naming tho name of Christ as we also
I esteem it no'small honor and privilege do I know of no division or barrier bo-

to be permitted to speak the first words
in tho festival of years. They need not
if
bo many words, but they must be,
true to the spirit of the hour, sinoero and
affective.
It is an event of no small momont

in

tweon us. It may be that John Calvin
entered in through the gate—‘‘Whom lie
did
predestinate them he also called.!
the gate
John Wesley—through
And
Whosoever will let him take the water
entrance
of life freely.” And abundant
both
unto them
being administered
turned to see arohing all portals and

BLOODY WAR FEARED.
Tlie Choctaw Nation Are in

a

How Over

Land Allotments.

uu-

gLUChv

our commerce of
completing
not
the Panama canal, which should
be permitted to come under the control of
Captain Taylor
any foreign powers.
alluded to the increasing importance to
the United States of the commerce of the
He
Pacific ocean.
pointed out the
directions of the connection between San
othor
Yokohama and
Francisco and
eastern
points, and alluded to the
adaptability of the Allusian Islands as
The speaker dwelt at
coaling stations.
some length upon the great
importance
of the Nicaragua canal, to the commerce
the
and urged
States
of the United
society to devote especial efforts to its
He
behalf.
consideration, and in its
urged the study of liquid fuel as a means
of increasing' the
carrying spaco of
vessels.
Captain Taylor said other
valuable qualities should not bo sacrificd
to getting great speed in tho building of
No study of the past showed that
ships.
speed was more important than the power
of armament, the strength of armor, and
long endurance on the high seas. No inThere
vention would revolutionize war.
He did not
was no short cut to victory.
of
the
doubt that the skill and ability
sooiety and its individual members.would
produce ships worthy to carry beyond the
seas the flag of our great republic.
Adimral Meade
suggested that the
society petition Congress in favor of the
Nicaragua canal. “I believe it is to be
built. he said, “and that no foreign
corporation should build it. It should be
built by the American government. I am
no jingo.
I am firmly of this opinion.
ho
level when
Gen. Grant’s head was
He could
wanted to get San Domingo.
have had it but for tho petty jealousies.
We should let the folks on the other side
of tho ocean know that if there is
any
conland laying around loose on this
is
Statos
its
United
'that
the
tinent

portance to

residuary legatee.”
Amdiral Meade, Gen.

REV. DR. CHARLES F. ALLEN’S IN-

single scull,

the

three miles, ono turn, between ,T.Gadaur,
and Jas. Rogers, Americans, and Bubear
So Says
Admiral Meade at Society of and
Haines, English, for tho world’s
Naval Architects and Builders—The championship
and Richard K. Fox’s

figures
and

ing Last EVening.

broken by tlie English

World's Record

this story will^bo read with livneso inOld Chestnut
terest by Vet many others.
scattered every whither with
stroeters
hearts kindled here by the sarced tire and
blazing anew on other altars will joy in
our joy and rejoice in oui ‘rejoicing. 1 hey
will not forget us, we^oannot forget them.
And so to the spirit of this jubilee and
whatever of thrill and inspiration there
and bid
may bo in it wo welcome them
them God speod.
; And to the Christian brotherhoodcno*

Austin,

The Solid

TO BE EXCITING.

Dr. Parsons Welcomes Those AttendAmericans Win

This Continent.

the Dem-

A CHURCH CENTENNIAL.

Groat Four Oar Contest Won by
the liritons.

The

ocrats in Power.

...

3eky &
Deuo &

140,000.

telegraph reports

CENTS,

PRICE TPIREE

1895.

ENGLISHMEN FIRST.

y
the
to
newspapers, and from certain remaining
r
counties, and estimating the pronabie
suit from the host information oDtainamo
in others, tho indications are that xiusnreaen
nell’s plurality in the state will
with tho

COLLEGES.

Hanover, N. H.—The annual meeting
of the NewJEngland colleges isjieing held

ERIDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 8,

MAINE,

PRESS.__

November 7.—The
Toxas,
Paris,
Choctaw council, instead of showing disposition to accede to tho proposition of
the Dawes committee, to allot land have
displayed most violent oppositin to it.
Many of the most intelligent

and

pro-

CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.

family circle, when, at the end of an written in letters of living light, woo
gressive of the tribe have been favoring half century, the ohildren meet to cele- so loved the world that He gave His only
helieveth
begotton son that whosoever
allotment, which had the effect of stirring brate the
golden wedding of venerable on Him should not perish but have overA bill passed yesterup the full bloods.
What then lasting life.” So iu the spirit of the
and dearly loved parents.
day makes treason for any citizen of that of a church? “A bride, the lamb’s wife” Christian fraternity which knows only
“Ono Lord, one faith, one'baptism” I
nation to take allotment, either publicly
who has rounded out twice that numwelcome you to the centennial anniveisaor privately
anywhere in the territory. ber of
of noble and useful existhen
a

years
hunThe penalty for first offense is one
tence.
dred Jashes and six months
imprisonThis meeting tonight and the followment; for second offense, the penalty is
The ing gathering simply mean,.that we pay
death without the benet of trial.
deloader of the opposition to the bill
an
tribute to
institution which in all
clared its passage meant the breaking up
and declared its long lifo'lias started the tear of sorrow
of the Tribal government
this was the last session of the Choctaw in no eye, nor implantod an arrow in any
The heart.
council, which would ever bo held.
Instead it has wiped
away the
feeling is running high, over the passage tear—“Given beauty "for ashes and the
of the measure and a bloody factional war
garment of peace for the spirit of heavenis predicted.
ess,” to untold multitudes. And it is
TROUBLE IN DENVER.
in this inconsistent
no
small thing,
world, to say of any association of men
A County Clerk Claims Ke-election and
that
through all the long cycles of an
Ballot—Armed
Kefuses to Exhibit the
“It has done good,
hundredth years.
Men Guard the Office.

and only good, and that continually,”—
and it can be said truthfully only of the
Denver,
Col., November 7.—Eleven church of the living God.
armed men patrolled tho corridors about
Hospitality is always a beautiful thing,
the oflico of the
county clerk in tho and to be permittedjto extend it in our
court house today.
name
and that of our families, is one
; Kiohard Lobert, the present county of the
purest and sweetest pleasures
98
re
election
by
majority. of life. But to speak for 700 people, each
clork, claims
By the law he is the sole custodian of ono feeling all that one heart can feel,
to voice it welthe ballot boxes until the official count and'every tongue willing
come, if it might, increases bothSthe joy
made.
is
and^responsibility an hundred fold. And
; George^Kindel.the opposition candidate^ I beg you, believe me as I assure you at
as brothand supposedly elocted, claims fraud will once. We love you,- we greet you
ers and sisters injthe Lord. We are delightbe used by Lotert should ho remain in ed to see
you—glad you came early, hope
sole possession of tho ballots.
you will stay late, and be happy,every
to
the
admittance
it
rue worus seem .naueuumje,
office, minute.
Ho domandod
to crowd into them all the
but was forcibly ejected, and armed men I exhort you
they will bear and press them
on
now
are
guard to prevent further ameaning
little rnorej alter that, and be assured
attempts of persons, other than tho coun- that even then, you have not exhausted
ty clerk and his deputies from entering the reality and bounty of our welcome.
Considerable excitement prethe office.
My comrades of Congress street, Pine
vails and partisan feeling runs high.
street. West End, Peaks Island, South
Portland and Woodfords, children of tlm
A MODERN HEROdaughters of the mother church, I bid
you welcome. And yet somehow it seems
How a Fireman Saved a Child from a Fear- to me to bo almost like presumption to
speak even that word to you; for are you
ful Death,
not of us, "and Indeed have
you gone
away from us in sympathy and fellowrelation
Severing your
only beConn., November 7.—Wil- ship?
Middleton,
and open doors to usefulness
liam Brown, a fireman on the Valley cause duty
called you into new church homos, I feel
division yesterday, saw Florence Kelley, sure that
your lovo for the old home has
Martin
child
of
the two-year-old
Kelley, not diminished or grown cold.
Of
one
thing I am sure and forever
on the bridge at the foot of Miller street.
The new loves of our livos do
thankful.
He sprang from the engine, seized the
tho
old ones. A young
not excludo
child and rollod down the embankment. husband standing by the sido of the
Brown’s escape was as marvollous as woman of his choice and with her erectloves the dear
his heroism, for he sprang directly in ing a new family oirole,
old mother who gave him life neverthefront of tho engine which was going at less.
loves her boy
And tho mother
Had not tho engineer reawful speed.
none the less,our greetings and rejoicings
as
lever
Brown
both
the
versed
jumped
are oommon.
he and thejohild would have been crushed
And my brothers former members of
to death.
this church, who have come in from a
disturbance, and those who shall come
Dismay in the Sultan’s Palace.
at any
time before the last Doxology of
Ijondon, November 7.—The Times pub- Sunday night, I say to onOj and all welfrom
a
despatch
Constantinople coino.
lishes
But jut now I lift up my eyes into largrepeating previous statements as to the
revolution- er
theJMohammedan
range. My thought embraces wide
strengthrfof
this
The correspondent ex- boundaries,
because interest in
ary movements.
the
to
statement that event and its celebration will not begin
presses doubt ss
bo
are
or
shall
and
who
withlthoso
movement
and
end
'are,
placing
leaders for the
iB strong and general hero.
The si'ory of what wo are doing
says the disaffection
in the army and navy as elsewhere, and is not limited to state lines—Now EngFrom the Athas caused dismay in tho palace^and a land does nut include it.
Pacific, from tho line of
feeling of Jmpotoncy on the part of the lantic to the
eternai|frost to the bolts of eternal bloom,
Porto.
----.

ry

churoh.

Christian

of this

being established and

This

gather togethone place” I beg

we

one
aocord in
you that we have invited you
us
in the centennial celewith
to join
bration of a Methodist churoh. And a
19th century Methodist church, one fully
abreast with the thought and spirit of
these
thrilling times. We do not abate
by one data, our reverence for the traditions of the past, nor will we nogleot to
avail ourselves of every patent foroe and
improved method of today, new men, new

er

to

“with
say to

methods,
everything new except one
tiling; Tlio preaching of the fathers, this
simple, sunny, saving gospel of free grace
to all man is yet the preaching of the

“/).ud as it was on the beginning
sons,
is now and ever shall be world without
We do not wish to boast, but wo
end.”
cannot doubt for a minute that the proof the gentle and generous
clamation
tenets of Wesleyan Armeinanism has influenced and liberalized all evangelical
Christianity.
It would hardly be possible

now to find
the old Scoton
in
the decrees,
lady, who believing rigidly
and that it was God’s purpose to save
of the raco, came at last to believe
a fow
that that, number would be very few.
Counting out one by one of her acquaintances and narrowing the list more and
any one

Uluru,

it u

as

exclusive

JrtftU

»XIO

as

3U1U,

X

UUU

V

I'V-IXW »

v>

kirk will be saved but
Jamie and I, and X have some doubts
about Jamie.”
This 'church has always stood as a protest against anything as exclusive as that,
oxclusivo at ail, and believe
or anything
that everybody will be saved who wills
to be saved.
ministry,
And now, brethren ir. the
my colleagues in this pastorate, no words
of mine can add to the assurance that
by this brotherhood is
your welcome
There is
most sincere and affectionate.
one
thing about a Methodist pastorate
not
peculiar—-it is continuous, it resides and
in one man, but in a series of men.
knows no break. And so, I suppose, that

anybody in

our

Continued
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Royal Baking Powder Co.
100

Wall SU, N, Y,
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«FSE IN TOWN, HONEY!”
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Pancake

|
5

Is

Flour.

|

great staffs t:
of life WHEAT, CORN and RICE.A combination of the

A grocer who offers you any others
colored package than ltcd when youJj
ask tor the Genuine Aunt Jemima isi
trying to deceive you, and if he deceives ;
you in this matter he may in
founts. Remember the Red package. V
Beware of counterfeits.

yourac-sj
§

HERE’S OUR GUARANTEE.

fi

a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfRising Pancake Flour, and if you do not And it
makes the best cakes you ever ate, return the
empty box to your grocer, leave your name, and

Buy

ft
*!
ft

0

ft
ft
ft
ft

the grocer will refund the money and charge
it to us.

ft

ft
ft
e

j

Scientifically Prepared and
Manufactured only by

_

f

»;

ft

Mojj

Iff T. DAVIS MILL CO., St. Joseph,

Iewis;

The best wearing, most stylish, and
the greatest value of any $3.00 Men’s
Shoes on tho continent.
Best calfskin, dongola tops, solid
leather soles, with all the popular toes,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
Filled Soles.
contains

paid-up

a

Acci-

dent Insurance Policy for $100, good for
CO days.
Wear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
The
once and you will never change.
insurance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis*
Shoes.
Sold by CENTER & McDOWELL.

WE GOT ’EM
Glasses that will
In gold frames,
“ silver
frames,
*<
steel frames,
fact the finest
glasses you will
and
Portland
them

fit you.

of

line
find

in
fit

we

FREE OF CHARGE
what

no matter
trouble.

opia

or

your

Myopia, Hy-promotropia, Presbyopia, Astlien*
Astigmatism.

E. S. PMBEXTER,
561 Congress St.
Maine.

Portland,

dtf
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Best|
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astry? What’s
lings? What’s
cooking purlard
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What’s best
-for health?
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An MOUAN
Will enable you to have music in your homo at
any and all times, without tho aid of a musician.
the
It can be used by every member of
family, as the operation of plaving it is so
a
with
simple that it can be learned by anyone
few days* practice.
it

is

not

a

mecnamcai

capable of the most
aud expression.

delicate

instrument,

torian of

Continued

uul

m

shadings of ternpo-

Any piece of music can be obtained for the
jEolian. but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
operatic music. All the Wagner Overtures
ami Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are arranged for
the iEolian. and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
The tone of the .Eolian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with the different parts.
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and
hear it.

Tile M.STEINERT& SONS 00.,
Sole New England Representatives
Sfeinway, Hardman, Gable;-, Bacon,
other First Class Pianos.

for

the
and

REV.

from First.

of the veneMethodism,and
rated
fathers of tho ohuroh in Maine.
Dr. Allan’s address follows in full:

Fage.

of a moment, in those hundrerd yeari
has this pulpit been vacant. In the larg
est sense,
then, this church has novo:
been, nor will it ever be, one man’: ;
church.
At different times, at the ses
sion of au annual conference, a bishoi
has
said:
“Portland, Chestnut streei
church—Elijah Hediug, H. B. Kidgway
C. E. Allen, I. Luce, J. R. Day, J. w.
Bashford, M.S. Hughes, C. W. Parsons,’
and the rest, and coming here these met
have tolled and sacriliced, ministered ai
these altars,
preached in this pulpit,
wrought thoir lives into this fabric ant
Bui
Id
and
gone
gone out among you.
at ao time lias auyono of us dreamed o
saying, “This is my church exclusively.’
Men change, but a Methodist pastoratf
it is this very thing thn)
endures, and
binds our ministry in a very close bant
of fraternity. Brethren I want to say it,
there is no class of men on earth so mu
tually independent as Methodist preach
ers—and
there is no class of men wht
ought Co bo so tender of each other, ant
in the main I beliove they are almosi
without an exception. And so we meei
this
hour, colleagues, in an unbrokei
pastorate—and welcome each other, greo
this dt-ar people and bow together at oui
altar.
And what a pastorate this has been
Jesse Lee to begin it, Timothy Merritt
easily his first lieutenant in the chargi
on sin,and of the movement of the Metho
dist host into New England, Joshua Soul
and Elijah Hedding,bishops of the churoi
not

and

stnrdv. Filiinl

|

Richard Coeur de Lion of th
church; George Webber,who came withii
one of
being bishop. Four college presi

-Shoes-

ADDRESS BY

CHARLES E. ALLEN,'
pastor of the West End church, the his-

Heckling,.

Accident Insurance

pair

A CHURCH

Jnahna Smile, strom?

$3*oo.

Each

HISTORICAL

ono

Remember the days of old, consider
the years of many generations, ”
The present century has witnessed the
most surprising progress in science and
arts, in the accumulation of material resources, in tho improvement of industrial
methods, in social development and in eccleiastical as well as political history.
It
is especially becoming that wo should
gather oqrsolves together to celebrate the
centennial anniversary of the birth of the
Methodist Episcopal church in Portland.
In order suitably to comprehend and
properly to recount the righteous acts oi
the Lord, and tho favors shown to his
people, it is necessary for us carefully to
consider the condition of this community a
hundred years ago. The wonderful changes
which a century has wrought cannot lie
adequately described. Inhabited Poitlaud was then bounded by High street
and India street, by the harbor and Congress street, and contained about 3000 inhabitants: The nation was recovering
from the desolation of tho revolutionary
war, Washington was President of the
United States, the primitive simplicity
of. cojonial usage had scarcely' beegun to
change, the commerce of Portland, destroyed liy tho ravages of war, was slowly
reviving aud drawing home her fugitive
children and immigrants from
othoi
states. New modes of living were gradually introduced. The ohauges in ecclesiastical history
are
remarkable.
When
the province ot Maine was granted to
Sir Fernando Gorges this provision was
inserted .in tho charter- “Our will and
ploasure is that the religion now pro-

ecclesiastical government now usd in the
same‘shall bo forever lioreafter professed,
and with as much convenient speed at
may be, settled and established in and
In the revothroughout said province.
lutiouary war the Episcopal clergymei]
being lories, left the country lor Engthe itenerant ranks. A church thus lei
land.
The
few
Episcopal societies
has a right to be proud of its leaders.
dwindled away ami
but two or three
what shall I more say? for thi
And
; churches wore left in the state. The H
would fail me to toil the full stor;
time
Presbyterian churches formed in Maim
of tho living and the dead.
before the presont century soon changed
Of Ridgway, charming spirit, ministe
into the Congregational polity, or boof Christ
richly endowed, symetrica 1 came extinct.
The first Baptist church
and self-poised,preaohing Jesus so loving
| in Maine at Kittery had been scattered
ly that men fell in love with the Savio: by persecution and for 90 years little oi
ho loved aud when it happened, as at tliiR order was known in the
province.
some times it did, that his pulpit flamec
But nine years before the introduction
in
righteous wrath againt sin, alwayi of Methodism, three Baptist churches
there the cross gleamed througl were formed and
right
in ten
years there
the flames for the sinner.
were
20, with more tiian a thousand
Of Clark, W. R.—devoted servant o
communicants. The first Baptist church
God, well equipped for his work, s was formed in Portland in 1801. In
doughty champion of the word and de 1804 they built a small chapel on Federal
fender of the faith.
street. When the title of Gorges was purOf Allen—God bless him, of rich ant : chased
by Massachusetts the province of
largo ability who has dono more^thingi Maino was regarded by the Puritans of
and done more things well in his lonj, the
Bay State as the abiding place of the
and useful life than perhaps any of us.
ungodly, the home of outlaws. The comOf Luce—Well if there is anybody tha; monwealth hastened to extend its fosterknows |a truer maD, more faithful£anc
ing care over the acquired territory, the
loyal to his! bretheu, with an all rounr general court carefully provided for the
genius for brightening things to pass am religious instruction of the people. Borlkeeping the train on the track I’d bi and was early formed into a parish and
pleased to hear his name.
the settled minister was supported by a
Of Jones—the true gentleman loved pas
town tax levied upon all the inhabitants.
tor and brilliant preacher of the word.
Anyone
neglecting to attend the stated
Of Day—transparent as the day, firm
worship of the standing order was liablo
as a
rock and sturdy as a pine of the to be fined.
The half way oovonant by
old Mains State.!; He cannot be little foi which all that had been
baptized in inhe doesn’t know how—a man who as
though
fancy,
they made no pol’ession of
and
and
minister
educatoi
and
man
boy
religion, were reckoned as church memhas brought his choicest gifts to lay then
bers, so that they were entitled to vote
at the feet of Jesus
in parish affairs, broke down the distinceffective ho
was
Of Clark—Always
tion between the church and the world,
to the last—“Like a plumec intensified the interest of the unconeffective
went sweeping through the verted in mere
warrior he
formal
Christianity
gates,washed in the blood of the Lamb.” and aroussd their fierce
hostility
Of McKfOWu—Clear thinker and fear- against
all
other
denominations.
less preacher, consecrating every power 01 From
the
was
heard
fierce
pulpit
soul, body and spirit to the great work.
denunciations against Baptist new lights
Of Bashford—Admirable leader of the and Methodist
itinerants, “wolves in
young, glorious preacher, pulpit oratoi sneep s morning, rcnaing me nocir or
uuumiumting
No
Christ,” and “troublers of Israel.”
Of Whitaker—Strong preacher, loving wonder that the
standing order, clothed
pastor, enemy to nothing but the wrong with civil authority, used their utmost
and blessing with the benison of his pres endeavors to drive
away those troubleence
every people he serves.
some intruders and to
prevent auy deOf Hughes—Yes, you love him and you fection from the established
religion.
admire him, a preacher by inheritance, Arminian
was
confounded with
theology
in the
apostolic succession by birth, Pelagian heresy, and Methodist converts
moment without doubt one were
who is this
stigmatized as ignorant fanatics,
of the first dozen
young ministers oi victims of wild delusion.
in brilliancy, achievemenl
the church
In 1793, Jesse Lee, the first Methodist
and promise.
preacher in New England, a solitary
Indeed, what shall I more say for the horseman, crossed the Piscataaua and
time would fail me to tell of these and entered Maine.
The
first
Methodist
half a hundred more men who through sermon
preached in the province was by
faith have subdued kingdoms, wrought Lee in
Two
10.
Saco, Sept.
days after he
righteousness and obtained promises.
preached in Portland in tho Second ParI must speak yet one other word, the ish
church, then under tiie charge of
demand is imperative, without it my Rev.
Elijah Kellogg, father of Rev
task would be Incomplete. In reunions,
Elijah Kellogg of Harpswell. How this
military, fraternal and educational, at courtesy happened to be shown to the
some time during tho festivities, a hush
itinerant we do not know.
It
The master of ceremonies rises strange
is called.
was not repeated.
On hi3 second visit
in liis place, quietly says, “To our Ue- to
Lee
was
not
admitted
to
Portland,
parted brothers, loved anel lost,” and proach in any chuich. By the influence
all standing the senin sombre silence,
of a kind 1 friend, Majoft Ilsloy, he was
tence is received.
“Lost, but our loved allowed to use the court house and twice
not lost, we may not so think of
aro
afterward preached in a school house, but
not
even
need
think of them
we
them,
finally he was driven into private houses.
in silence, and when we think of them When
Bishop Asbury visited Portland in
we cannot be silent.” “They served their
1798 ho preached in “Widow Boynton’s
generation by the will of God, and fell back room” to about 25 persons, mostly
on
sleep.” Transferred, transfigured, women, in the morning, and to twice
translated, crowned, gloried, they have that number in the afternoon.
are
and
forever with the
entered in
Rev.
Philip Wager, who formed tho
miss them, but we have not
Lord. We
first Methodist class in this city, was
and
God
we shall join
lost them,
pleasd
an able and
successful preacher and a
them everyone” When the day breaks and
grand organizer. Following in the footthe shadows flee away.
steps of the heroic Lee, Wager in 1794
“Oh, where are kings and emperors was appointed to Readfleld circuit, the
now?
first circuit formed in Maine. Ho or
Of old they went and came,
ganized tho first classes collected in
church
is
praying yet,
But, Lord, Thy
Monmouth,
Readfleld,
Farmington,
A thousand years the same.
Portland aod in other towns, extending
of
the
limit
his
from
Portland to
address
was
charge
Parsons’s
Hr.
punctuatec
Passamaquoddy, so that tho next year
Father liandal
by numerous “amens,
the work was divided Into two circuits,
these expressions ol called Kennebec and Portland. In his
with
leading off
return of members to tho annual
official
approval
of 1795, he reports from ReadTho second address of the evening was conference
field, 232; Portland circuit, 30; Passathe
maquoddy, 50; total 318members gathered
by him into classes in one year. We
have no record of Waget’s birth or early
life, and there is no account of him after
be left the itinerant ranks and located,
having performed such successful work
for seven years in the travelling ministry.
His fields of labor wero in New York,
New Hampshire and Maine. This period
THF All
of activo service in tho church shines
out as a brilliant success and has stamped
a noble name in tho annals of the church.
“The memory of him shall not depart
His name shall be hold in honor
away.
from generation to generation. The people shall declare his wisdom and tho
church shall show forth his praise.” I
have heard my mother, who at tho ago of
14 was received by Wager as a member
of the first classos formod in this State
in 1794, spoak of him as an interesting,
More would reach the allotted instructive
and eloquent speaker, who

dents,one theological seminary president
three editors, several authors, half a scor
;
of
presiding elders, and others equall;
for high office, on lack of vote
fitted
of the pastorate, continued ii
or love
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span, if
health.

mu

munuunoa

taken of lnjpreaseu. UJU&U
in rural regions, gathered in barns and
There are a hundred private houses whenever it was an517 Congress Street,
nounced that Wager was to preach.
methods to reach seventy, but if
The first class gathered by Wager in
octlC
Portland In 1795 consisted of six memsleeplessness or dyspepsia is to be bers. These were Samuel Homer and
Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary—Annual conquered, then use
wife, Daniel Lewis and wifo and ThecirMeeting.
ophilus Boycnton and wife. Portland
HOFF’S
MALT EX- cuit extended 50 miles from this town,
annual meeting of the Maine Eye and JOHANN
in
Poformed
on
MON
the
classes
held
all
THEEar Infirmary will he
DAY,
embracing
TRACT.
Nov. 11. 1895, at 7 o'clock p. m.. at the Inland, Durham and other towns besides
enfor
the
of
officers
firmary, for the election
Sold for 50 years, it is the Portland. There were only 56 members
suing ‘year and for the transaction of such
in the whole circuit. Methodism in Portother business as may be done legally at said
standard malt extract, and unex- land mado but slow progress for in nine
T. C.

McGQULDFMC.Mgr.

meeting.
By order of the Board of Trustees.
A. A. MONTGOMERY, Sec’y.
oct31dtd
Portland. Me.. Oct. 30, 1895.

MLLE, DE JOUBERT-LA
French

LQGE.

Teacher.
the

French
Thorough instruction given
language and literature. Pupils taught to con
verse fluently and
accurately in the pure
Parisian French. Reception hours between 2
and 4 u. in. daily, 467 Cumberland street.
t!2w
oct25
in

more care

was

celled

to-day.
Dr. Wm. A.Piper, Phila.,writes:

I have used JOHANN HOFF’S
MALT EXTRACT for more
than thirty years and have unvuriably derived satisfactory results.”
“

Ask for the genuine JOHANN Hoff’s
Malt Extract. Avoid substitutes.

increased
years the class of six had only
The
to 11 members
OF

VIOLENT PREJUDICE
ENTIAL CITIZENS

INFLU-

and the strong opposition of the standing
order prevented the accession of many
The preachers sont to the
adherents.
wide spread Portland circuit could pay
but little attention to the small class and
few hearers at the Neck,
then called.

as

The larger

Portland was

oougregatipfls.

■

ollioers and other
that assembled in other towns to hear funeral. Municipal
The
dignitaries were present.
the Word dispensed by these itinerants hitrli
oi”tbe city had been his pupil,
demanded more of their attention. There Mayor
uino preachers sent t.o when tho funeral procession left his resiwere among the
on High street the bell of High
Portland circuit some ot the most able dence church first struck to he answered
street
men in our denomination.
those
Ainoug
poal by nearly all the bolls of
timothy Merritt, a in solemnAnd
we may mention
tho hell ot the hirst, Parish
interesting to us, for the city.announced
name especially
when the procession
what ho was, and as tho father-in-law of church
street church.
Joshua
Chestnut
Kev.
left
Horsham
known
well
Cox.
Of
tho
in stature with a
was small
Merritt, who served two years, 1798-99, Taylor and serene
with a
countenance,
“Ho
was
a
scholar and a pleasant
we may say,
orderly and methodical mind, a
ripe and good one, exceeding wise, fair clear, judgment, and a warm heart.
spoken and persuading. His thee logical sound
was a kind, social neighbor, a symwritings exhibit rare intellectual vigor. He
friend, and a faithful minister
His judgment was clear and discrimin- pathizing
His end was peaceful. 10
ating, penetrating to their depths the of the gospel.
doctrines of Christianity. friends gathered around his dying bed
great cardinal
“On
Jordan’s stormy banks
His style was simple and direct. The who sang he said”
sing it, on Jordan’s
I stand”
groat truths formulated by him in the
aud soon on the other
“Converts’ Guide,” “The Preachors’ poacefulthobanks,”
narrow
stream, he rested in
Assistant” and in the articles prepared side of
peace. Taylor’s success in Portby him while assistant editor of Zion’s heavenly
not
overcome
all obstacles in
did
of
the land
Herald and assistant editor
of the society. In two years
mani- tho pathway
New York Christian Advocate
church ou federal street was
as
a writer. the little
fested his great ability
accommodate tho congrewas located on
poo small to
a
The 14 years he
The
owner of the lot on which
farm in Bowdoinbam wore no cessation gation
stood
refused
to lease to the
house
in
the
the
gospel ministry.
from active work
any more laud to enlarge their
His ebango of relation was made to re- Methodists In
1808, the old Chestnut
lievo the infant societies from the burden building.
Be- street church lot was bought of Joseph
of supporting his crowing family.
for
$550.
Tho first Board of
i'itcomb
farm
labors ho fillod
sides the arduous
Wa erTrustees consisted of William
appointments in different towns, preach- house,
Thomas Dolauo, William True,
ing every Sabbath, administering the Thomas Bunnells, Samuel
Homer, Lemordinances and attending o.uarterly meetuel Gooding and Thomas Dodge. Tho first
ings fur tho presiding elder, from 30 to Chestnut street churcii was
not
his
home.
ready for
On
from
these
100 milos
till 1811; when it was dedicated
journeys he held meetings by tho way worship
outthus supplying district settlements. Ho by Rev. Epaphias Kibby. But tho
was not finished till tho nest year.
preached in tho towns on the Kennebec side
wire benches to seat the worshipriver, rowing in bis canoe in the sum- There
ers, and the men and women sat apart.
or skating
mer from Haliowoll to Butli,
noi powea im ituy;
ana tins was
in the winter on Hie frozen streams. Ko- It was
without remonstrance
entering the traveling connection he was not accomplished
of
the
trustees
and
some
members, as
and
other
stationed at Boston
impor- by
Ho closed a well rounded it was contrary to Methodist usazo. The
tant charges
not
-1 life
1£4ft At. TiVnn nt tho a era church, was
paid for till 1824. This
second year of struggle of eighteen years for the second
In tho
of 7o years.
was owing to tho strinof
house
worship
in
Portland
cirservioe
Merritt’s
of tho limes occasioned by the
cuit lie had as an associate, Rov. Joshua gency
tho
war
of
season
Soule, then a green, awkward youth of 18 embargo,and other 1812, the eold
public disturbances.
filled such promi- of 181b
years, who afterwards
also
were
internal
There
dissensions,
our
in
in
history. Horn
nout positions
the pews and the
Bristol, Me., when a young hoy the occasioned by selling
music, intensified by questions
a
frontier town church
to
moved
Avon,
family
in
decorum
public worship. Some felt
Here the lad grew up of
on Sandy River.
amid the toil and privations of the hardy that if shouting loud Halelujahs and
and exhortations after the sermon
pioneers. Thero wero no schools be Ainens
the spirituality of the
could attend and fow books he could pro- were prohibited,
One tanatical
Methodist ministers preached the worship was destroyed
cure.
had
been
warned not to
who
inhabitants
of these spinster,
gospel to the sparse
their ministra- interrupt the service by giving her testiremote regions. Under
His mind mony at an inopportuue'time was carried
tionu Joshua was converted.
church by fathor Gooding and
was stirred up to the aotivo use of nil oat of the
the means of acquiring knowledge he J. B. Gaboon, afterwards mayor of the
could possibly obtain. He was intent on city. She avenged herself on her assailat the top of her voice,
securing intellectual culture. After the ants by shouting
toil of tho dav the Bible and every book “Just like my Lord and Master, crucified
The dissension
thieves!”
two
ho could borrow were carefully studied between
in 181!) the disaffected to
by the light of blazing pine knots on iucreaseil tillof 80 withdrew and formed
Called to preach to the number
the kitchen hearth.
others the giad tidings of tho great salva- a separate society. The now organization
tion ho had obtained he accompanied was in uerision called the Goose church.
Joshua Tavlor, tho first presiding elder They held their services in a small woodwas
the en building afterwards changed to Fluent
of
Maine', j-whoso district
Congress street opposite to
whole State, around thisjextensive charge, Block on
exhorting after the eider’s sermon and Chestnut street. The new society was
Tho awkward formed of suoh discordant materials that
sometimes ^preaching.
Rev. Joshua Taymanners of the tali lad and his rude un- they soon disbanded.
with the seceders; and
grammatical, mispronounced language lor’s wife went
the
first Board of
one
of
the grandeur of William True
conceal
not
could
was a
very
thoughts expressed. He so improved un- Stewards and of theofTrustees
the strange moveder the scholariy Taylor that the next boisterous advocate
secession accounts for tho
year he was received into tho travelling ment. This
connection and at the age of 18 was ap- diminution of the members of Chestnut
from 181 to 143. Of the
church
pointed with Timothy Merritt to Port- street
land circuit I need not speak of his preaohers on Portland station from the
years,
subsequent history as preacher at Boston time of Taylor till 1824, twenty
and New York, publisher and editor of we can give but a brief notice of a few
names.
Kibliy
Epaphras
the Methodist Book Concern, projector prominent
and editor of tho Methodist Magazine, who was stationed here in IfjO!) and 1810
first was one of tho most successful itnerants
10,000 subscribers the
seouriug
Methodism. While
year. He was the one who planned the in early New England
constitution of the GenAal Conference of he was preaching at Monmouth, the wife
then iust married,
the Methodist Epscopal church, was bis- of Gen. McLeiltin,
On their rehop of the church and senior bishop of Was powerfully converted.
moval to Bath she and iter husband betho M. E. church South.
church
in that city.
the
of
Rev. came pillars
Of Phillip Munger, father of
At Hallowell under tho preaching of
Charles Munger, of the Maine Conference,
XY11) Uy tXJ.t5J.tJ
some of tho older members of this asthe
that led to the establishment of
sembly may have a distinct recollection. Methodist Society. Among tne converts
In his earlier days when on Portland
Cox, who presented
df wero Mr. and Mrs.
District he was a resolute defender
their twin sons, Gerhsam, and
Methodist doctrines strong and logical for baptism
Gersham was the well known
in his arguments ho was conscious that Melville.
Portland preacher and Melville the first,
lie was set for the defense of the truth,
Methodist Missionary sent to Afrioa.
aud his vocation was to overthrow all
Martin Roter hero in 1811 is noted as
false doctrine. A fully equipped gospel
one of the finest scholars and foremost
warrior, his sermons wore a strong logi- educators in our early history. He was
cal argument against some
prevalent
Methodist in the United States
His son may have inherited the the first
error.
honors. A self
receive collegiate
to
argumentative traits of the father.
he had a thorough knowlAsa Heath another of the Portland cir- taught scholar,
of Hebrew,
Arabic, Greek and
cuit preachers is well remembered for his edge
Latin. Rutor prepared a Hebrew Gramsound, evangelical sermons, his acourate mar and wrote a Church History, with
his rocrnlAr crfistiires: as wall
Ho
was folother valuable treatises.
as for his gonial conversation and his
John Lindsay, another
loed by Rev.
ploasant social manners.
who
was
afterwards
It was not for lack of able
proaohers scholarly preacher, of the Wesleyan Unithe little class In ono of the founders
on this oircnit, that
Then came Flaniel Fillmore a
a
at
such
Portland lived
poor dying rate versity.
the promiAs we have already distinguished preacher among
for nine years.
Now
nent
England Methodists. Afterstated, tho bitter prejudice of the citizens
Eleazer Wells, tho weeping prophand the little labor that the preachers wards
attended by
could perform on this small fragment of et whose pathetic appeuls,
tears of the preacher, seldom failed
their extensive charges, account for the the
sonsibilities
the
tendorest
of awakening
meagre fruits gathered here.
Afterwards the able
the Methodist of the audience.
The real founder of
Sanborn was the preacher, followed
church in Portland was Joshua Taylor, Jacob
Hodding, the well
who in 1804, on his way to
conference, in 1817 by Elijah
known bishop. Hedding bad been aptown.
that
in
the
this
Learning
stopped
cider of Portland disold St. Paul’s Episcopal church situated pointed presiding ooMsent of the authoriwith the
at the corner of Middle and Church streets trict but
with Noah Bigelow the
consulted with Samuel ties he exchanged
was lor sale, he
in this town.
Homer and Daniel Lewis, the only male stationed preacher
Then came ChaVles Virgin, a sweet
members of the class, and by tho aid of
earnest saint, convened in early
major Enoch Iisley, a generous friend of spirited,
Rumford and called into tho minthe society, he purchased tho
house, life atfrom
the wilds of Oxford county.
which was moved to a lot on Federal istry
of Chestnut Tall, erect and vigorous, ho was a noble
street, opposite the head
of the sturdy, frontier Maiuo men.
street. The friends in town were assisted sample
some of the preachers, during
in paying for this building by subscrip- These were
of struggle and victory,
tions taken up by Taylor at conference, that twenty years
the little old Episcopal
time
the
from friends in New York, Philadelphia from
to the
Over this little band church was purchased by Taylor
and Baltimore.
the debt contracted by buildof eleven members Taylor was appointed payment of
on
Chestchurch
Methodist
ing the first
as preacher in charge of Portland station,
Samuel Homer, Lemuel Gooding, Joshua nut street.
Next oomes the ora of sweeping revivals
Emery ami William True were constituted the first Board of Stewards. Their little which in a few years increased the memhouse of worship was crowded with at- bership from 150 to 017. in 1826 tho first
tentive audiences. Taylor labored for two narsonago was built in the rear of the old
years with such fidelity and success, that church at the cost of 81800. Though Porthe had the pleasure of increasing the land was named in the minutes of confermembership to forty-six. He gained the ence as a station, yet the labors of tho
respect ot the community for the sect preachers wero not confined to this town,
that had been everywhere spoken againtt hut extended to all the surrounding reand despised. Rev. Joshua Taylor born gion ; members wore gathered from Falin Princeton, N. J., was an earnest de- mouth and Westbrook, from Cape Eliza
The increase of
voted Christian. Trained up in childhood both and the Islands.
by an intelligent and pious mother, lie adherents, in what was then tho west
Methodists at part of the town, led to the erection of
was converted among the
an early age. When 21
years old he was another house of worship on the corner of
called into the ministry; and conseoretcd ownt and Park streets. This church
his well trained intellect and scholarly was dedicated Decombor 31, 1838. Notattainments to tho survico of Christ in withstanding the erection of Pleasant
old church was so
the arduous labors of the itineracy. He street church the
traveled extensive cirouits in his native crowded that the rear gallery, which had
social meetings,
and
oil
for
Massachusetts. been partitioned
'State, Connecticut
In his Both year lie was appomien presid- was thrown into, the auditorium and a
His neat chapel was built on Cumberland
ing elder of the Provinoe of Maine.
district extended from tho Saco to the street on the lot now numbered 264. The
The
rivers.
horseback
Penobscot
rides New Jerusalem church was permittted to
from one appointment to another were use this chapel for their services and it
Although
long and hard. Warmly greeted by tho was sold to them in 183b.
at
scattered classes, he was assailed with
there were the two Congregations
bitter contention from the standing order Chestnut and Pleasant streets, the sooiety
and violence from unruly mobs.
But ho was not formally divided. Two preachIn
says “Tho quarterly meetings were seas- ers were sent to Portland station.
The heavenly baptisms
ons of refreshing.
were separated and
1833 the societies
on these occasions fully compensated
first
church
me Chostnut Street
appears as
for all I had done and suffered for the the name of tnis charge. The Pleasant
Cause of God. Revivals occurred and
called Park
street society was afterwards
many friends of the cause were raised street
The brethren there finding themhis
On
from
this
debt
in tlieir
way
up.”
extensive selves loaded with a heavy
charge to conference in 1801 he tarried at discouragement unfortunately decided to
Portland and laid the deep foundation
back to the
sell their house and come
of Chestnut street
Methodist church.
Then house
street church.
Chestnut
Aftor iwo years successful labor as n
alter having been occupied eight years
pastor, ho was compcllod on account of in 1836 was nastily sold to the Unitarians.
falling health to locate. Mr.
Taylor The congregation was scattered. Part of
opened a private school in Portland and the Methodists came back to their old
continued as a popular teacher for eighwith the Conhome part of them united
teen years, preaching on Sabbaths in the
and others remained ill
gregationalists
vicinity as occasion required. He then the bouse that was sold. The sad blunremoved to Cumberland Foreside andjsuptor
der of giving up this houso accounts
plied tho small society of Cumberland the decrease in membership from 071 to
and Falmouth for fifteen years. ReturnPark
of
the
410. The expected return
ing to Portland he spent the evening of street members led the Chestnut street
his useful lifo in this city, respected by
to enlarge their house of worship
all who know him. The esteem with society
and flllin 1836, by adding to its length
a
which ho was held was shown at his
ina up the whole basement tor vestry. ,
vawiiiUTU
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Under the administration of able pastors
the number of church members increased,
till in 1841 John Hobart reported 720
This comprised all the members of Portland and vicinty. During the decade
from the building of Park street church
the able preachers in
to 1830, among
Stephen
Portland, we may mention
Love;], the popular pastor and eloquent
preacher; W. H. Norris, who went from
Portland as a missionary to South Amerthe
early
prominent
ica;
Horton,
abolitionist, father of the well known J.
Ellon Foster; Gershom Cox, editor of
Bev.
Maine
the
Wesleyan Journal,
Charles Bakor, the smooth spoken pastor,
and presiding elder. The venerablo J.
B. Busted the oldest surviving Portland
pastor, who is still with us, J. H Je1 ne,
energetic and successful,Dr. George Webber of strong intellect and sound theology
who, a member of the General conference in 1852, failed by a very few votes
of being elected bishop. The Maine W esleyan Journal was established in Portland in 1881, and was published here nine
Heryears till it was united with Zion’s
ald of Boston in 1840. When the old
Chestnut street chuioh was enlarged in
1836 a pipe organ was placed in the renovated building. This was the first ,‘organ
ever put into any Motnodist church in
the United States. This instrument made
quite a commotion throughout the whole
connection. The New York Christian Adunder the editorship of
vocato then
Nathan Bangs made a strong invective
against such an instrument in churoh
worship, as leading the church away from
the simplicity of
Methodism, and the
sniritiiioit.v- nf rnliodnn.
Bishon Bedding
presided at the Maine conference in Portland that year. Dr. Clark with whom the
bishop boarded asked him how he liked
the tone of their now instrument O said
he “it is so loud I heard it all the way to
Now York,”
That old organ is still in
use at a church in Solon. So late as
1864,
when at the goneral conference in PhilaI
of
one
for
the
peached
delphia,
pastor
of the smaller churches where there was
a little melodeon
my attention was directed to his instrument by the pastor,
who as matter of wonder, told me they
had just put an organ into one of their
city churches, that cost $700. He said, “I
suppose you have no musical instumonts
in your churches in Maine.” I replied
“There are organs in all our principal
churches.” “Anywhere you are stationed?
And how much did it cost?” I answered
there is one, tiiat cost two or three thousThat was almost too much
and dollars.
for him to believe. In many things has
Maine been the Dirigo State.
In 1843 the Casoo Bay mission was set
off as a separate oharge with 214 members.
Out of this circuit grew up the societies
at Harps well, Ohobeague and Peaks Island. In 1838 services were again commenced in the west part of the city. A
Portland City mission was formed and a
Sabbath school organized unaer the superintendauco of Samuel R. Leavitt in the
Brackett street Ward Room. This resulted in tiie formation of a new society and
in 1844 Rov. H. M. Blake was appointed
pastor. The next year 97 members were
transferred to this new chargo over which
Rev. Stephen Alien was
pastor. This
society by the aid of Dr. Clark and other
Chestnut street members built for themselves a house of worship on Pine street.
Fifty four members on Cape Elizabeth
were set off from Chestnut street .church.
In 1846, about the same time the church
in Cumberland was set oil with 35 members. Afterwards Cape Elizabeth Ferry
South Portland were
and afterwards
mado a separate oharge. In 1861 another
mission was formed in the eastern part of
the city on Munjoy Hill, under the guidance of Samuel R.
Leavitt, who had
been so successful in starting the Pine
street church. Class and prayer meetings
were held in the house of Solomon Davis
built
on Monument street A chapel was
/uv
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lot given to the society by Dr. E. Clark. This honse was too
small to accommodate the increased numbor of worshipers and in a few years the
present attractive Congress street church
Soon after another mission
was built.
Sunday school was stated at Woodfords
Lovell
which in 1857 resulted
by Henry
of tho Clark Memorial
m the building
church named for Dr. E Clark of sainted
memory, who was such a princely financial pillar of Chestnut street church; and
was instrumental in the formation of
Pine and Congress street churches. From
Woodfords has sprung West End, Knightville and East Deering societies. Surely
Chestnut street church is the mother of
ronce

stroots,

many

on a

“daughters beautiful

as

corner

after the similitude of a
W. F. Farrington, whose melopalace.
dious voice in song and his pathetic or
humorous stories so often interspersed in
his sermons, is well remembered by many
in this assembly. And then came Eaton
and
Shaw a preacher of fine intellect
saintly spirit.^These precede 1 my pastor'1 h in followed William Mcate in 1848.
Donald, afterv ards well known as oditor
and author of Works on ‘Christian HoliAfterwards
Aaron
ness.
Sanderson,
ono of the original membors of the Maine
He was
Conference founded in 1834.
the first of our ohl preachers to discard
the clerical dress worn by all the preachers and to assume the garb of a lay
gentleman.
Joseph Colby was here in 1853
and 53 who afterwards went out as chapThen
lain in the war of the Rebellon
came Ctarlcs W. Morse,
a holy, devoted
man of tGod,
known
so well
fover the
whole conference for his deep and fervent
piety. So many colonies .had been sent
out of this church, that tho number of
members wasjjreduced to 315]in 1862. The
old church after its elongation was not
very attractive in its appearance. Crowded into a narrow lot, and antiquated in
style, it hardly seemed creditablo to such
a prosperous
society. The bishops enouraged the society to build a better sanctuayr, and transferred to this charge Rev.
Henry Cox, who had succeeded in buildding an elegant church in Newark, N. J.
The old lot was sold, and a new one
nearer to Congress street was purchased
at a cost of more than $7,000. The estimated cost of the new building was $20,
000; but the real expenditure for house
stones
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and lot was $51,800. This with the interest before the debt was paid amounted to
$100,000. After the money raised by the
salo of pews, and the generous subscription of those able to pay, there still remained a boavy debt on the society, that
struggled with the oppressive burden for
25 years. In the midst of this oppressive
burden there was a gracious revival so
that at the end of Mr. Cox’s four years
pastorate, he reported 455 members. Now
came H. 11.
Ridgaway from Baltimore
Conference, the oloquent, and popular
preacher, who was afterwards president
of.the Theological Seminary of tho Northwestern University. His two years service at Chostnut street was very acceptable. Ho was followed by Rev. W. R.
Clark, transferred from the Now Engablest
land Conference, one of their
preachers, to help this church str uggling
burdens.
under their heavy pecuniary
Dr. Clark was an able and fearless champion of anti-slavery during tho slave
holders rebellion.
His severe political
turdenunciations
occasioned some
moil.
One
Methodist
prominent
Democrat
declared that
while Clark
feel
he
“aould
was
preaching
heols
the wool
his
elongating, and
imhis
hair.”
These
under
growing
ported preaclieis did not suceed in raising
money enough to meet current expenses.
Tho increasing burden of debt greatly discouraged the society. My second appointment to Chestnsut street was in 18(H.Exh austod by their protracted efforts to pay
for this costly house of worship, tho soSome taint
ciety was in despondenoy.
hearted one feared that on account of the
debt of more than $20,000, they would lose
the church. One of the creditors, to
whom $5000 was duo, would not renew
the trustees* note unless they would sign
it as individuals, and pay nine per cent
interest.
Stung by this insult, the trustees were
OUUUUKIgDU

A LOSS OF

$80,000,000!!!

Labor-saving inventions or discoveries
often been violently opposed on the grounq
out of their
that they take workingmen's bread
shown the
mouths. Although experience has
was
fallacy of that theory the feeling, or fear,
natural.
the
But it is not so much the lack of work as
and sufinability to work that causes poverty
fering. In England and Wales every workingman averages ten days of sickness every year,
with a total loss of wages lor all of about $80,loss is
000,000 per year. In this country the
much greater. In all countries the prevailing
disease is indigestion and dyspepsia and its
consequences—such as rheumatism and other
ailments resulting from impure blood; a resnlt
of

have

dyspepsia.

No thorough, rapid and trustworthy cure for
this universal and obstinate malady existed until the Mt. Lebanon (N. Y.) Community of
Shakers placed upon the market tlieir now
famous remedy called the Shaker Dig estiva
Cordial. It is prepared from roots and herbs
cultivated solely by them. Nothing more cer
tain, safe and palatable can be imagined. It
expels the impurities from the body by means
of the bowels, kidneys and skin, and imparts
vigor and tone to the stomach—upon whose
proper action all our Strength, activity and enEor many years the
durance
depends.
Shakers have given earnest altention to
this subject, and their final success is
muliitudea
thankfully admitted by the
who have been cured by tlie Cordial ufter
all other measures have failed. Their high
reputation foiskill as herbalists.for hones
ty and religious sincerity guarantees what
ever they recommend.
No invention

UVJ

to pay this note. In one day this
sura was subscribed and all paid within
success the
a week. Encouraged by this
society resolved to pay $10,000 the next
year. But the great fire of 1866 which
left a hundred families of our society
this
enterprse.
homeless,
prevented
Though pressed by heavy debt. Chestnut
St. church always responded liberally to the
claims of benevolence Nearly $1,600 were
raised for this purpose, the year that $5,000
This
society
was raised for the debt..
has always been ready for every
good
word and work. The Allen Mission was
established in 1866, bv this church which
enrolled on her records the names of many
that were there converted. This was afterwards transformed to the Gospel Mission. In 1867, Rev. E. R. Keyes transferred from the New York conference,
was appointed
to this charge. He became a Swedenborgian.
The church was
rent with dissension, from which it slowly reovered. The storm was hardly quieted under the earnest efforts of the young
pastor, Rev. [S. R. Bailey. Then came
Rev. I. Luce from Vermont, who restored
harmony and called out the energies of
the church in his three years’ pastorate.
Rev. S. F. Jones, a popular and attractive preacher from the Vermont conference, attracted a large congregation and
inceased the number of church members.
Rev. J. Roscoe Day, D. D. came in 1876.
Under his leadership $10,471 were subscribed for the payment of the debt.
Dr. C. J. Clark continued the .good
work till $9,736 were pledged. Most of the
money subscribed was collected. Leaving
only $830 to be raised under Dr. McKeown’s pastorate. This was obtained.
On July 8th and 9th there was a grand
the
The society celebrate!
jubilee.
twenty-fifth anniversary from ti e dedicaand
held
tion of this splendid temple
great
rejoicing in a building now free from
debt. The two Maine preachers, Dr. Day
and Dr. Charles Clark deserve especial
notice. J. R. Day born in Whitneyville
in 1845, was converted in Monmouth in
1866, He entered the Maine Conference
in 1873, and in four years reached Chestnut street church. He has filled pastorates
in Gracec Church, Boston, St. Paul’s and
Calvary churches, New York, and is now
Chanoellor of Syracuse University. C. J.
Clark born in Portland 1839, was converted at the altar of this churoh lin 1858
and joined the Maine conference in 1869.
Appointed to Chestnut street church In
1879 and 1880.
he served four vears as
presiding elder of Portland district. Three
times he was sent as a delegate to the
general conference. The last time, he was
elected assistant secretary of that body.
Six days after the opening of the session
he suddenly died in 1888. Chestnut street
mourns the untimely death of her favorite
son and beloved pastor.
The three years successful pastorates of
Dr. McKeown; and Dr. Bashford were
followed by the four years pastorates of
Dr. Whitaker and Rev. Matt S. Hughes.
And now comes the administration of
the present pastor, Dr. C. W. Parsons.
Of these later years I need only say the
prominent events and successful results
and
of the faithful labor of eloquent
popular preachers are well know and too
recent to pass into our history.
The women of the church have conthirds of the
stituted more than two
have nobly permembership; and they
formed their parts in sustaining religious
worship. A greater proportion of the
sisters than of the brethren according to
'their respective numbers have been constant in their attendance on public worship as well as in the class and prayer
meetings. The various organizations of
the women have done much for the financial and spiritual life of the church, The
Doroas Society {formed in 1833 has been
model of
a
usefulness. The original
members were Lucy Holmes, Carrie McLellan, Martha and Catherine Evans,
together with Sarah and Jane Townsend.
us.
are
still
with
These last two
The great amount of good this organization and the Ladies’ Aid have done in
clothing poor families, ministering to the
needy and in furnishing financial aid to
the church cannot he estimated. In the
three years of my pastorate they raised a
thousand dollars, used to pay the interest on the church debt, to furnish the
support of the
parsonage, and for the
Allen Mission. Other female societies
will be fully noticed hereafter. The history of the Sunday school organized in
1833 under the superintendance of Hon.
J. B. Gaboon, will also be given at another meeting.
On this centennial when the hearts of
the children turn to the fathers in loving
admiration of their heroio piety, may the
heart of the fathers, their spirit of' oonsecrated zeal and patient energy turn to
the children.
Portland "has been true to its motto,
“Ressurgam,” I will again arise. From
the destructive bombardment of Mowatt’s

enough

BIISCISIXAJCEOUS-___

can

ever

take

your

work

from you if you are able to woik. Health
and slreniitb are tbe vital considerations.
benohes and
unwarmod in winter, and
lighted in the evening only by the dim
For in those
glimmer of tallow capdles.
improved surroundings we can enjoy the
full salvatiou proclaimed by tho fathers,
as really received by us; though with less
we
While
emotional demonstrations.
bless the Lord for the thousands enrolled
oil our Chestnut street church records,
we are also thankful for the multitudes
oonverted at our altars, who have found a
If thero is less
home in other churches.
more
there is
zeal,
denominational
Christian charity. Hallelujah for tho
Lord God omnipotent reignetn.
exercises of the evening closed with

ings for the old time hard

dingywalls,

^The

a

benediction by Iiev. D. B. Randall.
TODAY’S PROGRAMME.

The programme for this evening will be
as follows:
6 p. in.—Overture by tho Orchestra in
the church vestry.
6.30—Banquet in the vestry.
8.—Exercises in the .church. Organ VolD.
Reynolds,
Prayer, Rev.
untary.
brief addresos Revs. G. R. Palmor, presiC.
Dr.
F. Allen,
.J.B.Husted,
ding elder,
McDonald, Dr W. R. Clark, Dr.
Dr. W.
Dalton, Dr. Fenn, Mr. Samson, G. R.
Bailey, I. Luce, Dr. Whitaker and Matt
S. Hughes.
Mr. Waiter Smith will preside at the
will be provided
organ and the musio
by a quartette composed of Misses Tarbox
and Rice, Messrs. Will Stock bridge and
Harmon.
JUST

The

COMING

OF

AGE.

Portland Reform Club to Celebrate
Its 81st

Anniversary.

The coming anniversary of the Portland
Temperance Reform Club, will be the
which
and a committee of
President George N. K. Kimball, is chairoi
man, will nave charge or me worn
arranging for a very elaborate celebration. The club is still keeping to the J
and while taking
K. Osgood platform,
no
part in the temperance work of

twenty-first,

public

the city, and holding no public meetings,
and
it is concluding a very successful
satisfactory year. A quiet personal work
have
has been attended to, the rooms
a
been kept open, and there has been
home furnished evenings, for those who
otherwise might have found temptation
The summer home at Beaks
elsewhere.
island was again found to come up to the
fullest expectations of those who worked
for it years ago, and in general the work
of the. club has been perhaps as effective
George N. H.
as in any former year.
Kimball, is president, and Thomas A.

Oakes, secretary of the club, both having
filled their present positions several years,
as is also the case with
Captain A. F,
Griffin, and other officers of the club.
A

TENDER

Joseph Chamberlain

CORD.

Talks

Colonla 1

on

England’s

Policy.

London, November 7.—At a banquet
given here last evening Joseph Chamberlain, secretary of state for the colonies,
said that Great’Britain was approaching
her relaa critical stage in the history of
tions with the autonomous colonies. Upon their opinions of her policy during the
next few years, certainly the noxt generation, would depend the nature of the
This hung together on
breath
slonder that even a
Not long ago statesmen
might sever it.
despaired of the possibility of maintainunion or seeing that the
a
British

a

Empire.

thread

ing

so

permanent

when the
colonies,
time would como
having attained a position of independan entire
ence, must be expected to claim
separation. This time has arrived sooner
than had been expected.
taken
These great communities have
fmm fhn noVinO nf +
nnont
nnnfln
He
rank with the nations of the world.
of
1866.
from
the baleful influence did no t suppose that the idea of eompellgration
a.1-,,, e.nnain in
fhf> miinipfi
WA&
of the embargo, from every pressure of
hard times, it has shouted its hopeful within the range of intelligent
specula”
presage of victory, “Resuream.
Yet nowtithstanding that the time
tion.
of
Chestnut
So
street
church. Deplet- had come for these oondidtions to be fulthe
ed by
emigration of prominent filled, the expectance of the statesmen reto become pillars of Metho- ferred to had not been realized.
members
As the
in the West; its ranks thinned
dism
of a separation had become
possibility
the desertion
of the enthusiastic greater, the desire had become less, until
by
zeal
was
to it no longur existed.
whose
not
according
knowledge, and of the amhitious, who §j Great Britain on her part,
prepared
sought in other communions, more fash- to do all that oouid fairly bp expected of
ionable associates;
weighed down by her. The mothor country rejoiced greatly
the
heavy debt; under all tnese embarrass- at the widor patriotism, embracing
ments, it has ever shouted the battle cry whole of Great Britain. He believed that
“upward and onward.”
the slender thread of which he had spoken
While we do not say that the form er was capable of carrying a force of sentidays were better than these, we do well ment aud sympathy which would be a
to contemplate the heroio virtue, the potent factor in'the history of the world.
deep spirituality, the firm adherence to Just a slender wire would carry an
force
the faith onoe delivered to the saints, the electrical
capable of moving
solf-saorifloing labor, and the patience of machinery. Ho heard on all hands that
the
of
federation
was a vain
in
seed
those who sowed the
imperial
empty
hope,
Ho would
not contest,
this
abundant harvest in whioh we now re- droam.
joice. We rejoice in the improved facili- opinion, out men must he blind who did
dream that
imties for the worshippers, from the “hack not seo that it was a
the pressed itself on the minds of the English
room of widow Boyenton’s house,”
little chapel on Fedoral street, the first speaking race; the sort of droam, which
meeting house on Chestnut street to the somehow or another, beoumos eventually
goodly sanotuary where we are now as- unaccountably realized. The signs of the
sembled. We wouldn’t care to leave our times were already in the direction oi
oushioned pews, and pleasant surround- such a movement

g-_
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.MISCELLANEOUS.

FLAG OF UMOU- OUR FLAG

Untimely
&

Decay.

faculties,

suspension of all
collapse, death, and

from that which is very similar
In such cases
to starvation.
Bush

follow Dr. B.

Field’s, of

Easton, Pa., advice, administer

Charleston, W. Va.

Bovinine
He says of it; “ While prison
physician I used it on not only

by disease, but
previous lives of
neglect had com-

weakened

those whose

exposure and
pletely broken down their conThe results were
stitutions.
Bovi-

satisfactory.”

most

always

nine will create strength, enrich
blood, make flesh and nourish
in all cases of exhaus-

generally
and

tion

Physicians

debility.

the world

endorse it

over

as a

food stimulant.

Bescue

CUB A IF THEY WANT TO.

Deny the Right of Espionage of the President—A Significant Meeting and Plain
Speaking

Resolutions.

Charleston, W. Va., November 7.—A
meeting of Cuban smypathizers was held
It was called

tonight.
Camp of

at the court house

Confederate
the State
Veterans and the G. A. R.
The most singiflcant part of the proceedings was the adoption of resolutions
offered

by

which
to
soldiors

the Confederate

camp,

Confederate
the
the
if necessary,
maintain, by arms,
in any conflict
American
of
people
rights
with any foreigD nation, and claim that
the principles emDoaieu in urn

pledge

INVESTMENTS.

America is in part in our keeping and we
will defend it against all foreign nations
or
and
against exeoutive usurpation
neglect, lndifferenoe or timidity, or betrayal of trust.”

In

Mrs. Cougar’s

libel Suit

Against Elijah

Morse.

ST. LOUIS. ALTON & TERRE
HAUTE K. R. 1st Mort. & TerBoston, November 7.—The trial of the
niinal 5 per cent. Gold Bonds $25,000 libel suit of Mrs. Helen M. Gougar
1014.
against Congressman Elijah A. Morse
NEW YORK, LACKAWANNA & for calling her “A soldier of fortune who
&
”
W ESTERN R’Y. Terminal
would work for the side that paid her,
Improvement 4 per cent Bonds was resumed
today.
The defence called Mrs. Mary A. LiverRAUL EASTERN GRAND

ST.

President of^the Woman's Relief
« per more,
TRUNK R’Y. 1st
of Massachusetts, Mrs. Gleason,
Cores
cent Gold Bond 1‘. 13.
BURLINGTON, CL^.iB RAP- national organizer of the W. C. T. U.,
IDS & NOR. Comsld. 1st & Col- Mrs. Tobey, ex-president of the Massalateral Trust 5
Bond 1034.

per cent

Gold

IOWA
CENTRAL RAILWAY".
First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold
Bond 1038.
FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

& CO.,

SPENCER TRASK
29 PINE

&

STREET,

NEW YORK.

James, Albany, N. Y.
eodtf

Corner State &
octlO

FLORIDA
—AND THE—

vne
ULlHi:
penses.

best

I IMP
Line

Call

or

CHEAPEST

and

ROUTE, including all exprices ana family il-

send for

lustrated advertising.

J. A. Flanders, E. Agt.. T. G. Eger, T. M„
201 Wash’ll St., Boston. 5 Howling Green, N. Y.
TS&T4mo
oct3

tiff m

Biia

CURED

as

IF BY MAGIC.

AS

Victims of Lost Manhood should send at
once for a book
that explains how
full manly vigor
is easily, quickly
and permanently
restored. No man
suffering from
weakness can afford to ignore this
timely advice.
Book tells how
full strength, development and tone are imparted to every
Sent with positive
portion of the body.
proofs (sealed) free to any man on application.

ERIE IOSGALC9., BUFFALO, N.Y.

PIANOS
They

a-mj

ORB

must

go.
Greatest

move-

the

unity

ever
Having

sold

out

We must

opportworld has

known.
lease o£ the

largest plant

the world to the New Hote
Largest Piano Manufacturer
a tile'ivorld, must remove as soon as possible
and must realize on the largest stock, greates
variety afid grandest assortment of Pianos ant
Organs the world lias ever seen.
in

ward-©Obis

syndicate,

we

the

They Must

he Sold or
Wo

chusetts W.O. T.U.and Rev. Hugh Montgomery, and all testified that Mrs. Gouwas addicted to
her speeches,
gar, in
severity and to indulgence in personalities.
Mr. Montgomery added that he had
heanl thak,Mrs. Gougar spoke for the side
that woulu pay her. Hon.E. F. McPherson test! lied to received from John C.New
of
Indianapolis a letter in which Mrs.
described as an ally of the
Gougar was
± wo Giner|wunosses
Democrats party.
said that the reputation of Mrs.. Gougar
as a public
speaker was that she was
abusive, bitter and vindictive. Here a
recess was taken.

They

Mus

llwiiioiii

visit Piano

Could Not Oet the tost Purse, but Neither
Where they ail came from was a mystery. And why so many women had selected this day to shop was incomprehensible—at least to the finite masculine mind.
But the big shop was packed and jammed
with them. They all looked ut terly fagged
out, and many showed signs of growing

Irritation.
Two women of widely contrasting types
paused for a moment on the outskirts of
this human vortex.
They stood at opposite points, equally distant from that portion of the long counter dedicated to
The
“remnants.”
Neither was young.
one, evidently a country woman, had the
placidly stupid gaza of a ruminating cow.
The other was distinctly a product of New
York.
She was dressed in rusty black.
Bits of crape were pinned at uncertain intervals upon her costume.
Her shabby
bonnet, with its drunken plume, was very
much over one ear.
She wore tlje suspicious but alert air of a terrier that has
been fooled too often by the cry of “rats I”
Tbo illusion was heightened by a peculiar
habit of carrying her elbows close to her
sides and letting her hands flop down
from her extended wrists, as if “sitting
up, begging.”
A common impulse put both women in
motion. On the floor by the remnant counter lay a purse.
Apparently no one else
saw it.
The small woman, by a vigorous application of her 9harp elbows, worried her
way toward the prize. But here size defeated agility! By sheer foroe of her own
weight the country woman projected herV ictory was hors.
self upon it.
The little woman gave a yelp of disappointment as she saw her rival’s hand
opon the purse and disclose a goodly sized
roll of bills. Instantly her face gleamed
with malicious triumph.
Leaning over the counter, she called in
a
shrill voice: “Miss, here’s a lady”—
with scathing emphasis—“as has found a
purse with money. Won’t you take her to
tho department for lost articles P”
The country woman’s eyes filled with
■tears of rage. “I guess it ain’t your busiI kin take care of it myself, I reck
ness.
on.”
But it was too late,
The ever present
floorwalker had heat'd the request, and he
condescended to lead the orestfallen coun
try woman to the cashier’s desk. With a
ui« njjjdU

nuiuau

tuir.

the crowd and
disappeared.—New York Herald.
screwed her way

through

W ENGLAND PIANO CO
octleodtf

Hundred Dollars Reward
Catarrh
lhat cannot be
cured by HhII’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0.
the undersigned, have known b. J.
We
beChenev for the last fifteen years, and
busilieve him perfectly honorable in all
and financially able to
ness transactions
their
carry out any obligations made by
We offer One
for any case of

nrm.

1

'he

t

OWINU
Manager.

offer their plan
village. Me., at

SALE.
■>"

President am 1
l.nmber Co

Fnrniingtoi

Hie rign
y. Ho
parties. New milt one m in
AI
y.
air Kiln, the only
modern improvements in mill. h.:i. r sheds
a
goo<
Railroad facilities excellent,
etc
chance for a live man. For further particular
a

address.
A. 8.

or

PIOGS, President,
He-vy Br’jjKS, Treasurer, at the Mil!
W &btf

7.—Tbo
November
Detroit, Mich.,
iu tho ruins
progress of the men working
resulting from yesterday’s terrible boiler
explosion was very slovv after two o’olook
until
this morning, and from that hour
six only two more bodies were dug out of
tho debris.
Sorieber,
They were those of Adolph
aged 25, foreman of Hiler’s bindory, and
Jchn Gordon, aged 32, stereotyper on the

m. to
m. to
a. m.

FEARFUL

MASSACRES.

SMaKBtWtt

Been

Frigliteued-Ho Has
Abdigate or He Will

The Sultan is
Warned to

Murdered—The

Realm in

a

ARRIVAL

be

State of

Chaos.

London,

November

7. —The

Standard

prints the following despatch from Con6:
men were put to work stantinople under date of November
The
ambassadors
met
yesterday.
again
o’clock and work is progress-

about seven
ing much more rapidly.
At 9 o’clock the searchers uncovered the
nineteenth body. It was that of Jennie

Neubauer, oue of Hiller s employes. Five
Bertha
later ihe
minutes
body of
ten
Weidbuseh was dug out, and at
minutes past; nine, still another
girl’s
body was recovered. It was bady burned

It is
rumored that
we are on the eve
of decisive European
notion. A great
Moslem demonstratlonjhad been arranged

PIANOS!
We

November 1, but the Sultan, fearing
the consequences,
sent a notice to the
Turkish newspapers of his intention to
for

learned

has

unsafe condition and the fire chief
wrecked
ordered that the floors of the
building, No. 45, which act as a support
This will hinder
to it be not disturbed.
under these
the work of rescue as it is
of tho
floors it is believed the majority
be
found.
will
missing
"'as that
The twenty-sixth body four
of Ernest Perkins, a boy of ! fts n, who
mailing
Journu
was employed in the
It was round jammed against the
room.
unexpioded boiler about 11.30.
Shortly after this body was taken out,
two others were uncovered but at twelve
they had not been dug out.
At two this afternoon there were four
the
ruins of
bodies in sight in tho
Journal building, those of two men and
timbers
under
were
two girls, they
heavy
several
and cannot be takon out for
hours.
The twenty-seventh body was picked
out shortly bofore throe this afternoon.
The face was blackened by smoke and
fire; the body was identified as Emma
Liohtenberg. A few minutes after three
the twenty-eighth body was dug out of a
bunch of four bodies, it was the body of a
The head, feet and one leg wore
girl.
Part of the stockings and
burned off.
clothing was intaot, and she was identiWeidbusch sisters.
of the
fied as one
tho
Whether it was Annie, or Lizzie,
could
person making the identification
were
Lizzie
and
Annie
not be sure.
cousins of Bertha Weidbusoh, whose body
Lizzie was
was recovered this morning.
not renorted missing until this morning.
ol
the
Journal
Sixty or seventy occupants
building proper, at tho time of yesterday’s explosion had almost miraculous

poet's day is different from another,
Though he doth count eacii man his

WEST & TRAUX. Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, O.
WADDING. KINNAN & MARVIN. Wholesale Dn ggists, Toledo, 0.
Hall’s Citarrh Cure Is taken internally,
mucous
oc in a direc'ly upon the blco.1 and
surfaces of the system. Price 75c ppr bottle.
Sold by all druggists Testimonials free.

Dissolution

of

Partnership*

hereby given that the partnership
\rOTICE
li of Dver & Neal, Attorneys at Law, firm
Louville
of
II. Dyer and Albert. E.
composed
Neal, was dissolved on the first day of November. 189&. Albert E. Neal can be found al
Room 3. first ftoor, JOSE BLOK, 98 Exchange
is

street.

2-1

own

heart's brother.
So crystal clear the air that he looks through
It gives each color an intenser hue.
Each hush doth burn and every flower flame.
The stars are sighing. Silence breathes a name.
The world wherein he wanders, dreams and
sings
Thrills with the beating of invisible wings,
birds
And all day long he hears from hidden
The multitudinous pour of musicked words.
—Richard Watson Gilder in Century.

his

from

Upon

Blot

Batest News From

In

offering

“DeEombroso Tells Where the Author of
generation" Goes Astray.
Even though starting from a new and
just position, Nordau has gone astray.
Convinced of the scope of tho new psychiatric weapon which he had in his hands,
ho has so far overshot the mark as to impair the effect of his purpose. More aiionist than tho alienists, ho no sooner finds a
neurotic or maddish author than he thinks
Thus,
his work itself can bo demolished.
after having demonstrated by a very subtle analysis that in Wagner the philosophic
ideas concerning life are contradictory or
archaic—such as the idea of the struggle
between the flesh and the soul or between
she spirit and the senses—he concludes
that Wagner was therefore crazy and not
Tolstoi’s
a genius. Likewise, because of
mysticism or his destructive ideas on love
and science, he deems Tolstoi insane and
his books nonsense.
But probably all geniuses have the eccentricities and oven tho delirious ideas
which he notices in Tolstoi, Wagner and
Ibsen. The last ohaptor of Goethe's “Wilhelm Meister’’ is more incomprehensible
and extravagant than the ideas of Tolstoi,
while Balzac’s scientific opinions and his
innumerable fluids would find mates in
the literaturo of insane asylums. To demonstrate that geniuses ax-e insane is not
difficult, because, as I and others before
me have shown, genius is a form of degenerative neurosis. Certainly Poictevin, Mailarme and Ghil are degenerates and ovon
mattoids. Tolstoi, Wagner and Swinburne
/)nn>nnnT»ltn

T___ A

qualities just named,

genius.

who does
The man
bettor than his contemporaries and in a
different way. He is therefore an abnormal
being, an exception. He is different from
Ho is not completely
his environment.
sane as to his intellect. He has many physiological aud psychological blemishes. Hi
is afflicted either by the delirium of perse
of

genius is

a man

cution, or by megalomania, or by religious
delirium, more often psychic epilepsy.—
Nordau’s “Degeneration; Its Value and
Its Errors,” by Cesare Lombroso, in Century.
___

pation
book
go by

at
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Doubt.
There
Can
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The

manuscript

By

Consumers

To
Patronize
This
Store.

3d Class. Books, circulars, periodicals and
other matter wholly in print (not included in

second-class matter), proof-sheets,

proof-sheets

Street.

the Democratic party wish to make any
show next Novomber,
they must find
for
means of redeeming their character

fine, durable, reliable and
give “good satisfaction.”

These ULSTERS are all
to wear well and

DOLLARS

can

jy rjj

be depended upon

Blue Chinchilla Ulsters, fast color, sizes 7 to 15, only $5.00.
Blue Melton Ulsters, ages 8 to 15, only $5.00.
Plain Dark Ulsters, ages 8 to 15, only $3.50.
Lots of All Wool, Dark Mixed Ulsters, made to sell at 10 and 12, sizes 0 to 11
and 8.00.
years, offered at $5.00. 0.50
ULSTERS in Black and Oxford Mixtures, All
FRBE2IE”
OF
“KING
the
ascribes solely to
Sunday liquor
Fast Colors, Great Wearers, $8.00.
Wool,
question.
S.Otl
Large Boys’ Ulsters and Long Overcoats, $3.50, 5.00, 6.50,
made to retail at 812.00 and 15.00, and al
For a pain in the side or chest there is and 10.00. Many of these Ulsters were
an
urn
we
have
marked
which
LOW PRICE
them,
nothing so good as a pieoe of flannel the EXTRAORDINARY

[j

and if used in time will often prevent a
cold from resulting in pneumonia. This
same treatment is a sure cure for lame
For sale by Landers & Babbidge,
back.
Portland, and C. B. Woodman, West-

There are many attractive
pieces at less than a
dollar. Ware that it would
take an expert to distinguish
from the Sterling, many patterns are so nearly followed.

brook.

STEVENS

i"

fifoy

this

and

now.

a

buy

one

of

ford,

Bangor
First

and Aroostook Railroad Company.

All Goods

as

Represented.

MAIL AND EXPRESS ORDERS SOLICITED AND PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

Mortgage 5 per cent Gold Bonds

51

I3

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.

and personal interview invited.
—

FOB SALE BY

1-3

Exchange

Street

fed28

medicin

for

—
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is applied into cacu nostril and 1
Price 50 cents at Druggists or b
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I would call special attention to these
as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
I ana prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
Correspon
and of its present outlook.

bonds

HUTSON R. SAUNDERS,
Eitvestment Securities.
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OPERA GLASSES.
o
I have just Imported the largest and best line
in
Opera Glasses ever shown in this elt\. They e.
elude a number of new patterns that are enth
unluue and will surely please you. £3.00 to SJ5.uu
Jeweler
Opera Glasses to let. McB.i£NNEY» the ocllttw
Monument Sonare.

First Class Matter.—The rate o
as
ou matter of the first class is

follows:

ELY’S CREAM ISALM Opens and cleanse
the Nitsal passages. Allays Pain and Inflamma
tion. Heals the bores, Protects the Membran s
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste an 1
Smell. The Balm is
quickly absorbed an 1
gives relief at once.
A

Interest payable January and July.
Limited to $1(5.000 per mile single track.

deuce

Manager.

agreeable.
mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 tVarren St.. New Y«r
M.W&FInrm

DUE JAN. 1, 1943.

the

does not ap-

postage

larrh, and is worth it
weight in gold. I cat
ase Ely's Cream Bah 1
with safety and it doe i
all that is claimed for it
-B. W. Sperry, Hart

Maine Investments. Strictly One Price.
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Chronicle expresses deep regret
in
that Tammany has been ro-instated
New York, but says it is little surprised
it
election which
at the result of the
The

Pain
Chamberlain’s
Balm and bound on over the seat of pain.
It affords prompt and permanent relief

mere typographical errors.
4th Class Merchandise, namely all matte,
not embraced in the first, second or third,
classwhieli is not ill its lorm or nature liable to
destroy, deface or 'otherwise damage ilia contents of the mail bag, or harm the person or
andnot
any one engaged in tne postal service,
above the weight provided by law
Limit of Weight of Mall Matter.—>0 package
ro
do
weighing more than lour pounds shall single
beli ed for conveyance by mail, except
ana
amount,
of
that
cooks weighing m excess
or
except books'and documents published
circulated by order of Congress, or official
ot
the
from
any
emanating
matter
from
Departments of the Government or

to make a purchase
at our new sales-
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dampened with
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corrected

copy aecompany-

"Printed matter” is defined by statute to be
"the reproduction upon paper, by any process
except that of handwriting, of any words,
letters, characters, figures or images, or of any
the
liavtug
thereof, not
combination
character of aulactual and personal correspondence.”
A“circular” is defined by statute to be a
printed letter, which,according to internal evidence is being sent in identical terms to sever
al persons,” and does not lose its character as
such by writing theiein the date, name of the
addressee or of the sender, or the correction of

Congress

LOW

manuscript

and

lig the same.

500

We have nearly 500 of these indispensable WINTER GARMENTS for
BOYS 6 to 18 years of age, that we offer at unusual

or

nr. leaned
at. stilted intervals and as
as lour times a year, widen Dear a
date of issue, and are numbered consecutively,
are issued from a known office of publication,
arc formed of priutd paper sheets, without board,
cloth, leather or other substantial binding.
of
a
information
public
of
To be
character, or devoted to literature, the sciences,
art. or some special industry, and must have a
legitimate list of subscribers, and must not
be designed primarily for advertising purposes,
or for free circulation or circulation at uomiual
rates.

Pays

dependents. "Don’t cher Know.’’

sheets

frequently

it

Tlie.Conduct of^Cougress Discouraged In-

accompanying proof

n-hinh

A. F. HILL

AS THEY SEE IT IN LONDON-

copy

corrected proof sheets of the sanie.) All matter sealed or otherwise closed against inspection
is also of the first class.
2d class. Periodical publications, namely all
newspapers and other periodical publications

Clothing

mans.

m.

Mat
Domestic Mail
is
mail matter,—that
mail matter sent in the mails from som*
post office within the United States to
some other post office within the same,
is divided into four classes, as follows:
Written matter, namely, letters,
1st class.
postal cards, and ail matter wholly or partly in
writing, whether sealed or unsealed (except

About

%

at

and 1.45

Classification of

Sold
•

a. in.

ter.—Domestic

No
Doubt

A BIG SALE

Knightvllle—Arrive

close at 6

Bowery Seach—A-rrive at G p. m.; Close 1.45
p.

Be

while the latter were calling the Moharumeds so prayer. The rioting was renewed
Mussulmans and 65 Armenians
and 60
Official riespittches say a
killed
were
numebr of Armenians, headed by Kevork,
the Armenian Mudiro of Fers, attacked
the village of Tchokur, killing 12 Mussul-

the
the results of the elections in
United States, the Morning Post says:
“The conduct of the last Congress in relation to the tariff thoroughly discouraged
the independent voters who seoured the
If
Democratic majority three years ago.

and 6.30 p. m.
Elizabeth and
in. and 6 p. in.;

Cape

muezzins,

Cj&oo Paper Box Go,

it.

Westbrook (Saccarappa)—Arrive at 8.40 a.
1.45 and G.OO p. m.; close G.30 and 11.45 a.

music house.

when

London, November 7.—In commenting

a. m.

Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m.. 1.45
at 6.30 a. III., 11.45

6.00 and 8.8D d. ni.; close
a. m., and 5.30 p. m.

CRESSEY JOKES &. ALLEN’S

the Armenians resumed the offensive and
attacked the Mussulmans.
They throw

Get the

25*.
your druggist’s

Annual sales more

11.45

receivod'at, the ministry of the interior state that the authorities at Diarakbir almost succeeded iu

Beecham’s pills for constiia* and

Uprights.

hilt in oflflltlGTl

and which belong to the ordinary insane, they have
genius. This is what Nordau has too fro
quently forgotten. Degeneration, for one
who follows my theories instead of destroying, fortified tho diagonsis which proves
thorn to he geniuses and enlarges its range,
because only tho mediocre have not mad
dish forms, for tho very reason that they
lack fecund origiuality, which is the basis

to tho

and

despatches

on

NORDAU’S ERRORS.

prices.
Squares'

change is made in the office of the
Sheik-Islam, tho position still being
Mhemd
retainded by
Djemal Eddin

oomus

Suanton, Vt„ intermediate offices and connections. via Mountain Division M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.30 p. m.; close at8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, N. II.. intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. B. R.~
Arrive at 9.00 a. m. and 8.30 p. in.; close at
8.00 a. 111. and 12.25 p. m.
Duck Pond, Pride’s Corner, Windham, No.
Windham, Itaymond and South Casco—Arrive
at 12.00 m.; close at 1.45 p. m.
P.ochester, N. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &Eochester railroad—Arrive at 1.46 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 0.30 and

reasonable

No

in.

Pond. i't., Intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Bailway—Arrive at 12.15 p. m.; close
at 8 a. m. and 1.00
p. m.
Gorham, N. II., Intermediate offices and connections, via Gi and Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. in. and 12.15 p. m.; close
at 8 a.m.,
1.00 and 4.30 p. m.

at

November 7.—Kiamel
Pasha has been deposed from the Grand
Viziership and appointed Vali of Allepo.

railroad—Arrive 1
and 12.25 p.m.

a. m.

Island

are

Constantinople.

suppressing the disorders there

1 p. m.; close at 12.25 p.

we

Turkey—Tho

m.

Skowhcgan, intermediate offices and connections. via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at

used
which

Constantinople,

Effendi.
Official

Knnv nnri T.inn.nln
and 6 p. m.; close at G.OO

via

slightly

STILL FIGHTING.
Blot Follows

MAILS.

tions. via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive at
l and 6.15 p.
m.; close at 7.46 a. m.( and
12.25 p. m.
Rockland, intermediate offices and connections

that
have
been

Reports of wholesale massacres reaoh
the embassy from all directions^ Ibe
victims include
Maronites aud Greeks.
The
opinion l grows, even in diplomatic
c roles,
that the Sultan has ordered the
extermination of the Armenians.”
Tlie excitement is spreading to Syria,
Bagdad, and Mossoul.
It is stated that a lotter was found on
the Sultan’s table urging him to abdioate
within 10 days and deolaring that unless
he
heeded the warning, he would be
murdered.
Halil Rieflat Pasha, late minister of
the interior, has been appointed Grand
Vizier
in place of Kiamil Pasha dismissed.

OF

Farmington, intermediate offices andjconnec-

several

that

business

m. 12.00 m„ 4.15 and 9.15 p.

have

agents
Journal
of the
Tho heavy east wall
the number of victims of the massacre
building proper is considered to be in an in Anatolia
must be estimated at 10,000.

DEPARTURE

AND

Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
offices and connections via Boston & Maine
railroad. (Eastern division)—Arrive at 12.30,
5, and 11.30 p. m.; close 8 a. m. and 12 m.
5.15 and 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrive 1.26 p. m.;
clos3.30 ana 9.15 p. m.
Boston, Southern and Western, and Intermediate offices and connections, via Boston and
Maine railroad (Western division)-Arrive at
12.30. 5.30 and 8.30 p. in.; close 6.88 a. m.,
and 2.45 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2 a, m. and 1 p.m.; close 12.00 m. and 9.15
p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a.m. l and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 a.

Detroit Journal.
A large force of

of

Headquarters.

200 Tremont St., Boston.

Cashier’s Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30 a
7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a
5.00 p. m.
Registry department, 9.00
to 6.00 p. m.
General Delivery. (Sundays excepted) 7.30
a. m. to 7.00 p. m.
Sunday 9.00 to 10.00 a. m.
Carriers' Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
business section of the city between If ighand India streets at 7.00 and 9.15 a. m. 12.46 p m, 1.30
and 5.15 p. ai.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
to
l. 30
Atlantic
«i.
Collection irom
p.
Grove on Congress. 6. a. in. Sunday delivery at
Office window, 9.00 to 10.00 a, m. Collections
from
street
boxes at.
11.00 a. m., 44)0
and &00 p. m. Sunday, 6.00 p. m. only.
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PORTLAND POST-OFFICE.

Dead

iscapes.

itkav dauiMuiu sbu.au.1

No better made. We court comparison. Yoi
will fini our prices and terms to buy orrei
unequalled. Look around, but be sure am I

^Hindered—The

Quickly Identified.

WHEN eiREEK MEETS GREEK.

Could That Other Woman.

ATLANTA FAIR.

ni

Thus

Sultan’s Domin-

on

This becoming
proclaim a constitution.
known, the affair was countermanded.
till UUUU TOWgUlAL'U.
U.UU WiiS
Another
tion of independence give to the Cuban
order.was then issued which
Tho
Ciiuso
of
yesterday’s frightful
throw oft the Spanish
to
cancelled
the
the
all
right
was
settled
previous older. The arrests
people
beyopd
catastrophe
The explosion began to be made. The police last evequestion this morning.
yoke and be recognized as belligerents.
was caused by a dry boiler.
The resolutions “deny to our present
ning raided the Turkish quarters of Sedik
By 11 o’clock twenty-live bodies in all
our
lives were
executive the right of espionage of
had been takon from under the mass of Pasha and were resisted.Many
people to prevent them as individuals, debris and four more had been added to lostiin the conflict, a fresh batch of revodead. They were lutionary
from aiding the Cuban people in this war the list of identified
piaoards were posted today.
The Consti- John 15. Broitenbechor, aged 29 omploye, Some of them at the Porte.
against Spaiu,” and add:
of Hiller’s grinder, Rose Morgan, ivittie
a
tution of the United States was in
Another ^Constantinople despatch says:
Leonard and John Koeberber, aged 17, an
“It is reported that a battalion of regular
of a
work
great omploye at Hiller’s.
part the
large
troops has surrendered to the Armenians
Miss
Morgan was an omploye in at
Virginian.” They continue: “The flag
Ohikour
Hissai, near Zeitoun. An
of Hiller’s and Miss Leonard an employe of
of this Union is our flag, tho honor
English resident of Constantinople has
John Davis & Co.

STRONG DEFENCE.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCEIXAmEOTTS._WISCELLAMEOPS._

ions.

Question—The Wall of the Journal
Work of
Building in Banger—The
All

THEY CLAIM THE RIGHT TO HELP

by

the

_____

OFFICE HOURS.

The Cause of the Disaster Settled Beyond

a

a

THREATENS CLOUD

Is Still Hanging

Confederate Veterans at

So Say

nourish, build up, maintain.
—

A

trophe iu Detroit.

cause—disease, dissipation, overThe result is inability
work.
The end

1S0ILER.

Is Wliat Caused the Terrible Catas-

The great engines of the body
worn out, refusing to perform
The
their natural function.

to

DRA

A

On letters and other written matter
1
at
except that specially authorized to pass
third-class rates and on scaled matter or matter
cents
two
inspection,
otherwise closed
nor ounce or fraction thereof.
On pastel cards onn cent each, the puce
foi which they are sold.
ounce or
3. on “drop letters” two cents per
fraction thereof when mailed at leiter carrier

against

post offices, ana one cem im
deli very
fraction thereof at offices where free
hy carrier is not established.
of
The
rate
Maher.
On Second-Class
when sent hy
postage on second-class matter tlie office ol
tlie publisher thereof, and from
or when
publication, including samples copies,
subscribeis
sent from a news agency to actual
one
cent per
Is
news
agents,
thereto, or to other
pound or fraction thereot.
and
on
newspapers
The irate of
postage
of tlie second-class
periodical publications the
or
news
than
when sent by other
publisher
each four ounces or
agent, Is one cent for
fractional part thereof.
The rate of postage on newspapers (excepting
not exceeding two
weeklies) and on periodicals
same aredeposited
ounces in
an periodicals
is uniform at one cent each;
two cents
weighing more than two ounces,

weight,when.the

in

when
do
and periodicals
the publishers or news agent m a
or
box
delivery
letter-carrier offico for general
at the rate ol one
are subject to pay postage
centner pound; when deposited by other than
publishers or news agents, tor general or box
delivery, tlie rate is one cent for four ounces of
fractional part thereof. when
deposited by tho
Weekly newspapers
publisher or neivs agents in a letter-carrier
office for delivery by carriers, or otherwise, are

^Newspapers
posited

dv

subject only

to the rate ol

one

cent

a

pound

or

fraction the* eof.
All second-class publications, when sent by
the publisher or a news-agent hy mail, to a letter-carrier office located either in the county
or elsewhere, are subiect to
of publication
postage at tlie rate of one cent a pound, which
entitles them to delivery by the carriers.
On Third-Class Matter.—The rate of postage
on third-eass matter is one cent for each two
ounces or fractional part thereof.
On Fourth-Class Matter.—The rate of postag
on fourth-class matter is cue cent an ounce a
oation thereof.
lots at
Oakdale.
offer for sale on
desirablo building lota on
Forest avenue, Fulnioutb, Fessenden. Pi 11
William and Deering streets, Oak la'.e, Deer.
ing. Apply to ROLLINS & ADAMS. Ill fixuiyili—.owiMV
change street, Fortlaud.

FOKTlieSALE—BuiUinas
Deering Land Co.
favorable terms,

~

PORTLAHD DAILY PRkSS
—AND—

STATE PRESS.

MAINE

Rates.

Subscription
Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the titty limits and at
Woodfords without extra change.
Daily (Not in advance), iravariabiy at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents

quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip-

a

tion of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town

periods may
papers changed as

long

for

have the addresses of

snort

often

as

or

their

desired.

Advertising Rates.
first
Daily Press $1.50 per square,
Three inseruCt k, 75 cents per week after.
Every other
tions or less, §1.00 per square.
In

day advertisements,

one

than

third less

these

rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 par week
first week; half price each succeeding week.
■‘A Square” is a space of the width of a column

and

one

inch

long.

the administration of President Cleveland.
In his supreme self-conseauence
he has seen fit to administer the government of this vast country, in its intricate
and varied interests as with a “one man
power.” a plan upon which the people at
large have set the stamp of their disapproval. Air. Cleveland’s unwillingness
to consult with the senators and representatives of his own party in Congress,
lias cost that party its defeat at the popular tribunal in a dozen great states of this
Union.
It would of course be presumptuous for
to attempt to decide between these two
equally accomplished and loyal doctors
of Democracy, but candor compels us to
us

say that the weight of evidence appears
to be on the side of our esteemed Portland contemporary. Almost every one of
tlic distinguished Demoorats who are
are or have
under
the load either
been inveterate haters o£ the President.
There is Gorman, he is buried beneath
20,000 majority. There is no question of
his attitude toward Cleveland. The two
hate one
another cordially. There is
Hill’s fight against the President’s
nominees for
Supreme Justice shows
how dearly thoy love one another. There
in the
is Brice—he was instrumental
HilL

on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less, ooncoction of the tariff measure which
square each week.
and
the President pronounced perfidy
$1.50 pefi square.
and
disnonor. There is Blackburn who was
Reading Notices in nonpanel_ type
lo cents per
classed with other paid notices,
the bitter opponent of the President’s
Ji t' each insertion.
financial ideas. All these gentlemen are
„_VnMfeas ia reading matter type,
in a moribund condition politically coninsertion.
each
Pine
2b cents per
similar adver- sequent upon Tuesday’s election, and
and
Sale
For
To
let,
WantJ,
been Cleveland haters.
week in advance, tor they have all
tisements. 25 cents per
adver- There is something on the other side to
40 words or les si, no display. Displayed
and all adver- be sure.
Brother George Bred Williams
tisements under these headlines,
not
paidj lin advance, twill be who is a cuckoo did not emerge from the
isemeuts
barged at regular rates.
Massachusetts canvass with much glory,
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
and Cleveland’s letter to the New York
for
cents
square
per
and
fifty
for first insertion,
Democracy commending “your excellent
each subsequent lnse rtiou.
ticket” did not fire the Democratic
state
sub
to
relating
fications
commui
Address all
amount of enthusiasm.
ficriptlons and advertisements to Portland heart with a great
Exchange street, Then Tammany Hall which has never
Publishing Co., 97
Portland, Me.
loved Cleveland was the only band of
of Mississippi that
Democrats outside
Yet the bulk of the
came out on top.
fell upon men who have been

Special Notices'.,

MOYRM^ER

FRIDAY,

punishment
professional

8.

The Maine Democrat, published in Auwhich
gusta, issued an extra Wednesday
■was embellished with a gigantic rooster
“Democrats ruako treand

the'jegend,
mendous gains.5
justly claim to bo
but its voracity,
that the better.

Democrat

The

*

can

very newsy .sheet—
well the less saidabout
a

One thing'* the elections of Tuesday did
most effectively. They entirely eliminated all necessity of selecting candidates'
with a view to their strength in doubtful states by demonstrating that there
When the Rewere no doubtful states.

Cleveland leaders. Possibly
fact that
they
this was due to the
happened to be nearer the magazine when
it exploded than were the cuckoos, and
indicates no deliberate intention on the
part of the people to blow up the former
But the fact rerather than the latter.
mains and the burden of proof is upon
the Bangor Commercial to show that it
not indicative of
was a mere happening
of the
anv definite intention on the part
To a Republican newspapers glanothe ruins it looks as if the only
spared Democratic monument was the
statesman of Buzzard’s Bay. He is good

people.
ing

for

over

a

year and four months more.

meets it can dismiss
and conever v consideration of that kind
fine itself entirely to inquiring and deter-

publican convention

mining which of the

various

candidates

is the fittest ami win prove uiuhu »cuepw»ble to the great mass of Republicans.
Conventions have not infrequently given
to a candidate because of his

preference
exceptional strengh

in

some

particular

state that was doubtful and must be carried to ensure success, and by doing so
have disappointed the great mass of Republican voters. There will be no temptation to do any such thing next year.

Geographical considerations can rightfully
have no place at the next convention, but
fitness and general acceptability ought to
control. We need not point out which
of the recognized candidates the disapconsideration
pearance of the locality
most bone/its. Everybody knows which
one was most handicapped by it.
Tbe Republican party will take new
courage from the ^result of the election
and will redouDle their efforts to elect
their next nominee for the presidency.
They will however, fail in this, as the

people

are

not

yet ready

to

again entrust

them with full power in national affairs.
—Lowi3ton Sun.

How do you know, esteemed contemuot yet
porary, that the “people are |
ready to again entrust the Republicans
•with full power in national affairs?”
Your assertion is of a positive kind and
of course you have some conclusive reason
to give for it. What is it? A year ago the
people swept away Democratic control of
the popular branch of Congress aifd substituted Republican control

UP-TO-DATE-

KNIFING

Or

the

Bad

and

Senator

(Tune—“The Prodigal Son.”
gies to Bill Nye.)
There was an old

the

With apolo-

she

“party”

Saint.

had

sons,
She had—She had.
“Arthur” and “Grove” were the

two

names

They were—They

were.

them

pulled,—then

the

trouble began,
Sing tra-la-la-la-la-la-la.
The “destiny” son was a goodly man,
He was—He was.
And built on “condition not theory” plan,
He was—He was.
He said the “old liners” gave him

great

pain,
bound

He was

Wearily and slowly the great procession passed onward from Madrid to the
Escurial, the short distance of some 25
miles occupying no less than six days.
Lying helpless in his litter, Philip II,
the ruler of such a vast empire and the
absolute master of so many millions of
people, was being painfully carried to
the immense structure—palace, tomb
and church
which he himself had
raised, and where he trusted that his remains might repose when he had shaken
off

mortality.
It was in June, 1598, almost ten years
to a day from the first sailing of the
armada from Lisbon, and now how
changed the position! Still, indeed, was
Philip king of Spain and Portugal, Naples and Sicily, duke of Milan, lord of
the Philippines and Spice islands, of
territories in the Western Indies, and of
the empires of Mexico and Peru, but on

5

to put

politics

on

a

high plane,
But he hustled tho
of the rain.

“Mugwumps” in,

out

Sing tra-la-la-lia-la-la-la.
wasn’t built like that,

The bad wicked
Not he—Not he. 1
He believed that the “boys” should have
some of the “fat,”
Did he—Did he.
So ho waited on Grover and told him
son

There

over-

Yet. esteemed contemporary, you are perfectly certain that they intend to go no
further. Suppose the thing were reversed.
Suppose it was a Republican House that
had been turned out last year and a Republican Senate that had been turned

ful scenes, and to which future events
a
Maria
tragic confirmation.
Ivanowna, to whom this revelation was
one of advice and instruction, expressed
the desire that the golden toilet table
Shonld be used by each successive czarina
on the day of her bridal, with the intention, perhaps, that if the vision
shonld again reveal the mysteries of the
future to another bride it would serve
as an admonition that earthly happiness
is not to be attained here below, even
on the steps of a throne.
A San Diego (Cal.)

Copy.

who was
pestered, as many people aro, by other
folks’ chickens scratching up her flower
beds and littering her yard, hit on a
novel scheme for conveying a gentle hint
to her neighbors. She tied a lot of small
cards with strong thread to big kernels
of corn and wrote on the cards, “Please
keep your chickens at home.” The
chickens ate the corn and carried the
message to their owners in a fashion
that was startling and effective.—San
Francisco Chronicle.

down this year, do you think jyou would
hold the opinion that tho people were not
ready to entrust the Democracy with full
JjOWOI III
and tell the truth.

uttliuuai n14.axi.a1

a-»u

good;

his

was

mirthful boast,

Sing, tra-ia-la-la-la-la-la.
But the

“goodly

man’’

comprehended

fever,

a

restore
healthy action of
and

“roast,'’
That he’d warmed him

rhe liver and bowels. At home or abroad
Hood’s Pills are a safeguard and a friend.

or

the

Senator's axe.
He had—He had.
So he smiled a sanctimonious smile,
For he’s truly without political guile,
But he thought, “I’ll fix you after

tniiTrn

Portland Electric R. R. Ronds
-FOR SALE BY-

Gold

He sent
books, about Brutus in
The same causes which produced the
Homo,
striking result last year were operative
this. In reality the election Tuesday
The fox 1 The fox 1
were not strictly a Democratic dofeat—
And the Federal office-holders rife,
that is, not a defeat of the Administrain
tho
use
of the
tion of President Cleveland; for that was Became experts,
not on trial. Nobody believes that Mary“knife,”
are
land and Kentucky
Republican States, And they laid for the bad, wicked Senathat the great majorities in Ohio
or
tor’s life,
and New York are normal. The elections
Sing tra-la-la-la-la-la-la.
are a revolt against the Senatorial cabal
which has done so much and worked so
maliciously to embarrass and discredit
AND THEY GOT IT 1
the President, to break the promises of
the party platform, and to dampen the
For confirmation, read the returns from
hopes of the masses of the Democracy.

The bond is virtually the promise of the
City of Auburn as it is signed by the
Water Commissioners and the City of
Auburn owns the Water Works plant.

esteemed contemporary,
the Bangor Commercial, takes this view
of it:
It is plainly evident that a great many
Democrats all over the country have become more and more dissatisfied with
But

our

equally

Maryland.

E. C.

MITCHELL.

The wondeful cure by Salvation Oil of
Mr. M. S. Culp, a chronic rheumatic, 816
George St., Baltimore Md., is a miracle.

BANKING

And

we

This Handsome Set is made from selected oak, highly polished. has a bevel mirror 24x30, and the cabinet work is equal to
With this set at $30, we furnish 4
any $50 set in the market.
solid Oak Chairs, 1 Rocker, and a handsome quartered top Table.
Our Chamber Set line is extensive, running from the $14.00 Ash

IMOULTON,

your order.

WAITER COREY CO,
Reliable Hoose Furnishiers and Manufacturers,
28

S3*37.

FREE

TRY

POinfOUR

08

5 lbs. Good Raisins,
12 lbs. Rest Sweet Potatos,
16 lbs. Silver Skin Onions,
5 lbs. Good Prunes,
5 lbs. Cleaned Currants,
3 lbs. Seedless Raisins,
40 cts. Molasses,

A.

IS.

35 & 37

t
#

Rheumatism

t

and Scrofula

(W
,-tfA

and

mP
A

^

INTERST PAID ON DEPOSITS
CHAS. S. FOBES, Frest.,
W. F. MiLLlKEN, V.Frest.,
J A11E8 E. McDOWELL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MARSTON, Sec’y,

-T.&S

1

1
Executive
S! Committee,
J
eorttf

ft

Bespectfunyyonrs^^

Aberdeen, Brown County, Qe
Capt. 3.1*. Johnston.

To an ‘Shorn ti may concern: I here*
properties
bv testify to the wonderful the
I
oi P. P- P. for eruptions of with skin.
an un.offered for several years

For primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and

d/but
and

in a.l blood and skin diseases, like
blotenes, pimpiea, oia unromc Ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier In the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.

Springfield, Mo., Aug. 14tb, 1893.
oaa speak in the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
35 years, was treated by the very beit
ana spent hundreds of dol*
physicians
Iars, tried every known remedy without finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and 6an
cheerfully say It has done m© more
good than anything I have ever taken.
—I

*

/i2®w

o|
Springs,Ark.,and

Ga.: Dear Sins—I bought
wourP P- P. at Hot
three
has done me mere good than
months’ treatment at the Hot Spring*.
fiend three bottles O. O. D.

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
and
weak
the
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an impure concition. due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cleansing propertieaof P. P. P.—Prickly A.*h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

fH&B

Are entirely removed by P.P-P.
—Prickly Ash. Poke Boot and Potas*
on
#ium, the greatest blood punfier
earth.
Absrbeew, O.. July 21,1891.
Messrs Lipfman Bros. Savanna
a bottle

can

recommend your medicine to all

BUfferers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo.

fliflrnciY auu uiattBiOTou«w
I tried every known
my faoe.
in vain,until P. P. P. was
<i.
am now e n t i r e 1 vc u ro

(Sicuod by> # JSkin

Cnncer

remy
used,

H. 1. PAYSON ft
BARTlIEnS;

GO,

Ind

troubles.

M. RUST.
Attorney at Law.

Book or Blood Diseases Mailed Free.
ALL

DRUGGISTS SELL

IT.

LiPPFJIAfil BROS.
PROPRIETORS,
Mppman’s Block,Bavtutnab, Gs

Rowing Association,

CITY

HALL,

CAPITAL

’95.

MUSIC BY AMERICAN CADET BAND,

dlw

THEATER,

Cor. Congress and Pearl Sts.
C. F.

j

STUBBS.Manager.

of any

—

AND

_

|harrigan|
AND HiS OWN

COMPANY,

Presenting Mr. Harrigan’s Most Successful Play in Three Acts, entitled
I

|0LD LAVENDER]
ALL THE OLD AND ORIGINAL

SONGS

OF

"The Clock in the Tower Strikes 12,”
"Jolly Old Owls,”
“Please Put That Down,”
"Poverty’s Tears Ebb and Flow.”
‘‘Get Up Jack, John Sit Down.”

—

CITY

Artists

Specialty

Now

sale

on

povldtf

HALL,

Thursday

Evening, Nov.
Matinee, Nov. 2Sd.

Mist,

“PADEREWSKI,”

on

SALES

AUCTION SALE

HORSES.

favorable

on

Deposits.

Time

description through

this Bank.

DUE 1912.

^

y
ag-,
©e

100 FINE HORSES.
The prices realized at their previous
sale were extremely low; nevertheless,
as the Company have no possible use
for these horses, having changed their
road to electricity they have determined to sacrifice them.
They will
therefore be sold to the highest bidder
on the above mentioned date at stables
on

%
ATy

Drummer

These horses weigh from 1000 to
1300 pounds each, and among them
are many line workers and driveis,
suitable for most any line of business,
teaming, hack, grocery, lumbering,
etc. Among these will be many of the
finest horses which the Company own,
handsome and stylish animals.
This sale will offer a splendid opportunity to any party in need of
horses. No postponement on account
of weather.
Terms cash or satisfactory paper. Half fare from principal
stations on M. C. R. R. to those attending sale.
For further particulars inquire of
EDWARD A. NEWMAN, General Manager of the Portland Railroad Company, or of

Beal Estate at Auction.
dtf

oct!9
*

$50,000
Cold 5 Per
Cent Bonds of the

Mortgage

MOUSAM WATER COMPANY,

Boy.”
THAT

THRILLING

DRAMA

WAR

that the G. A. R. used to play
years ago!
IT’S TO BE REVIVED BY

Sliepley Camp, S. of V.,
Assisted by Bosworth and Thatcher Posts,
G. A. K., and Relief Corps and the
S. of V. Ladies’ Aid Society,

STREET, CITY HALL,
NEAR UNION STATION.
Wed., Thurs and Fri., Nov. 6-7-8.

42 Exchange Street.
First

“The

ST. JOHN

nov7__dtd
BY F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

l
tff
W

DON’T YOU REMEMBER

Not. 13th, at
On WEDNESDAY,
10 a. in, we shall sell absolutely without reserve

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

•at’)

['.-f.
^

Evening tickets, $1,00. $1.60, $2.00; matiOn sale (or
nee.
$1.00. $1,26 and $1.30.
mailed) at stoekbridge’s Music Store.
Half Fare to boih concerts ou all railroads
in the
State to ail
holding “Paderewski”
tickets, except P. & R. B. It. to matinee only.
B. & M, K. R. reduced rates to matiuee both
Divisions.
nov7d3t*

SUKPLUS

CONSOL. 4 s,

■

_| EDWARD

at box

EVERY EVENING AT 8!
Wed. and Sat. Matinees at 2.30.
POPULAR
PRICES—IO, 15
and 25cts. Matinees IO eta.
to all parts of tlie house.

1824.

Jtri.

\

Nov. 11th & 13th.

Tickets, 75, BO, 25 cents.
office.

Week Commencing MondayEvening, Nor. 4.
A BIG COMPANY

Portland Horse Railroad Go.

nh-

'S,

12,

■-OF

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

/*:

o,

Nov.

nov6

ACDTION

Incorporated

'’T

&

spreading

Cumberland

TII2

C;

|

lOe best seats.

The World’s Greatest Pianist.

f

A

hSwi
rp

—

dtf

1Iyl7

#

SV

Seouin, Tex., January 14,1893.
Messrs. Liffman Bros.. Savnnnsn.
Oa.: Gentlemen—1 Save tried your P.
for a disease of the skin, usually
as skin cancer,of thirty years'
great relief; IS
standing, and found
and removes alt irpurifies the blood
ritatlon from tho seat of the disease
of the
and prevents any
I have taken flvoor six bottles
soras.
course
feel oonfldent that another
roi.eyed
will offeot a cure. I!t has also
and stomaoo
me from indigestion

UUNutnl

AND

B-A-L-L

STEPHEN H. SMALL. Presldsit.

Cured.

Tetlimonyfrom the Mayor of Sequin, Teti

dANU

PARK

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busi-

Wakes
marvelous Cures
in Blood Poison

10, 20 & 30 ets.

By DAVID BRAHAIl.

City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.
City of Ashland. Wisconsin, 6's.
Boiough of Braddook, Penna., 41-2's and 5's.
Pordand Water Company, 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

Interest allowed

%

.The Clipper
Detective

MASTER YORICIC.

as

—

Town of Dexter, Maine, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2's.

terms.

£
$

GRAND

INVESTMENTS.

Current Accounts received

t

Matinee...

evening.Little

Evening Prices,
“

LOVE.’’

Tuesday Evening,

ness

I

Monday & Tuesday, Mights,

Sale opens at Stockbridjje’s Saturday. Nov. 9,
at 8 a. m.
Numbers at 7. Reduced rates on
Railroads,novSdtd

185 Middle St P. a Boi 1108.

Middle, 54to 60 India Sts.oct19dtf

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

MB, MOBBISON

dtt

PORTLAND, MAINE,

MADDOX

p
■ -..I-1

“YORICK’S

-OF-

8 cts
25 cts. Tamarinds, per lb.
12 cts
25 cts. Best Round Steak,
7 cts
25 cts. Salt Pork, by the strip,
50 eta. bushel.
25 cts. Best Potatos,
25 cts. Best St. Louis Flour,
$4.00
10 cts
25 cts. Rood Canned Salmon,
50 cts. peck
25 cts Pea and Y. E. Beans,

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
CATAHHH. MALARIA,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

The Great Boston Suocess,

Casco National Bank SECOND CRANO

GROCERIES.

POPULAR PRICES.
Saturday

Thursday Evening, Nov. 14,

Exchange Sts.

Cor. Middle and
octll

tllw

nov5

COSTUME
PROPERTY

-AT

-FOB SALE BY

\

SECURITIES.

oc21

place

‘VU'1517'
ll J\ Wf

SCENE

BARTKEHS.

pleased

to the solid Mahogany at $250.
Call and see them before yon

&

WOODBURY

to state with the CAR LOAD which has
shall be able to supply our many anxious waiting

we are

just arrived,
patrons.

GO.,

53 Exchange Street,

FAUST

BY THE

$30.00.

tip*

RONDS

4's.

Fund

Sinking

This Company is earning NET about
three times its interest charges.

some

NORTHERN

WHITE LIES.

Matinee

DUE JULY 1, 1905.

IW
"S.

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
dtf
novl

WHITE WHITTLESEY,

EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

FIRST MORTGAGE

iu

of

dti

Water Works Go.

(Mnrvr nr

while!”

EVENING AT 8,

His famous Dramatic, Scenic and Electric

AUBURN, IRE.,

fiSQ
a

Ei3L3NTK:KR.S,

octl4

FINANCIAL.

th6

Sing, tra-la-la la-la-la-la.
opinion among our esteemed
Democratic contemoraries. Our esteemed
So down in the South to the bad boy’s
Portland contemporary, the Argus, holds
home.
opinions which it sets forth in these
Deep scheme—Deep scheme.
words:

ence

prevent

2,

THE LITTLE DETECTIVE.

Roberts

-AND-

In

SWAN & BARRETT,

con-

liuw

did they flop because they were
dissatisfied with the administration of
Mr. Cleveland? These aro questions upon
which there appears to be a sharp differdent

gave

facts.
Strange thing—Strange thing.
been struck in the neck by
Did the He’d

uauh

what did it?
did it,
Democrats bolt their party ticket to rebuke the Democratic enemies of the PresiWho

Dig senatorial host,
a
horrible
Grover
poor

Florence

MATINEE AT

j

SUPPORTED BY

Production of

gestion in
changeable

so oeiore the

|

MISS KATHERINE

[robefTI

issued by the Sanitary Dis-

are

-FOR SALE BY-

or

weather.
They
break up a cold,

|

legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
of a popular vote of the electors within its
limits, which include practically the entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.

i

woman

chilis and

THE EMINENT ACTOR,

Chicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of tlie

Digestion

The bad, wicked man then swore a vow,
Swore he—swore he.
The “goodly man” to punish somehow.
Swore he—swore he.

To-Day.

Due July 1, 1901.

These bonds

The Czarina’s Mirror.

overeating

He

for

-•-

Wednesday, Nov. 13,

trict of

the Dutch provinces wtfis every day becoming more disastrous for Spain, while
the huge load of debt which Philip had
incurred had sunk Spanish credit to the
very lowest depth. The defeat of the
boasted armada appears to have been
the turning point in Spain’s prosperity,
and from 1518 the declino had steadily
set in, and little by little the power of
the once groat monarchy was dwindling
into nothingness, while ruin and bank
ruptcy stood like a menace over the
throne, for hut two years before, in an
edict complaining of the extortion of
those from whom he had borrowed such
enormous sums, the king had iniquitously decreed that all payments of interest on the debts of his government
were to cease. He canceled all his bonds
and obligations and seized the revenues
mortgaged for the payment of either
principal or interest. And from that day
his credit ceased.—Temple Bar.

Perfect

lished Republican
for many years to come. That is to say
in each year the people have gone as far
as they could toward placing the
Republicans in full control of tho government.

demand

Great

a

G. E. LOTHKOP, Lessee and Manager.

ImeB'esf Payable January and
July 1.

by
whelming majority. They also placed
straight,
the Democracy in a minority in the SenAnd the “goodly man” didn’t ask him
towards
far
as
as
and
went
possible
ate,
to wait,
giving the Republicans a majority of But said he himself would control all the [s secured by taking Hood’s Pills after
that branch. This year they have comdinner, or if digestion is impeded by
freight,
pleted the latter revolution, and estabchange of diet,
Sing tra-la-la-la-la-la-la.
control in the Senate
an

is

Portland Theatre,

MANAGEMENT E. C. MITCHELL.

Bonds,

Cent.

JPcr

AMUSEMENTS.

City Hall Theatre,
DRAINAGE,

every side were indications of the inseThe wai
curity of this vast state.
against England had been a miserable
failure, and the long contention with

A curious legend is related in an
English paper concerning the Russia)',
custom which prescribes that the nevczarina must dress on her wedding more
before the historical wedding tabic
which belonged to the Czarina Maria
Ivanowna. This precious piece of furniture was a gift frqm her imperial
fiance, and the legend relates it is the'
most wonderful nuptial gift known.
The young Princess Maria was very
pleased and proud of it. She was also
very beautiful, loved and was adored
by her future husband. On her wedding
day, while her ladies were dressing her
before this table, all at once the precious
mirror did not reflect the superb beauty
of Maria Ivanowna, nor her magnificent
dress, nor her magnificent gems. Instead
of that a rapid vision passed over its
clear surface, scenes of bloodshed, struggles, misfortune, in which appeared the
figures of her husband and of sons and
grandchildren destined to wear the
heavy crown of the Muscovite succession.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL,

CHICAGO

—

A Plan to
a

MISCELLANEOUS.

Passing of Philip II.

gave

One was built on tho old Democratic plan.
of
destiny'4
The other,—a “Creature
man;
When both of

The

The poor girl was terribly frightened
and fainted at the sight of these dread-

of the ones,?—

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

On Tuesday, November 12 th, at 2.30 p. nr.
shall sell the one and a hall story wooden
house, No. 43 Merrill St. Has seven finished
rooms. Sebago water, good plumbing, &c. I Lot
about 2000 square teet. Terms Cash.
nov7dtd

BAILEY &

F. NAIL of Ohio
as

Supported by

CO.,

as

JOE,

UNCLE

a

that shall

THE DRUMMER

BOY,

strong local cast. Tableaux
excell all yet produced.

Portland’s leading contralto,MISS HENRIETTA D. KICK, will sing “The
Vacant Chair.

CHANDLER WILL FURNISH MUSIC.

Tickets,25c.; Reserved Seats 10c extra
On sale at Comrade ‘Williamson's Drug Store.
Junction of Congress aud Free sireets, Wednesoct28dtd
day, Oct. 30th.

Centennial Baneuet.
■

The

Ladies of

Chestnut St.

Methodist

Church will provide a Banquet at the Vestry of said church,

Lpiscopal

Friday

we

Fr O.

MR. A.

MASTER HARRY NAIL of Ohio

Evening,

8th,

Nov.

from 6.30 to 7.30. Music by an orchestra
will commence at 6 o’clock, and continue during the banquet.
Tickets of admission, limited to the capacit
of the room, may be obtained of T. F. Homstead, 451 Congress St.; F. B. Clark, 515 Congress St.; Gould & Bragdon, 659 Congress St.:
Charles Dav, 644 Congress St., and Alpheus
Griffin, 135 Congress St.; Price 75 cents each.
All who desire to ootain them are requested to
do so as early as may be convenient.

oct31d7t

Auctioneers and Commission merchants
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KENNEBUNK, MAINE,
And Other Investment Securities

>
fi®

FOIi SALE BY

$
X

MASON & MERRILL,

Salesroom 40

Exchange

F. O. BIAtm.

ar!4_

Street.

c. W. ALLEN
dtf

Course Tickets now on Sale.

w.

5

^

#
2b

nov4

BANKERS,

Deer

no98 Exchange Street.^

U6t*

and All Gams in Abundance

Nor

HUNTESR.S
Address

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Muste Store 431
Congress Street.
eodtl
Sept7

STEPHEN BERRY, WESSERUNSET HOUSE,
Brighton.
BOOK BHD JOB PASTES, F.l, PARKIN.
Prop.
__

B®.

37 PLUM STREJKt

*

Mo.

novelist

MUSIC AND DRAMA,
Hags.

A Heroine in

Two fine audiences, both in regard to
size and character, assembled in Portland
theatre yosterday at the matinee and evening performances. At the matinee Miss
Rober added to the good impression she
created in “Our Kitty” Monday evening,
and was seen in the evening in a drama
“A Heroine
in
in live acts entitled
Rags.” The play is too long for the
little of value that is contained in it. The
first act could be

compassed

into three to

great advantage. Miss Rober asGabrielle,
the flower girl, makes a very natural and
attractive scene in her confession of her
love for Jean in the first act, and displays
muoh power in the trial scene where she
exhibits the depth of her dovotion for her
lover.
Of course virtue triumphs at last,
and vice is exposed and pays the penalty.
made a
Miss Grace
Hamilton
very
effective scone of the murder where she

to
Lewis Morrison will pay his visit,
this city on
Wednesday and Thursday,
November 13 and 14, presenting his well
known and always popular production of
Geothe’s “Faust,” which will never pall
for its
theatric
upon lovers of things

story is always bright and entertaining,
however often told. Mr. Morrison in his
conception of Mephisto is a sly insinuating devil, an evil one of such great
personality that ho dominates not only
the play but the players as well. In every
centre
and act Mephisto is the
around which all the others rovolve, and
it can be truly said that Mr. Morrison is
an idealization of the part in every way.
The production of this season will be seen
and
with entiroly new
stage settings
scenic environment more elaborate, if
scene

Ubbey-Russell.
Mrs. William
Russell, 30 Veranda street, East Deering,
Graoe
the marriage of their daughter,
Merryman, to Mr. Dana Libbey of West
At the home o£ Mr. and

wearing

charming

reveals to Lormon, the murderer, that he
Mr. Edwards was good
is in her power.

have been given us since electricity came of white tulle, and oarried a bouquet of
to be such an Important factor in stage bride roses.
The bridesmaid was gowned
emas
Weber pleased
as
Jean, and Mr.
The supporting company
effects.
in pink silk.
wi
nning
Reame, the village poet, who sighed for braces that very talented and
Refreshments were served in the dining
Mr.
Gabrielle in vain.
Lanagan was actress Florence Roberts as Marguerite room by Misses Norenea Merrill, Lizzie
acceptable as the old soldior, and the and W'hite Whittlesey as Faust.’.Seats will Fairbrother, Josephine Walker of Deering
The be on sale at Stockbridge’s on Saturday anil Miss
other characters were well taken.
Stackpolo of Westbrook. Miss
curtain was several times called.
morning at 8 o’clock and people should Addio Fairbrother poured coffee.
Misses
Little be on Dana eariy.
At the matineee today, “The
Ednah Merrill and
Aggie Fairbrother
Detective” will bo given, and at night
served fruit punch.
The decorations
Park Theatre.
The

throughout the house were beautiful,
Mr. Fred Libby, the new pianist at the
Old Lavender,
consisting of palms, ferns, chrysantheaccomexcellent
Park Theatre, supplies
mums, smilax, evergreen and cut flowers.
Speaking of Edward Harrigan.who will
painmonts to the various performances, The
be seen at Portland Theatre next Monpresents were many and choice,
As a result.’a
both in song and dance.
showing the high esteem in whioh the
day and Tuesday in “Old Lavender,”
which
is
obtained,
very good performance
“Edward Harrigan,
an exchange says;
bride is held among hor friends.
The
is much enjoyed by the large audiences,
who has not visited Providence in sevushers were Messrs.
Arthur Winslow
and encores are frequent.
eral years,
Clarke of Oakdale, Fred Marstou of Portbegan a half week engageNotes.
the 28th, and
ment at the Providence,
land, E. Russell, East Deering, Chester
was welcomed by a large audionce at the
Katharine Doten, Woodfords. The party left on the
On the eastern tour of the
opening performance. The plays select- Rober company next week, the Amerioan midnight train, amidst showers of rice
ed for this engagement were Old Laven- Cadet band and orchestra will
accompany and good dishes, for their home in West
der, Monday and Tuesday evenings, and
Mass.
MilllO

xjIUS,

Newton,
them.
Kowe-Stevens.
My Son Dan, Wednesd ay afternoon and
Owing to the illness of Miss Lizzie
The comedian did very good
evening.
A very pretty wedding occurred yesterPierce, who was to assume the role of the
work and sang several songs in his inim- Goddess of
Liberty in the “Drummer day afternoon at tho home of Mrs. Samuel
and pleasing manner. The star
itable
Boy,” her place was most acceptably Knowles on Salem street, the contracting
was surrounded by a good company with filled
by Mrs. John Chase at last night’s parties being Mr. Walter S. Rowe, the
Dan
Collier, Dave Biaham, Jr., and and performances, and will also be popular bookkeeper of Fletcher & Co.,
Jane Burn by in the cast.
The
Miss Emmeline
Stevens.
assumed by her in evening’s entertain- and
ment.
The Stockbridge Course.
nuptial knot was tied by Rev. William
intia fair
did
business in The S. Ayres in the presence of a few
Salvini
The London Era lately said: “M. Paderewski
his old
the

fully relied on the adherence of
admirers, and the popularity of
continues

pianist

Polish

to be as

great as ever. The reoeipts were £1,087,
sum
ever
taken at any
the largest
piano-forte recital in this country, so it
has been stated, but on the ocoasion a
recital by Robinstein brought in nearly
the

same

friends may
T

cn-mn

amount.
well feel

nf Ivia haaf.

sician

it

gifted

Pole.

is

M.

proud

Paderewski's
of his fame.

oualifinc

a

a

mil.

Three Guardsmen in Montreal. His per- mate friends. Miss Harriet Stevens atformance of the gallant D’Artegnan is as
her sister as bridesmaid while Mr.
Mr. Sal- tended
breezy and delightful as ever.
of the
groom,
makes this somewhat impossible Fred Rowo, a brother
vini
wore a
The bride
hero a living flesh and blood oreature, aoted as best man.
home the brighter and handsome
and sends one
traveling gown and carried
happier for having seen him. He ap- roses.
Hamlet for the first time in
peared ns
The
Montreal and gave a graceful and olever
presents were numerous and
performance, though the part does not fit beautiful, and testified to the popularity
The! supporting
him like D’Artegnan.
of the happy young pair.
comany is good all round and the staging
Mr. and Mrs. Rowe left on the evening
picturesque.
train for Boston, and will make a short
HET TY GREEN.

impossible to surpass the
In his playing of Chopin’s

there is a charm which must be
His reception
felt by all who hear him.
at St. James’s hall on Tuesday was the

bridal

trip.

reside

on

On their return

will

they

Cumberland street.

musio

She Visits
Is

Very Freqne ntly and

Portland

Runaway.

Quite Well Known at the Hotels.

Yesterday afternoon

a

horse attaohed to

wagon that was standing opposite
& Winchester’s store on ComThe announcement was made in the Cummings
mercial street, took fright at a locomotive
Mrs.
that
Hetty
evening papers yesterday
The driver,
and dashed up the street.
Green, the richest woman in America,
a Cape Elizabeth man, was thrown
out,
was at the Falmouth hotel.
but escaped without serious injury. The
Stock bridge’s.
hotel
the
the
at
An
develops
inquiry
J
a wagon then struck a jigger in front of J.
fact that a woman, who never registers,
The Drummer Boy.
L Libby’s and was badly damaged. The
but who gives her name to the clerk as
The second performance of “The Drumturned into Doten’s lumber
“Mrs. Green,” has been ooming to Port- horse finally
mer Boy” at City Hall, last evening, rewhere itjwas captured.
land once in three for our weeks for a long yard,
sulted in a very large audience. By noon
time.
She generally arrives at night
all but about 75 of the reserved seats had
Real Estate Transfers.
She
and
away in the morning.
goes
Of course on a second perbeen sold.
The following transfers of real estate
in a very ordinary way, but aldresses
formance, the waits were shorter, their
wants an expensive room, first floor in this county have been recorded in
shown by the ways
was a greater confidence
every time. She is particular to the Registry ot Deeds:
front,
more
and
there
was
actors in their parts
see that thore is a good lock on the door,
Harps well—Isaac J. Maxwell to Henry
life and spirit infused into the acting.
Howard.
and that a fire escape is at hand. In- W.
“The tableaux, which we;e so effective
Gray—Louis T. Cushing to William A.
she
leaves
tells
the
when
she
Chipman. Julia M. Jonhson to William
the first night, were even more so than variably
to
Emarilda Thompson
clerk that she was never treated so out- A. Chipman.
last night. The groupings are well done,
in a hotel before; but at the Julia M. Johnson, *450.
rageously
and the fresh young faces add much to
Portland—Flora A. 1 lost to Lucy A.
end of thiee or four weeks she reappears
David F. Mur-iock to James
The music
of the pictures.
Bennett.
the realism
bill
She
her
always pays
prompt- Hawley.
In fact the merits of this old again.
is all good.
and without complaint.
Blidgton—William A. Goodwin to
war play must be great for it lo so inter- ly
Rachel W. Goodwin to
“I should tfcink you would get tired Frank Burnell.
est the public so many years.
Frank Burnell, *200.
about so much, ” said a regutravelling
The excellent acting of Mr. Nail and
lar Falmouth hotel boarder to Mrs.,Green
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
of the local
with that
his sou
most enthusiastic ever known.”

a

job

appear at, and open
the
Stookbridge course November 21st,
and play at a matinee the next afterThe tickets are selling rapidly at
noon.
Paderewski

will

Harry,
talent, calls forth words of high praise. yesterday
“When I do I shall stop,” was her curt
The play will be repeated tonight, ue
reply.
sure and get seats at Williamson’s.
She has changed her hotel once at least
of
the Present since
The Greatest Hustlers
she began to come here, but it
*
“Age.
was for cause. The clerk, a very gentleArrangements are under way to have manly,but slightly fastidious young man

the

fair.

Portland, Nov, 8tli, 1895.

Newton, Mass., oceurred Wednesday evening. At half past eight o’clock the
to
bridal procession entored the parlors
the music of Lohengrin wedding march
little
the ushers preceding, < followed by
Willie and Edith Congdon, cousins of the
Then
bride, carrying the white ribbons.
came the best man, Mr. Harry Nevens of Jordan.
tin
Mr. O. S. Cousins, employed at
Woodfords, with the bridesmaid, Miss
on machiui
paper mills as back tender
Aline G. Russell, sister of the bride and number
six, while trying to remove
hot dryers,
the bride and the groom followed, taking bunch of paper from the
hi:
and caught
their place in front of a bank of hemlock, slipped in some way,
between
the
heated
rolls, burning 1
ferns and palms. The ceremony was per- arm
He was taken to his hoim
> ery severely.
formed by the Rev. J. R. Clifford of the uua Dr. Smith called.
church
in
the
Mr. C. F. Dean end son
of Gleudive,
Methodist
Episcopal

those which have preceded
it in seasons past. The electric effects are
presence of the immediate relatives and a
by few friends of the bride. The bride looked
still a notable novelty unsurpassed
none and equalled by few attractions that
in a white silk,
a
veil

anything, than

The weather today
is likely to be

Wuirei I

of

regular meeting
a :
belt
Phillip’s lodge, F. and A. M.,
Pas
East End,
Wednesday evening
i
Master Hugh A. Craig, aoting as gram
O.
rnastur, assi ted by Past Master
th i
Cousens as grand marshal, installed
year.
ensuing
the
officers
for
following
L
M., Wingate Titcomb; S. M., George
Swett; ,1. W., Clinton Eastman; »•
Hawkes
Frank Swan;
J. 1)., James
secretary,
Carle;
Charles
treasurer,
Calvin S. Walker; T., S. Clark Morton
M., George F. Hunt; chaplin, Andrew
At

BEFOliE

JUDGE

j Thursday—Andrew

E0BIX80X.
M. Bjon ra n

and

Indian

THESE days

will then be

merly connected with

Chicago newspapers,
pected to arrive.

OM

one

There

is

a

notion

ot

is momentarily

'■

y

W&y

down" body with tonic until the
stomach rebelled—then, another
kind of tonic.

|

Two hundred and fifty pairs
Price to everybody as
a pair left

JTfee Hew

wVf^'sJ

with nature's food made of its
5 own elements, prepared in such a
3 delicate way that the stomach
Such a food is
never rebels.

J

“

J

Qatnqeal

l
5

i
J

J>
£

jj

f

Froeport.

Wednesday afternoon the Freeport High
sohool eleven defeated the Westbrook
High by a score of 26 to 0. Although the
ireeports are light weights they put up a
fine game against the Westbrooks who
are heavier.
In the first half the Freeports had
the
kick off, the Westbrooks securing
the
ball, but lost it on downs before scoring,
and were unable to recover it during the

Junction

sn

Freest..

first half.
In the second half the visiting
team
failed to get the ball until two minutes
before the close, and had made but
ten
yards gain when time was callod.

Touchdowns—R. Davis 1, T. Randall
1 L. Randall 1, Pullen 1, Tlyer 1. Goals
from touchdowns—Tom Randall 2, Pullen

the old way will always *
be the old, but the new way won’t \ 1.
to
0.
Score—26
Time—Twenty
minute halves.
Referee—Dr. A.
R.
always be the new.
Smith. Linesman—Rahart Randall,

Perhaps

__„J

W

'

on

The Curtis
'iVjjfc

'•■v^

White Aprons
bought

direct from

at very

the manufacturers

advantageous prices.
goods will be transferred

These

direct to the
modest

consumers

with but

intervening profit.
helping

thoughts

your holiday
would not advertise them

we

now.

Plaid Nainsook with bor-

Aprons.

25c.

der, variety of styles,

Fine lawn with insertion

Aprons.

25c.
handsome

band and hem,
with

Lawn

Aprons.

25c.

Of

Aprons.

good

lawn

quality

25c.
plain hemstitched hem,
Aprons. Of figured muslin with
33c.

border,

with

hemstitched,

Lawn

^

to

be

Who

the

Comes

Aprons,

in

Umbrellas

»

25 dozen Ladies’ Pure Linen Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, .with 1 1-4 inch hem
of flue dropstitch lawn, a regular 20c

Sterling

and Cane3.

Silver.

your

boy

or

Reefer of

ly

suit when you

a

us

Suit, Overcoat
and it flosn’t exact-

get
back and exchange

it home bring it

it or get your
money. We know you won’t do that.
Why? Because on every garment you
buy of us you are saving from 50c to

WILLIS A.

CATES,

JEWELER,

Cut Glass
and

Leather

Goods.

OF

quality, 9c.
Windsor Ties, the 26c quality, in a largo
variety of styles, 19c.
Ribbons—60 pieces pure Silk Moire Ribbon, 1 1-4 inches wide, orown edge.
150

5a yard.
Couch Pillows in a variety of styles,
29a.

Outing

Flftunels in

each

—

The tall and

snore

ituu

vv e

siuuu

slini,
nave

the

Liinii

made iu every conceivable shape.

Unlaundred, 90c.
Laundred, $1.00.
Make

a

memorandum of this and when

you want a Shirt try a Senator !
We shall have you for a customer,
sure.

|
S

CEO. C. FRYE

or

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO
Agency,

Street,

HORACE ANDERSON,
CHAS. C. ADAMS,
octia

65c

MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR.
No

at all for such

reason

prices

Ex-

cursions

I> y

Steamers.

pound

One Lot Box Stationery in fine quality,
slightly broken In the lot arc a few
boxes of linen paper. 9o box.
The above prices are positively for Today
"“V

These

are

only

a

few at random—

equally interesting.
new Corset Cover of fine cambrio, cut pointed with broad band of
fine embroidery, regular 50c quality,
39c.
Our price
are

A

Corset Cover of cambric, V back
and front of fine open embroidery—
also a low neck cover with broad full

ruffle at

50c.

price,

same

Drawers of good quality muslin—
cluster of fine tucks, four inch ruffle of
50c.
embroidery.
Di -C8S of fine nainsook,
round yoke of English Embroidered
bands, deep ruffle of same to match,
extra large full sleeve. Sizes 6 mos.,
Short

We have

,$1.75.
a

full line of Infants’

Special

Sale of

YEAR’S..

5? ^

Co.

W1EREN,

German

For references
THOS. J. LITTLE, llteratur.
eodlyr dress Cnadwick House.

Our Holiday aud Choice

GIFT BOOKS

language
and terms

and
ad-

sep&l-eodlluJ*

.

.

uov8dlw

FOR =

CHRISTMAS
are now

being received

it is well to make

an

and

early

selection.

£^=See display

in window.

other dealers
buy it.

Cheaper
can

ihe

ORDER by mail.

-—

with a coat of Nubian
Dressing. ’Twill make them
This dressing
as pood as new.
is imported, and is the best
waterproof bright polish made.
The regular price is 23 cts. a
bottle, but as we are a little
overstocked will sell it for the
next ten days at
15 cts. a bottle.

through points.

of

of

BOOKS.
#

tickets good
to the
Cow rates

MR. GEORG V.

line

Colored Bonnets.

Hosiery ond Underwear
Saturday.

LAST.

st)p24

,teacher

Bands,

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Return

ior 30 days.
many

S. S.

save

that we can.

1,2,3,

pair.

RUBBERS

Autumn

Int.

Insurance

large
25c, 50c, 75c.

Street.

516 Congress

75c, NEW YORK ELASTIC TRUSS. 75c.
codtf

31 Exchange

and dark colors.

BRIGHTEN

White Store

320 Congress Street.

mus-

$1.00.

The Home of the Senator Shirt!
Positively the best Shirt ever sold in Stationery—Extia Super fine Note Paper, Leggins, Mittens, Veils,
Portland for the price. Fits all shapes
and an excellent
lfc'c Socks
usually sold at 25c.,
ruled,

PRICES.

Fire

light

_

—LOWEST—

Philadelphia

embroidered

the finest lawns, cambfics and the like

5c. yard.
$2.00. Worth saving isn’s it?
Yesterday we received 200 pairs of Apron Cheek Ginghams, 5c.
“The Jane Hopkins
Star
Pants,” ages 4 to 15 years, double
Damask Tray
seat and knee, elastic waistbands, Stamped Linens, Bleached
linon, fringed and
Cloths, pure
warranted not to rip.
They were
stamped, 11c.
made to sell for 75c. Our price 47c.
Momie Linen Scarfs, 50 inches long, full
A Bargain.
fringed, stamped, 24c.
Let me meution a Boy’s Reefer, ages
A fine quality Lonsdale Cambrio, the
8 to 16 years ! I think will you want
manufacturers’ short lengths, extra
one. They are absolutely all woll Infinish, 7 l-2c yard
digo,Velvet Collar, stitched edge. A One Lot Pure Linon Bleached Damask
very dressy Reefer.
Towols, knottod fringe, in a variety
of
bordors, extra heavy quality.
Only $5.00.
Notice the size 23
by 49 incites, 29e

MEN’S FURNISHINGS.

ruffle

For nurses, extra

Aprons.

IT BACK.
buy

deep

50c.
Fine

size,

BRING
If you

Lawn with

Aprons.
and insertion,

lin, many different patterns,

FreeSU.

Whist Frizes

ia

50c.

Aprons.

Junction

The Latest

50c.

edge,

Lawn with wide insertion

band,

Today’s Offerings.
want

“/

38c.

Lawn—fine cluster tucks

with embroidered

>

one

If it wasn't for

Aprons.

all News-stands

Publishing; Company

of

with

iiovl

10 Cents

holiday shopping.
a large line

colored borders,

novd81t

jB

f

and

s

rlSK&uDII

THE

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

boys

men

OWEN, MOORE & CO

Lift!/ Q 0 Aff

AMD

(The

for

White Store.

TRUSSES

maid: how a wire can do ft.
cal article ia the November

quite com.
prices are

Suits and Overcoats.

—

with one*
A practi-

at

IN CHILDREN’S

LINE

House

j

Aprons.

-LARGEST-

Successfully keeping

look

I

and sizes.

Football at

a

about

girls.

Nov. 7, Miss Mary Moody, aged

BY RUTH ASHMORE

repre.

BARGAINS

Into Your Mind First”

&

the worry and

embroidered edge,

Jeweler

Small House

women,

Guaranteed strictly all wool.
Plenty of better ones, too.

DEATHS.

a

it is

line;

and

$1.50.

and Miss Faustina Witherspoon.
In Cutler, Oct 30, J. F. L. McLean and Miss
Maud E. Ackley.

o:

by

plete, and the
little enough.

just relong as

the

you don’t
Learn all

Underwear
ceived.
there’s

save

standard

knowable

Underwear

PANTS!

THE

Mistress

perhaps

that’s
our

are

The

know about.

MEN’S

in the minds of the

Wednesday.
The literary club will
the
meet at
vestry Friday evening, November 3.
Mr. Clayson Evans is sending a few
weeks at Milan, New Hampshire.
Miss Mabel Boss, who has been spending a few days with her aunt, Mrs.Nettie
Young Pownal, returned Wednesday.

and

which

both of East North Yarmouth.
In Gorlsam, Nov. 7, by Kev. W. F, Marshall,
Edmond W. Brackett and Miss Jennie M. Lacy,
both of Gorham.
In Newnall, Nov. 4, Horatio G. Freeman of
Windham. Maine, and Mrs. Alice M. Newcomb,
of Gorham.
In Cutler, Oct. 30. William Ferris of Eastport
and Miss Susie E. Carter.
In China, 2d inst, George F. Keay and Miss
Carrie Mae Libby, both of Albion.
In North Vassalboro, Oct. 29, Willard A.
Mariner and Miss Nellie Ethel Laury.
In Brownlleld. Oct. 30, Abel E. Eaton and
Miss Rossie M. Chandler.
In West Sullivan, 1st. inst, Peter Drew of
West Sullivan and Miss Jessie Drew.
In East Bluehill, 2d inst, Ellis Stansfield and
Miss Clara Lula Long.
In Bar Harbor. 2d inst. Geo. L. Emery of
Eden and Mrs. Minnie A. Tabbutof Providence
in Macnias. ga inst, isewen J. rettegrew ana
Miss Geneva H. J.arrabee, both of Maeliiasport.
In Pulpit Harbor, 2d Inst, Samuel Crockett

East North Yarmouth, November 7.—
who has been visiting
Mrs. M. Lary,
relatives at South Paris,
returned

All

that you know about
the
“specialties”

sorts

‘•The Clothiers.”.

ards,

Yarmouth.

makes.

sented.

women

North

stock of it here,

a

All

I

fFISK & GOFF,

Friday, Nov. 8th.

nedy.’

J>

properly

worthiest mills

vote? well if they could
They’d vote for what is pure and good
And make it a point to see
“A Midnight Frolic” with Lillian Ken-

Should

»__

,_

Portland.
In this city, Nov. 6. by Rev. F. Southwojtli,
Grorge H. Snyder of Portland and Mrs. Rebecca H. Brev of MUlbndge.
[Other papers please couy.l
Oet 30, Ervin Tuttie and Miss Nellie E. Rich-

“Should 'Women Vote.

in advance—and
crush incidental to

We have just received

buch

boys about the hotels that Mrs. Green
travels about to keep out of the clutches
of the tax collectors, but this is not prov-

ex-

BE PREPARED

wait-

clad.

In this city, Nov. 6, by Rev. Dr. Blanchard,
Frank E. Brown of Portland and Miss Edith L.
Tibbetts of Old Orchard.
In this city. Nov. 4. by Rev. F. C. Rogers,
Louis IP. Clark and Flora A. Rogers, both oi

en.

being

not

here

WHY NOT

and think of the risk

ing,

holidays which will be

few short weeks.

a

be

There’s

changes.
nothing gained by

MARRIAGES.

of the leading

To the
in

weather’s

the

for

ready

sudden

Bridget Smith. Intoxication; thirty dt^s
573 Congress St.,
in the county jail.
77 years.
Patrick
F. aged
Daniel Connolly and
Greenwood, Oct. 20, Mary M. Morgan, aged
AGENT
Murphy. Intoxication; fined *5 and costs. 50 years.
fined *10
Smith.
In DIxfield. Oct. 20. Mrs, Helen N. Lang,
Obscenity;
Bridget
the
walls
from
finishd
STEVENS SILVER CO.
the wallpaper removed
had just
bathing his hands and costs.
tged 60 years.
She smelled
on the interior of City Hall in order to in bay rum as she came in.
accommodate the immense audience that the bay rum and left the hotel.

will want to see the young and favorite
eoubrette, Miss Lilian Kennedy, in “A
Midnight lorlic.” Hundreds of applications have already been made for reforThe advance agent,
served seats

apparent.

Be forehanded.
Buy it now and

coach

87 years.
In Ellsworth, 2d inst, Peter Baslor formerly of Otis, aged 86 years.:
In Bancor, 4th inst, Mrs. Ellen McCarthy,
aged 66 years.
In Veazie, 5th inst, Clara I., daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Thomas, aged 12 years.
In Hebron, Oct. 31, Mrs. Rebecca Cushman,

LOOKING
FORWARD

hand, you

Underclothing

warmer

High

binston, Maine.
In Litchfield Corner, Oct. 27, Mrs. Flora
Springar, aged 29 years.
In East Orland, Oct. 20. Mrs. Sarah S. Raphnell, aged 83 years.
In Westport, Oct. 29, Mrs. Isabella J. Hodgdon, aged 77 years.
In Edgecomb. Oct. 25, Mrs. Hannah C. Huff,
aged 61 years.
In Cushing. 1st Inst, Mrs. Ann Maxey, aged

ones

know, and the need of

the recently instituted
order of lied Men at West End, is having
considerable work this fall.
Wednesday
the
evening one candidate was given

[Funeral Saturday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
from No. 45 Parris street. Burial at Yarmouth.
In this city. Nov. 7, Mary E., wife of William
R. Bolianon, aged 54 years 4 months.
[Funeral Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock,
from No. 159 Congress street. Burial at Rob-

snapping cold

close at

are

hill, Mass., today.
Wawenoch Tribe,

In this city,
4!) vcars.

are

numbered.
The

Montana,
visiting at Superintendent
Mr.
Frod Springs’s home in this oity.
Bean is clerk of
for Dawsor
courts
Demoa
county. This has always been
cratic county, but in the great upheaval
of 1893. Mr. Bean came in with the rest
of the Republican ticket.
The oounty
includes a largo amount of territory, bethan
New
Hampshire
ing larger
Maine,
and Vermont oombined.
The Ammoncongin, literary olub mot,
Wedeusday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
George Williams of Park Road. The
meetinar was ono of the most interesting
of tlio season.
Civios is proving a very
popular study. An excellent paper by
Mrs. Charles Bailey on the county, and
was
the county system of government
Mrs. Bailey also gave
very instructive.
an
exhaustive history of Cumberland
oounty. Her paper was replete with
The questions on
valuable information.
the origin of counties, tlioir government,
etc., which was answered by the members, brought out many useful facts. The
next meeting of the club will be November 13, with Mrs. Zebulon Jackson, the
president, Haskoll street. Subject, “The
After adWomen of the 18th Century.”
journment a lunch was served.
Kev. J. B. Spiers of Portland,
spent
the day Tuesday at the Pines,
Kooky
Hill.
been
Mr. Moses B. Walker, who has
visiting in this vicinity for several
months, returns to his home at Haver-

Halfback Morse of the Deering
school eleven has been engaged to
the Westbrook High school team.

sum-

mer

are

Adoption degree.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

NEW ABVEBTISEMENTS.

WESTBROOK.

WEDDINGS.

Big Dramatic Event.

A

than

PALMER SHOE CO.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
474 Congress St.

nov8

.the harvest.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Scalds
Strains

25

N

Sprains

court, ■while the Jury, horrified at

Tis s blessed toil from the teeming soil
Tc garner a nation's bread.
Let the farmers sing at their harvesting,
For by them the world is fed.
Though banks may fail and in rain's galo
Every speculator reel,
The fruitful sod is the h*ik of God,
And its wealth no knave can steal.
When the rain and

sun

their good work have

or
Bums of the skin or flesh by hot liquids
from over
steam, injuries to joints or muscles
exertion or sudden wrenching, are soothed
and quickly relieved by this wonderful Anocures chaps,
dyne. It also speedily heals and
sidecracks, soreness, stiffness, swellings,
in the imbs,
ache, backache and all lameness
neck’or shoulder. It is the sovereign remedy
for asthma, bronchitis, bleeding lungs, colds,
chills,
coughs, catarrh, colic, croup, cramps,
cholera morbus, chronic diarrhoea, dyspeptic
hoarseness,
pains, diphtheria, gout, hacking,
irritaheadache, whooping cough, influenza,
tions, inflammations, neuralgia, nervousness,
rheumatism, sciatica, toothache, tonsilitis,
all paius
sore lips, sore throat, la grippe and
used
in the chest, bowels and kidneys. It is

done
In the grainfields far and wide,
Lo, the reaper bands with armed hands
Through the toppling harvests glide,
rolled
And the swaths of gold from the cradles
Gild the soil by the scythes laid bare
kissed
the
sunlight
As ridges of mist by
Gild the broader fields of air.

and recommended by

Oh, were I the lord of acres broad
With the strength my laud to till.
I’d follow the plow with a beaded brow
And renounce the “gray goose quill.”
For of fields of thought, though with patience

physicians everywhere.

Johnson’s“r
^liniment

for it has
For over 80 years the demand
an old
steadily increased. It was devised by
fashioned, noble hearted Family Physician,
for the good of his fellow men, to allay pain
and Exend cure inflammation, both Internal
and
ternal. Its extraordinary worth, merit
All who
excellence have satisfied everybody.
and
use it are amazed at its wonderful power
after. It is unlike
are loud in its praise ever
to any other. It is
any other. It is superior
It is not
the best the oldest, the original.
Housemerely a Liniment, it is the Universal
hold Remedy from infancy to old age. You
endorsed.
has
can
safely trust what time
The great vital and muscle nervine, producing
in the
a permanent increase of vital activity
them
parts, and by its electric energy giving
the power to throw off and prevent disease.
In

rowing, strains
practice, as in professional
are not uncommon,

end overworked muscles
is
which your Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
well calculated to relieve promptly. I gladly
add my indorsement of it to many others.
J. J. Casey, Professional Oarsman.
on every bottle,
The Doctor’s signature and directions
tii’afM Pamnhlet free. Sold everywhere. Price, 36 ctg.
L 8. JOHNSON & CO.. Boston. Mu*

6Ubot£S*£oC.

jva:.
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Free Drawing School for Mechanics. Twentieth Year.
This school will be opauod on the evening of
jruvTlS, 1885. at 7.10 o’clock at Mechanic’s
Mall, and will continue four months tree of
charge to mechanics. Journeymen, apprentices
or
intending to follow mechanuai pursuits
rrom anypart of the state. Three classes will he
formed, one for architecture, ouo for mecliauIcal, and ouo for advanced pupils in fourth
branchy. A pare of the lessons in each class
■willbe devoted to Free Hand Drawing. Pupils
■wM be required to furnish themselves with all
necessary implements and stationary. None
under 14 years of age admitted. A ppllcntlona
Ml I ha received until day of onening|hy AB S EK
"W. IvOWiiLL, 513 Congress street. NovSdtd

MRS. ABNER W. LOWELL,
Teacher of Elocution and
Physical Culture.
Pupils Solicited.
Ego-Sen rl lor circular.

Private

Classes begin Nov. 1.

Streer.

129 Free

Address,

eodlm

oct 12

WEDDING RINGS.
Gold
Rings, Diamonds,
A Thonsaudl Solid
Emeralds, Pear s, Opals, Rubles, Moon Slones and
Garnets in any Kind of a setting. Engagement and
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest btoek. Best
31c KEN NY, the Jeweler,
Goods. Lowest Prices.
auglOdtf
31wr.uneut Square.

THE DAILY PRESS
always be

Can
tores

found at the

periodica

of:

J ODCcngress
247
A. B. Merrill,
405
CV. F. Goold.
N. G. Fessenden, 526
504
tv. H. Jewett.
u
560
I. A. IJbbv.
F. A. Jellison, 936 Congres street
G. DaSilva. 21 lJ Yark street.
j. j. Beard worth. 87 India street
1\ H. Ersklne. 43 Middle street.
J. tV. Peterson, 2 Exchange street

street.

John Chisholm,

H. G.
Sts.

Cor. Commercial

Todd,

and

Park

Golden. 76 Exchange street
YVestmau & West, 93 ana 95 Commercial

tv. A.

street.
Bruce
tV. A.

Phillips. 1 Commercial street.
Glliis. 145 Commercial street.
M H. llaekett. 190 Brackett street
John II. Allen, 38iya Congress street.
Dennet&Co. the Florist, 646 Congress
G. j. Hodgson, 96Vi Portland street
X. M. Glendening. Long Island.

street.

P. L. Brackett. Peaks Island.
E. L Littlefield, 189 Congress street
M. A. Parker. Libby’s Corner.
H C Berry. 937 Congress street.
L. H. Beal, 422 Congress street.
J. M. Googlns, 221 Spring street.
cor. Spring and Clarkl streets.
Mrs Braler.
J. T. Wyer. 48 Portland Pier.
G W. Hunt, 8 Custom House Wharr.
John C*ox. 23 Monument square.
Dennett, the Florist 563 Congress street.
Also at tne new .stands in tne F'almouth
Preble and United States hotels, and Grand
It can also be obTrunk and Union Depots.
tained 01 Chisholm Bros, agents on all trains
Trunk and Port
Grand
ol the Maine Central,
land & Rochester railroads and of agents on any
trams.
Cl the Boston
Tlie Press ear, also be found at the following
I laces out side the city:
Auburn—J g. Haskell.
Augusta—J. F. Pierce.
Lath—John O. Siiaw.
Pcrlin Falls, N. II.—C. S. Clark.
Btdtieford—A. M. Burnham.
\V. T. Bardslev.
Kiideton—A. IV. Ingalls.
Brans wick—F. P. Shaw.
Cane Elizabeth—Dyer & Jose.

Cumberland Mills—1J. G. Starr.
Camden—Fred Lewis.

J. II. Gould.
Cornish—E. L. Brown.;
Dc'-rlng— N. J. Scanlon.
Damurleeotta—E. IV. Dunbar.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—11. P. Wfcitesdi Co.
Freeport—A. IV. MitclielL.
Fryeburg—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T, II intmore.
••

Gardiner—Bussell Bros.
Green’s Banding—S. IV. Fifield.

Gorham—B. .J- Lermond.
N. H.—S. M. Beavitt & Son.
••

Kennebuuk—J. H. Otis.
Kennebunkport—C. K. Miller.

Iivermore rails—C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler & W Inship.
Long island—Hughey Bros.
Limerick—S. A. Grant.
Mechanic Falls—Merrill & Denning.
Forth Stratford. N. H.—J.O. Huchtlns.
Norway—F. P- Stone.
A. O. Noyes Co.
Old Orchard— Fogg & i hby.
K. MUlett.
llumiord Falls—H. L. Elliott.
«
_c. A. Clifford,
llockland—Dunn & Carr.
A. J. Huston.

Klcnmnnd—A.
••

& Buck.

South Portland—J. 1''. Mernman.
South IViudham—J. IV. Bead.
South Paris—A. 1). Sturtevaut,
South Paris—K. A. Siiurtleff.
South IVaternoro—G. C. Downs.
Saco—H. B. Kendricks & Co.
It. L. Prenit*.
South Bristol -N. IV. Carnage.
Thomaston—E. Walsh.
Yinal Havel:—A. B. Y’inah

Bliss.
IValdohoro
VVaternilc—v,. u. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Bootliby.
Winthrop—F. S. Jackson.
IVoodlords—Chapman & Wyman.
Yarmouihvllle—G. Howard Humphrey.
in obtlnlr
Persons having any difficultv
papers at any of these places will confer afat

by reporting

the matter at

once

happiest

When over the yielding loam,
fields close
The last load is borne from the

shorn.
For then is the

to this of!

“Harvest Home.”

wrought,

The harvest oft is spurned,
But the seeded field with a solid yield
Pays for every furrow turned.
—W. B. Barber in New York Ledger.

TRANSPORTED.
Jean Rhodie, first violin at the AmbignComique, wasonoof those obscure individuals, regular as a clock in their habits,
who

ieaa a reserveu smu ui

ewaiouw

whose ambition is limited to maintaining
thomselves in the position which brings
them in their daily bread.
He occupied a modest apartment in the
Rue Nollet, Batignolles, which was kept
in order by Marianne, a worthy girl, who
from long service had become as methodical in her ways as her master. She knew
exactly at what hour the latter would return from the theater, and his supper was
always ready to the minute.
One night, however, his customary chop
next
was missing. So was Marianne. The
day passed, and the next, and still Marianne failed to put in an appearance. What
had become of her? He could not even
conjecture. His vexation gave place to uneasiness, and his uneasiness to alarm.
On the second day he resolved to quesThe amiable Cerebus
tion the concierge.
gruffly replied that he was not licr keeper,
that he had not seen the girl, and, for that
matter, did not want to.
Jean Rhodie was by degrees getting accustomed to the disagreeable necessity of
having to take his meals in a restaurant,
when an incident occurred that furnished
a fresh subject of discussion to the gossips
of the street, who were beginning to forge:
all about Marianne’s mysterious disappearance.
One morning the concierge read the following paragraph in one of tho daily papers:
“The body of a fair haired and somewhat stout young woman, evidently a
servant, was taken out of the Seine at
Courbevoie yesterday. It was attired in a
servant’s white frilled cap, black bodice,
pink fichu, green skirt and thick laced
shoes. In tho pocket a purse containing S
francs 40 centimes was found. There being
nothing by which the body could be identified, it was sent to the morgue.”
Seized with a dark presentiment, the
concierge clambered on to an omnibus and
There upon one of
went to the morgue.
the slabs he recognized, or thought he
recognized, the servant of Jean Rhodie.
JM.1ULIU U Ji 11
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by tho long sojourn of the body in the
water, the conoierge, with the perspicacity

habitual in those who exorcise his profession, had no doubt about the matter. A
suspicion which he had long entertained
was thus suddenly confirmed—Khodio had
murdered his servant. The thing was now
to get the murderer to confess.
Before setting the formidable machinery
of justice in motion the concierge brusquely stopped his lodger as the latter entered
the house and thrust the paragraph under
his nose. The effect expected was obtained—the violinist incontinently collapsed with a smothered groan.
The next day Rhodio was taken before
the examining magistrate, when an incident frequent enough in criminal proceThe accused was so troudure occurred.
bled that he did nothing but contradict
bimself and was utterly unable to account
for his time on the day of the girl’s disappearance.
Two months later he was brought up
There
for trial before the assize court.
was no material proof, but the circumstantial evidence against him was over-

whelming.
The attorney general insinuated that
the callous wretch—indicating the accused
—could have but one reason for wishing
to get rid of the young servant who had

lived with him for a certain number oi
years. He was no doubt intimate with the
girl, said the man of law, and went on tc
expatiate at length to the jury upon the
probable consequences of tho said intimacy,
amply sufficient in itself, for that matter,
to account for the crime.
This argument produced a profound irnpression upon the minds ot the la gooa
men and true of the jury, who had been
previously greatly moved at the sight ol
the clothing of tbg victim, spread out on
the table of the court as pieces a conviction.
The president of the court, who was
somewhat of a novice, floundered through
tho interrogation, mystifying with himscll
the prisoner to such an extent that the
latter began to ask himself at last whether
lie was not really guilty of the crime with
which he was charged.
A little more and
he would have confessed to it.
Tllo counsel for the defenso was little
better than the president of the court. He
did more harm than good to his client.
The consequence was that, although a long
6triug of witnesses testified ad nauseam to
the qualities of heart and mind of the
prisoner, the jury, presided over by a pork
butcho.’, brought in a verdict of guilty upon the chief count of the indictment.
As
regards the questions of circumstances, at-

tenuating

otherwise, etc., they were sc
-v ended by finding the
prisoner nt once guilty and not guilty.
Tiie president naturally requested the
jury to retire aud agree upon a verdic)
or

muddled tiiat tb

compatible

with common sense, and
when tin: jury, vexed and terrified at the
same time, returned into court they replied in I lie affirmative to ail the questions
put to them and remained mute as regarded attenuating circumstances.
1 ho president of the court, rather sur
prised at this unlocked for success—for, ai
everybody knows, the carrying of a deatt
sentence against a prisoner does more foi
a judge than all the recommendations ir
the world—condemned Jean Hliodie ti
death.
The prisoner sank back in the arms ol
the gendarmes and was carried out o;
more

Sanford—F. 11. Wingate.

Skowhegau—liizby

The binders lithe who follow the scythe
For the treasures it crops and leaves
As with laugh and song they hurry along
Leave a wake of yellow sheaves,
scene is the last, I ween,
But the

“Buck”

bestin

Ewing calls Pond's Extract "tin

tlia woi-l/i.”

Amiant

no

Kuhstltuii*.

a

miscellaneous^

sen-

tence which they had never expected, took
counsel with the prisoner’s advocate, immediately signed an appeal for mercy and
returnod home with the blissful satisfaction born of the consciousness that they
had done their duty.
The president of the republic, on the
strength of the appeal from the jury, commuted the sentence to penal servitude for
life, and Rhodio was conveyed to the lie
fie lie pending the departure of the first
convict ship for New Caledonia. At first
lie was dazed, but he gradually recovered
The verdict he regarded ns
his senses.
monstrous, but little by little he became
reconciled to the fait accompli, and if a
sentiment of bitterness remained in liis
heart it was against the concierge, primary
causo of all his misfortune.
If ever he came across him, ho told himself as ho clinched his fists, what a re
vengo he would take! How could a mai
condemned to penal servitude for life Hop
ever to bo able to take revenge upon I:
enemy? It matters not. “Hope spring
eternal in the human breast.”
Jean Rhodio passed his spare time i
prison in composing a grand opera in flv
acts, entitled the “Golden Fleece,” am
three years after his arrival in the He d<
Pins, where ho had been relegated, am
where he enjoyed almost absolute liberty
lie was enabled to put in execution
scheme which lie liad long caressed. Tlii
scheme was the foundation of a school c
music reserved for certain categories <
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fortune as a soap boiler, the barriers ol
red tape were surmounted and Jean
Rhodie was sent back to France a fret
man, after serving tun years in the distant
convict settlement.
Will it bo bolieved? He was almost sorry
What would become of his
at his release.
school of music, in which he took such
pride? What would become of his favorite
pupil, Meoka-Liki?
However, he returned to Paris and
found his servant Marianne, but was unable to ascertain the whereabouts of his
Concierge. Was his vongeanco, over which
he had brooded for so many years, ’then tc
escape him?
Joan Rhodie has resumed his formei
mode of life. Reinstalled in his apartment
in the Rue Nollot, he again occupies the
post of first violin at the Ambigu-Comique.
But the unhappy follow has two secret
griefs—the “Golden Fleoce” has not yet
beon staged and he has never been ablo tc
lay hands upon his oantierge.—From the

French,

WIT AND WISDOM.

gave her Castoria,
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,

Baby was sici,

we

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria

___3-1
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chamber
rjno LET—A large front room and
J. pleasant and sunny, with use to bath
or
With
without
rooni,'AinBprivat« family.
1
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LET—Two

1^0 appointed,

JL

goods

■—

—

■■■

Monument square,
top desk,
carpels, office chairs etc., line location. Price
1-2 Con478
B.
DALTON,
$8 per month. 0.
l
gress street.
_o
LET—Furnished office,
TOhead
of Preble street. Pooling

at $2.50

LET—A vary desirable rent of five
newly
looms and butli,
painted, in
good locution on Congress street, near City
N. S. GARDINER, 185
Hall; furnace beat.
4-1
Middle street.

110
TO

street._

rro LET—Two tenements of five rooms each,
A both in one house, and
centrally located;
price eight dollars per month for each. Inquire
of J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange street.

_2-1

d3t

thousand aouble thick white
printed in any style, only
in your orders this week.
Send
cash.
$1.50
Other printing proportionately low. CENTENNIAL PRINT, 93 Exchange street, opposite
Colesworthy Bookstore._5-1
PORTLAND, Me., Oct. 31. 1895. To whom

LOOK—One
envelopes, and
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I have been in the emit may concern:
cabinet
ploy of Messrs. F. O, Bailey & Co. ashad
the
worker about thirteen years. Have
oftentimes
i
a
was
since
Habit
ever
Drink
boy,
have not been in condition to work. Fortunately through a friend 1 learned that Mr. C. E.
was the
Bean. 23 Prospect street, in this
manufacturers’ agent to sell the cure for drunkenness, opium and tobacco habits. I purchased
of him two packages of Hill’s Double Chloride
of Gold Tablets, and before finishing the first
to drink
package was completely cured; tried
while taking the cure, but the liquor would not
not
swallow
could
in
fact
down
a
moment,
stay
it, and spewed it from my mouth instantly. I
am now a
man, attending to my work all

city,

Cost

Moderate
OI K

diamonds!

and

A too line of Ladles’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
in the latest styles el settings.
My prices are
reasonable and every stone of the best quality,
810.00 to 8300. McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monu-

Wilton Velvets

ment

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 75c.
cleahing, #1.50. Cleaning, $1.00. * McKENNEY, the
janloatr
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

Goods will surprise you.

to
Hf R. SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared lor
buy cast off clothing of all descriptions
or postal
letters
Address
cash
prices.
highest
sep4-tf
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.

luL

have just
A fine line of ORIENTAL CARPETS and REGS
A early (all are JANTIQEE pieces and some exbeen

opened.
ceptional bargains

are

among the lot.

Our assortment of floor coverings
been more complete than at the

never

MORE CLOCKS

materials has

and drapery
present time.

Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

septodtf

w.

T.

KILBORN
24

&

CO.

octlSiltt

Noil-resident taxes in tlie City of
Westbrook, County of Cumberland and State of Maine, for
tlie year 1894.

real estate of
City of Westbrook for the year 1894 in bills committed to G.
Fred Murch, Collector of said city, on the sixth
day of August, 1894, and recommitted to A. B.
Splendid curative ccent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
Winslow.
Collector, January 1. 1895, (the said
.special or general Neuralgia: also for RheuG. Fred Murch having resigned), has been rematism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dysturned
him to me as remaining unpaid on
by
pepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
the fourtti day of August. 1895, by his certifiand other excesses. Price, 10,25 and 50 cents.
Effervescent.
cate of that date, and they now remain unpaid;
-ANDand notice is hereby given that if said taxes, inTHE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
terest and charges are not paid into the treasCHICAGO.
161 S. Western Avenue,
ury of said city within eighteen months from
the date of the commitment of said bills, so
Sold by all druggists.
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including interHEB s]exEOB E1T
est and charges, will without further notice, be
PRINTERS* EXCHANGE,
sold at public auction at the Treasurer’s office
““
ThisremedvbeiDgnpplied
91, Portland. in said city on the eighth day of February,
directly to the seat of the •7 1-3 Exchange
1896, at ten (10) o’clock in the forenoon.
disease requires no change
Land and buildCobb, John C., Portland. Me.
of diet. Cure guaranteed
ings, bounded north by G. A. Merrill; east
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
south
land
of
mail
Anna
by Deenng
Swett;
by
811.00.
package by
Land Co.; west by Rochester street.
Sold only by.l. H. Hammond,
order* by mail or telephone
and
Center
S30.00.
Value, $1,500.00; tax,
Sts., and
Cor. Free
m «/>f -a?* ■wra L. 0. Fowler, Cor. Congress
Lisk, Samuel H., Portland, Mo. Land and buildJ£*and Lafayette Sts Portland
O U»
ings southerly side o' Central street;
bounded by land of A. T. Skillings, F. X.
Maine
Girard and Bailey.
Value, $3,200.00;
tax, $64.00.
Land am) buildings northerly side of Main
street; bounded by land of Messrs. ^axa
National
ter, Dana and Haskell and Geo. H. RayHave been using
for
the
ihe
ba
programme
mond; also one-half privilege in lower
Mill
approachtwo years
forewarned is fore- Cash Register about
falls south side of Presumpscot river.
ing months, and as
Value, $22,400.00; tax, $448,00.
armed we warn you in time to fortify your- and consider it indispensable.
you for
aulves and V'ose dependent upon
Merrill, E. S.. Portland, Me. Land and bnildthe
against
severe
care and protection
ings northerly side of Main street;
weather, and as we have received our full
bounded by Presumpscot river on the
footwear we are
line of Fall and Winter
north; east by land ot J. E. Andrews and
offering some rare bargains in the same,
W. W. Cutter; west by W, B. Boothby.
call and see our Motorruan’s Balmoral*; call
Value,
$5,000.00; tax, $100.00.
and see our.Men’s three soled boots in lace
A. B. WINSLOW.
ami congress. Call and see our
Women’s
AGEMT.
STA.TU
Treasurer of the City of Westbrook.
§2.01), $-.50 and So boots in needle, razor,
law3w-s;tt
nov2
we have also comwide
and
and
toes,
opera
plete lines of boy’s and youth’s, misses’ and
children’s footwear in all styles and at all
PORTLAND, ME.
prices.

A fold's Trop-Ceierg. WM. M.
B
Book,

JOB

IF

following list of taxes
THEnon-resident
owners in the

MARKS,

Card

PRINTER,

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

prom^U^tf»t

—

SMIThTbROE,

Druggists,

Cor. Congress & Center

OOLDER WEATHER

Sts.,

R. H. JORDAN,

octlbeodtf

rovG

Opposrite

Prebla House.

Notice.
Tow
stockholders of the Central Wharf
that their
are hereby notified
T>not no

IitT-p

MRS. EVELYN DAY WHITeT
Teacher of Singing,
nov5d2w*

Exchange St.,

_____

WHITE,

St.

i 20 Winter

St.

¥2011 SALE OR TO LET-Brick house, No.
A
280 State street, containing 12 rooms with
modern conveniences. Lot contains about bo00
square feet of land. Immediate possession.
JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block. 5-1

FOR

and 1-2 acre of
be sold at a
80 Exchange street.

SALE—House
FORLong
Island. Will
DRESSER.

W. F

land on
bargain.
5-1

SALE-The Stover Stable on Boynton
a
will bo solrt
court, witlt large lot,
bargain i£ applied for soon. W. r. DRESSER,
o-l
80 exchange street.

IjSOR

TofTsale.
grand oportunity for cash, no broker.
Small corner store: fancy goods, small wares
and millinery. No experience required as
the trade is established. Will write particulars.
Cali or address 76 DARTMOUTH, corner
nov7dlw*
Appleton ftreet, Boston.

RENT—On Congress street, near City
three rooms with furnace heat;
suitable f'T a doctor’s or dentist’s office,
dress making parlors or light housekeeping.

SALE—Peering

FOR

Center,

2-storv

new

of 8 rooms, with bath, finished in
hard wood, heated by steam, cemented cellar.
6.000 feet of land, nice stable, within one minTerms $500
ute of electrics. Price »2,600.
down and balance in ten yearly payments if de&
WALDRON
sired. W. H.
CO., 180 Middle
2-1
street.
House

SALE—Brick house of ten rooms in perfamilies; rented now' up
stairs for $15: will reut same below; now occucentral location, between
bv
owner;
good
pied
Pearl and Chestnut. Congress and Cumberland
streets. Price $3,200. W. H. WALDRON St
2-1
CO., 180 Middle St.

I.tORfeet repair, two

brick house

SALE—Fine
FORstreet,
containing
modern
steam

13

199

rooms

and

Spring
bath,

improvements; large

heat,

lot of

land, with stable. This ts a very desirable
place either for a residence or investment. Address H. H. DRESSER, 178 Devonshire St,,
2-1

Boston.

FORHall,

2-12

Brown street.

TO

street.

RENT—Storo No. 88 Exchange street,
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BEN J A MAN SHAW 51 Mi Ex-

FOR

fiauge

l-tf

street.

SALE—Yellow birch wood, dry aud kept
cover, for open fire places. A. D.
MORSE, 23 Plum street. Telephone 50-2.

1?ORunder

2-1

LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
74 bpring
connected, with board at

SALE—Five tons oCKnglish hay in loose
hales at $11.00 per ton; can he seen at
State Street Wharf.
Apply at the Eastern

FOR

LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
furnace heat and use of UAth room at
457 Cumberland street.26-4

TO

2-7t

Steamboat House.

SALK—Timber and wood lot s 1 tuated
the town of Baldwin, contains about
beloo'diig to the estate of the late
Geo. Fitch of Hir: m Is well covered with oak.
birch, poplar, hemlock aud pine. J. P. FITCH,

FOR

in

thirty

sSSfeWBiftfSSWfff
nhnnsea

to ohoose 7 directors
3rd. to acton any other
properly come before them,
J. p. TENNEY, Clerk.

moderator; 2nd,

POTOlua year;
busuess that may

uovedtd

A t,

246

acres:

*

v

TO

with heat and
11-tf

LET—Furnished room
gas, al 90 High streeet.

CA,

Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work
93

EXCHANGE ST
o

JAMES G. M’GIiAUFLIN, Harness Maker,
26-2
Preble street.

WANTED—SITUATION‘S.

Homestead of the late
near Stroudwater in Deerwith good house. On
ing.
minutes from Union
line of street
station; perfect draiuage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Peering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES. Stroudwater.
1ly27-tf
SALE—The

under tills head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty words icsertod
one

Norwegian girl wants
WANTED—A
tion to do home work. Can be
rear

110

GROVE street.

a

situa-

seen at
5-1

YOUNG man, aged 21, wants a situation as
clerk iu a hotel; has had experience; or in
a grocery store; Is a fair meat cutter; can come
well recommended. Apply to B. F. DUNLAP’S
2-1
Employment Agency, Gardiner, Me.

FORThomas Quinby.
Four

LOST AND FOUND.
poeket-booK containing
FOUND—A
by
money. Owner can have

a sum

at 128 FREE STREET.7-1
WANTED—MALE

words
inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty

about 22000,'or
of electrics in
family bouse,nice
exchange
stable and large lot of land near Eastern
Promenade. If you have property to ex
change, address F. H. DEEDING, 181 'I re
8-2
mont street, Boston.
part of time
of young man to do special work and
No
uke collections.
canvassing: relerenes.
POTOMAC PUKLIbHNG CO., 1410 G street,
8-1
D.
C.
Washington,

WANTED—In

Portland all

or

fust selling novManufactured by
a
responsible Arm. Address
for terms and particulars, B, 172 Colum7-1
bus avenue, Boston, Mass.
for
WANTED—Agents
elty for office
well known and

a

use.

HT

AMTR’.ri—A

voliohlu

era

»»

rdopnn

to distribute;samples and
ranvsas for our
Vegetable
§40 to §75 a month easily made.
Soaps.
Address CROFTS & REED, 242 S. Robey
7-1
street. Chicago.

make

to house

a

bouse
Toilet

IF

HELP.

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted under this
one

WANTED—A
represent

man to take an office and
a
manufacturer;
$50 per

week; small capital required. Address, with
stamp, MANUFACTURER, Box 212, Con4-2
cord Junction, Mass.
smart young men, over
25 to do collecting; a permanent position
and good pay to those that can talk business;
must be able to deposit $300 cash. Address
for interview. PORTLAND SANITARY CO.,
2-1
P. O. Box 1775, Portland.

WANTED—Three

Christian

man

wanted,

not

employed,

acquainted with Church people, $18

per

standard Manufacture Co.
week.
11 Franklin St., Boston. Mass. 1 aw 10wThu
Write

WANTED—Mau to talk to large consumers
Good pay. H. C. G.,
of eas and water.
2-1

Press Office.

WANTED—FEMALE HELP.
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted
one

information of any kind,
household or mechanical receipts, oil for
all purposes, how to make electrical motors
and batteries, etc., strictly confidential,
send 80c in silver to F. MERRILL, Worcesyou

of

calling

same

WANTED.

one

of land
cars; 10

acres

A

want

7-4

ter, Mass.

WANT a good man with $1500 cash to
join me in buying out a business monopoly and stock of goods, staple, as flour and
constant
demand, cleared over$12,0tl0 last
in
year, no debts, no credit, have fully invesit
and
will put in equal amount
tigated

I

with partn9r,experience unnecessary,money
secured by free and clear real estate, refer-

exchanged. Address C, 1508 Washigton
7-1
street, Boston, Mass.

AN n^T^^TT^dl^Tge^imenca^voinaiTT
\ir
lor
**
general housework, two in family,
home asright person good comfortable or
at
call
sured. References required. Write

the

4yi>Y2 congress

sireei.

v».

vr. cuunu,

;m,aU

Hall.___5-1
or man to
mv

hand friends

or

hors
samples, ."end ALBEKi
LADY
Perfumer, 716 Woodward, Detroit,_

nciali-

WDOD,

Mich.,
leI1 cocts for five trial hottles rjatiu-Scent
offer.
nov4-lm
oulllt
Perfumes, receive

ences

reliable party who has $300 or
$500, to take hold of a business for sixty
days that will pay $200 per month and absolute
! security for the money. No peddling; Staple
winter goods. BOX 203, Woodfords, Me, 5-1

WANTED—A

Stockholders
Ynniiui Meeting:
Polland Base Ball and
Athletic Association.
annual meeting of the stockholders o
B. B. & A. Association will be held
Swett’s Hotel, Monday evening. Nov. 11,
1836, at 7.30 to choose board of directors for
ensuing year and for the transaction of any

THEthe P.
at

&

On

a

yew salary and expenses. Call and

w"
see me at
ars at 67 Free street.

\\TANTED—For
H

family, large

once

and learn

particu-

C. B. CHASE.5-1

man

wife in private
and board in

and

sunny

room

western end of city, near promenade preferred.
Address A. O. B. care of G. O. Co, 33 West
Commercial

h-1

street._

Terms

$2

to board.
WANTED-Horses
pier week, payable monthly. Address
Box 115, .Saco, Mo.
4-1

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
persons in
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING. WANTED—All
and bags to call on E.
and

a line of horse blankets that will
See
our
you in quality and price.
best in
town.
stock of whins: it is the

please
61

FRANK R. illLUKEN,

Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK,
jam

FOR
showing

Middle street.7-tf

on

on

P. C.
480 Congress

tenement of 7 rooms in
witli all modern
rent $25.00 per
sunny
exposure,
improvements,
month. For other particulars call on COE the
31-2
Hatter,No. 197 Middle street.

worth
WANTED:—Farm
vacant lan i
lino
tor 17-room two

NOTICE.

Free St.

_

square,2-1

LET—Desirable
TO western
part of the city,

jnnlldtf

Square.

IvsainsprTncs-75cT

Darker colorings
will be found the most attractive and desirable.
rich designs
being more in demand, a larger variety in magnificent
has been procured and are special to us for Portland.
these

rooms

_

Moquettes

on

SALE—2Va story house containing 13
with all modern improvements fitted
famlies. Lot 70x11/0 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deerlng,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42 /a
Novo-4
Exchange street.
¥2 OR

A

for two

SALE—Six tons of fine English hay in
mo LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connect- FOR
happy
loose bales
Apply at the EASTERN
right, and would advise every person having A ing rooms over the X. John Little store on STEAMBOAT HOUSE, State St. Wharf.
the liquor habit to read the pamphlet of testi- Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
28-2
monials, then apply for the cure. ANDERS on street; set bowl: city water, large closet and
2-1
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LAltRABEE,
LAURITSRN, 22 Oxford St.
We are
SALE—Horse Blankets.

Axminsters,

X!ic prices

LET—A
new
house No. 163
modern improvements, sunny aud convenient; two nice rents
6 rooms each at No. 7 Chapel street, very convenient; two rents 8 rooms each (one with
stable) at No. 58 Oxford street; Pleasant rent
No. 1 High street, Woodfords, 6 rooms, only
S8.00: also two rents No. 212 High street, and
No. 11 Cushman street. 8 rooms each and very
desirable. Apply to GEO. F. JUNKINS, successor to L. O. Bean & Co., under U. S. Hotel,

TO Neal street.desirable
7 rooms, all

502 Congress street, makes
specialty
of winter overcoats and black English clay
Suits at very low prices.
worsteds.
Mj
guaranteed and best of trimmings used. 8-1

AT-

complete

land, ochard, choice fruit, b tons
from
hay. full view of Portland. 6 minutes
electric cars. Price $3500, \V. H. WALDRON
o-l
& Co., 180 Middle street.

A

LET—A nice rent of five rooms at No. 35
Pearl street; moulded finish throughout,
bay windows, modern improvements, sun nil
day and a good location. Apply to J. DUNPHY,
2-1
No. 8 York

Ll

--

all in

rooms
repair. 7 acres

STANDS FOE SALE-Wire and
upstairs rent at 71 Franklin PLANT
Wood Plant Stands at reasonable prices.
Inquire of S. F. HUNT.5-1
See "The Climax.” a great novelty; sure to
Do not forget your Bulbs. We
TO LET—No. 6 Grant street, near please you.
nave a good assortment of Hyacinths. KarelsHOUSE
High;)eight rooms, bath room, Sebago sus, Tulips.
Easter Lilies, etc.; also flower
water, gas, cemented cellar, very convenient.
pots and earth for potting. W. C. SAWYER &
19 Deering street, or 31 Vs Exchange street
CO.. 7 and 9 Preble St.
ALFRED WOODMAN,5-1
_2-1

Monument

FOR RICH FURNISHINGS

residence,

suburban

FOIi9 SALE—Beautiful
and fine stable

LET—An

tailor,
XTOTICE-M. M. Nansen, merchant
n

24 Free St*

a

run

TO street,

Congress Street.

CO.,

SALE—Fixtures to

FOIiCandy, Soda anil Ice Cream

RICKER,

LET-The lower tenement in new house
with
corner Brackett and Vaughan Sts.
modern conveniences and heating, B. D. MER6-1
RILL. Adm., 101 Middle St.

TO

-■■

W. T. KILBORN &

a

stock, par
,'“?*
PTico
This slock will bo sold at a v«r> low
aadress
for caso. For further particulars
Portland,
Press
Office,
C._C. V. STOCK,

TO

J. E. PALMER,
__1—

of

»h»ros

hundred (iOO)

Combination Commode Company
FORtiieHALE-Odb
value ten (10) dollars per

SALE-A new, large. 2 1-2 story double
house, 22 rooms with bath rooms arranged
LET—1-2 of one of the best othees in for four
famlies, cellar cemented, corner lot 65
one
Steam heat, up
Monument Square.
class investment. This property
12 Monument X86; a first
easy flight. A. E. MARKS,
be sold at a great bargain for cash. E. G.
will
5-1
Square. Office hours, 8.30 to 10.30. a. 111. G-l
472 Congress street.
S.

15.00 and
will also sell SI2.00,
As a further inducement
each.
10.00
date
at
that
only
18.00 imported patterns for
This is positively the greatest sale of Trimmed Goods ever held in
this city. NOW is the time you will need a hat, if at ail, for winter wear,
and SATURDAY, NOV. 9, is the date for you to get it at our store.

543

modern conven-

rooms,

FOR

we

Wholesale and Retail,

seven

two-story
RENT—A disconnected
brick house No. 44 Winter street, near
Spring street,“has nine rooms good garden
BENJAMIN
lot in rear, $30 per month.
7-1
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street

each.

nov7

rent of

mO LET—A nicely furisbed house near
I
LncoJn Park. JOHN F. PROCTOR, Cen7-1
tennial Block.

It’s to be a red letter day in the Trimmed Goods history of our
store. Our usual assortment is to be replenished with some 200 newnever before put on sale.
ly Trimmed Hats and Bonnets
velvet hats, large and medium, trimmed
black
the
lot are 25
Among
Silk Ribbons and Velvets and
nico
Feathers,
rich
Ostrich
with
to $10.00 each.
$5.00
from
at
materials throughout,
A number of Black Velvet and Fancy Bonnets, trimmed according
latest ideas at from $4.00 to $9,00 each.
the
to
with
Hats Trimmed
Black
and
lot of
One
large Black
Colored Ribbons, Velvets, Feathers, etc-, from $3-00 to 5.00 each.
One lot of small Black Turbans, French felt and stylishly trimline of pretty

cen-

iences, price $20 per month, possession
given end of November. Inquire of A. C.
7-1
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

NOV. 9.

a

well

and
front, most

sunny

fTtO LET—At 812 Congress street, upstairs,

going

med, at from $3.00 to 5.00.
Cheaper hats will be represented by

rooms,
one flight
on
Spring

street between
located
High and Park streets House in new repair
a(120
thiougkout. Inquire
Spring treet. 7-1

trally

A A
ttv
A

The papers cannot furnish red ink, to attract your attention, so
we have
bought of them much more than our usual space to emphasize a great sale of TRIMMED HATS and BONNETS that we arc
to make SPECIAL for

SATURDAY,

head
under this
Forty words inserted
in advance.
one week for SS cents, cash

first class
Store ill a city
Elecof 7000 inhabitants, on line P. & R: and
tric R. It., rent low, fully equipped for making
E.
\\.WAi>
117* Confectionery and Ice Cream.
mo ET—The
bakery situated No.
Co.
JL Glean street, JOHN’ F. PROCTOR, LEIG1I, successor to H. L. Herriman « G'-'
Westbrook, Me.
Contennial Block.
hoard. Centrally located,
flail^Rt No.
Elmwood place.
_»3-1

104

Wrhen

week for 25 cents

LET-A rent at 122 Oxford street!
throughout, plumbing
in first class condition, line cellar, cement
floor. For particulars inquire at 08 Elm

PALMER,—

-J. E.

anne

» liU

head
cash in advance.

Forty words inserted under tills

110 newly repaired

lirmr*

lier arrival. On reaching the capital Mariat once hastened to the Rue Nollet.
Not only was the concierge no longer
there, but her master had disappeared,
and none of the lodgers knew anything
about hint. In the height of her perplexity
she was sent for by the commissary of po
lice of the quarter, who demanded the sum
due from her to the state.
She was, of course, unable to pay
“Then,” said the commissary, “you
will have to go to prison for 15 days for
defaulting the state.”
The terrified girl burst into tears.
“Ah,” she exclaimed, “if only my old
master had been there, he would have
saved me!”
Wbat master?”
“Your old master?
queried tile commissary.
“Why, M. .Toan Rhodie, of course, witl
whom I served for over five years.”
“Holdhard!” exclaimed the magistrate,
tapping his forehead. He thought awhiie,
and then the circumstances of Jean
Rhodie’s trial and condemnation cams
back to him.
“So you were Jean Rhodie’s servant!”
he exclaimed.
“Yes, sir.”
“And you arc not dead?”
“Dead? No!”
“Then tell me whore you went to and
what you have been doing since you lefi
Paris.”
“Well,” said the commissary after listening to her story, “your precipitate departure was the cause of an Innocent
man’s condemnation.” ADd he told her
the whole history of Jean Rhodio'a trial
and conviction.
Marianne’s astonishment and grief can
be imagined.
The commissary of the Batignolles quar
ter was an energetic and enterprising
functionary. He went to work to obtain
Jean Rhodie'* liberation, and after months
of hard work, in which he was aided assiduously by Rhodie’s remorseful counsel,

|

FOR SALK.

TO IfET.

one

tho natives.
Rhodie was at once director and seep
tary, professor of harmony, fugue, coui
terpoint, solfeggio and naturally of th
A burglar who possessed sont
violin.
talent as a clarinetist was placed in chore
of the wind instrument class, and an ex
notary, forgor and dramatic author w;;
exclusively charged with the declamatio.
section.
Some of the natives had splendid has
voices, and a little girl, Meoka-Liki, gavt
fair promise of beooming a second Patti.
Jean Rhodie, happy in his enterprise
had spent five years teaching the native
of the lie des Pins the gentle art of music
when one day the commissary of police a
Nice received a visit from a young womai
who aapeared to be a prey to violent grief
She explained between her sobs that sin
had been abandoned by her master am'
mistress and was absolutely penniless
She had been abroad with them for se\
eral years, and on their return to Nice the.
had turned her out.
The young woman was none other tbai
Marianne, Jean Rhodie’s missing servant
Her strange conduct and disappearance
which had had such disastrous oonse
quences for the violinist, is easily ex
plained. She was in love with a valet i:
the service of rich foreigners, who resides
in the Plaino Moneeau. Suddenly the foreigners took their departure. What wer
tho levers to do? Fortune came to thei
aid. On the day previous to that fixed fo
leaving Paris a kitchen maid’s place bs
came vacant. Marlanno was accepted, am
leaving several months’ pay behind be
wont off without notifying Rhodie in orde
to escape from his remonstrances.
She had intended to write, but had pu
it off and put it off till finally she neve,
wrote at all.
Now, however, that sir
found herself in Nice, abandoned by be
lover, without parents and without friends
she thought of her former master and beg
god to be sent to Paris.
Tho commissary acceded to her reques.
after vainly trying for a week to find hei
The money for her fare was ad
a place.
vanced out of the public funds on condi-

miscellaneous._\_miscellaneous._

598 Congress street,
grocery store, as we

one

want of

trunks

D. REYNOLDS,

door

a^ove

bhawrn

manufacture our goods
and can therefore give bottem prices;
12-4
trunks repaired. Open evenings.

other business that may oome before the meeting Per order, M. J. WALSII, See’y.

nov6dlw

fllHE WENTWORTH—Having been newly
J_ fitted up Is now opened under new
management. Rooms single or in suite with
First
class
modern conveniences.
table
hoard in connection. For lurtber informaNo.
148 Spring
at
the
tion enquire
house.
16-4
street.
buy from 81000 to 815,dfe
I pay the
worth of cast off clothing.
highest cash prices for ladies’ dressed,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent's
Call or address letter
winter overcoats.
or postal to fci.DE GROOT, 76 Middle stMet.
9-1

WAN'l'ED-To

Straw,

lots
Iron.

car

Zinc... .6
Rochelle...
Rice

.S9@10] Am

Common.... 134 (t?2
4
Relineo.
(67
134 @2 Vi {Domestic
Salt.
Norwav.3Vi@4 I
Cast steel_
8@10lTks Is.lb lid2o§18 00
German steel.@8% l Liverpool
.160<£1 60
Shoesteel.@2Vfe|Dia’md Crys, bbl 2 80
i
Saleratua.
She~* Iron—
H. C.4% @6
6@5%
j Saleratus
Gen.Russial3V2C6»14
Spices.
Ameri,cnRussiall@12 Cassia, pure... .17@19
100
IMace.
Galv.5Vi®7

Quotations

....

Leading Markets.
New York Stock and

Money Market.

Grain €jnotations.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW

Money easy at 2a2Va per cent; last loan at
Prune mer2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent.
cantile paper was quoted at 6fi5Va per cent,
with actual
was | firm,
tter.mg Exchange
business In bankers bills at 4 87% @4 88 for
60-nay bills and 4 8S% a4S9 for demand;
posted ra es at. 4 89 «4 89%. Commercial Dills,
oo-days at 4 86% .a 4 87%, Government Bonds
easier. Railroads firmer.
Bar silver 67<vs.
Mexican dollars 54%.
Silver at the Board was ^fuiet.
At London to-day oar silver was quoted
SO 15-16d^ oz and quiet.
Railroad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Nov. 7.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Porr,
and, 129 oars miscellaneous mercnanaise; for
connecting roads 172

•

>nenlng...58Vi

Closing..... 58Vi

May.
Gx

62%

CORN.

Dec
27%
Opening..
Closing.27%
pork.

Opening.
Closing.
Tnursdav’ quotatslons.
WHEAT.

Dec.
68%
Opening. ■. •
Closing...58 Va
.......

corn.

Dec.

Opening......27%

Closing.27%

PORK.

cars.

May.
29Vi
29/4

Butter, cream, choice, 22l/5»@23V2C,
Butter, fair to good, 20@22c.
Butter. North, choice, 19$20.
Butter, imit, crm. ]4@16c.
Butter. Western ladles 11.
Cheese, Northern, new do 10Vfc®ll;^ st, cli ce
,,

East 203|22.
Eggs, hennery choice. 26@30:
Eggs. Mich. 21fq)22c; other Western 16® 17c.
Beans, pea.l 5Ora)l 60:mediums, 1 4b@i 55.

50^,1 60

Potatoes. N Y Hebrons 35.
do
Rose 33035.
_orr._Qnr,
uu.
new choiec !> bbl._$^50ad
Apples, No 2 at $1 75®2 60.
00.
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 $11
Fair to good $$16 00 «?$ 17c;lower grades

Apples,

A oik
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New
J B Coyle.
i. <-»
Sch Gao P Davenport. McLeod, Norioi
ioad for Providence—J S Winslow & Co.
SAILED—Steamer Maverick, Philadelphia.

|

FROM

Straw, rye,

Notice to Mariners.

oat. $8@$8l/2.

;confectloners
7c;pulverized. —c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6% •; cotfee crushed. 5Vac *, vellow. —f£5c.
Portland

mar

t—cut loaf at 7c

Portland Wholesale Market.

Nov. 7 1895.
to-day's quotations of Grain,

PORTLAND.

The tallowing are

Provisions. Produce,

etc.:

Closing.
LARD.

July.

Sept.

Closing.
Portland Daily Pros* Stock Dili.
Corrected by Swan Sc Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.

Far Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
120
118
anal National Bank.100
Corn, new spot, car 41
100
10,.
Bank.100
National
Corn,old car.... @44 Casco
38
39
@4? < uniberland National Bank.. 40
Corn. Dag lots.
98
100
Bank.100
National
@45 Chapman
i Meai, bag lots..
Patent Sui ng
100
102
Bank.100
National
First
iocs
car
4
251
Oats,
28@30
10^4=
\\near...
114
113
@35 Merchants’ National Bank.. 76
Alien, str'em
_» Oats, bag lots
luO
102
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
roller.... 3 76 S3 85 Cotton See c
102
104
100
Bank....
National
Portland
car lots. 00 00@20 00
clear do.. 3 60®3 06
110
112
Portland Trust Co.100
bag lots 0000@21 00
i
MLouis st'Kt
86
90
Portland Gas Company. 60
rooier... 3 76@3 86j Sacked Br’r
118
120
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
uO
00.5)17
65»
car
ots.JSIG
.3
do.
60^3
clear
100
106
Water
Co.100
Portland
bag lots.. ftl8;g20 00
\
wnt'i wheat
BONDS
3 90J24 10- Middlings. .$17@19 00
patents
(
bag ots. .*19@2100
iflBli.
104
Portland City 6s, 1897.103%
Coffee.
led—Large
122
Portland 6s. 1907.120
Shore
.4i753®5 25 j Rio,roasted22 @24 Va Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102
104
amall do. 2 50®3 2oi Java do.28@31 Bangor 6s, 1899. R R. aid.106
108
Molasses.
.2 25@3 25
Pollock
Water.116
118
6s.
1906,
Bangor
Haddock.. .1 60@2 Oof Porto Rico.27@33 Bath 6s, 1898, B. R. aid.104
106
Jlake.1 60@2 00 j Barbaaoes. ...27@28 Bath 6s. 1897, MunlolpaL.100
102
Herring, box
103
_1 Fancy... Tea. 30&35 Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
Scaled....
9@12cj
102
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.loo
Amoys.17@2o Belfast 6s. 1898.it. B. aid..104
ivi ackerei. hi
106
145:50
Extra Is 00 00(&$00; Congous
100
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.. 99
Snore 1SII26 00$»$28i Japan.18@36
100
1901—1911
101
Calais
4s,
Refunding..
Snore 2s »19 Q0@$21i Formoso.2o@60
110
Lewiston 6s, 1901. Municipal.108
Sugar.
Mea.a s.SO 000^*00
104
4s.
1913.
Lewiston
Municipal.102
45/8
largess 00 O0®$0 000/ Standard Gran
101
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
• Ex-quai’tv fine*
Bananas.
R.
K.
108
Maine
Central
7s.1898,1st.
mtgioa
411-16
granulated..
1 25@1 60
No Is,
13e
7s, 1912, oons. uugl34
4^4
76c«l 00 j Extra C....
No 28.
106
”4%s.104
Seeds.
1 oOt^l 20
Mediums.
108
1900. extens’nl06
“g6s,
crodnce.
Red Top—re"
FdlOl
102
"4%s.
1906,
Skg
cleaned.... 16V4@17
Cape Cran,os$8@$8 251
102
@12Vs Leeds & Farmington B. R. 6s. ±896.101
6 00@7 001 good.
Maine
108
& Ogd’g g6s, 1900. 1st mtgl06
New York
J Timotny.. .$5%.@5 50 Portland
106
@13V^c Portland Water (Jo's 6s, 1899.104
Pea Beans 1 60i81 5o! Clover —10
4s.
102
Portland
Co’s
1927.100
Water
Provisions.
Foreignaol60.aU 551
Yellow Eves.l 75a)l 801
Boston stock Market.
CaL Pea.... 1 *iO(®l 76? Pork13 25®
Irish Potat'8. bu40@»6; clear.
The following were to-day s quotations ot
Virg, sweets2 50@2 75: bacas... 13 25®
Wheat. 60-tbs.

@75
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—The Price Sells Them

and BILL HEADS.

Manufacturing

QUART

1

ticrced heel anil and Arm; cut meats steady and
quiet—pickled bellies 121bs at 6c, do shoulders
at 6e; do hams at, 8V4@8M3C; middles nominal.
Lard isquiet and easy—Western steam closed
5 96; citv 6 C0@5 66; refined quiet; Continent
6 35; S A atG70: compound 4V2@47/»c. ProTisons—Pork quiet, steady. Butter quiet, aud
steady-.State dairy at 12g21Vic; do cream 20g
23e; Western dairy at lo®16c: docrmatl4@
23c; do factory at OgOc; Elglns at 23c. Cheese
quiet and steady ;State large at 7Vi@10Vsc; do
fancy at 10V4®loVic; do small 7%®llc. Petroleum is quiet: united 142. Coffee,Rio dull
and steady. Sugar—raw dull, and steady ;more
active: market for refined is quiet and steady;
No 6 at 4cc; 7 at3 15-16c; No 8 at 37/sC:
No 9 at 3 13-iec; No 10 at 3%c: No 11, 3 1116; No 12 at 3%c: No 13 at 3 9-16C; olf A at
41-16;g4Vi ; Mould A 6; standard A 4V2C; Confectioners’A 4Vsc; cut loaf and crushed 5Vic:
powdered. 4% c ;granulatedat 4Vi@4Vs; Cubes

4Vsc.
Freights to Liverpool quiet and steady: grain
steam 3Vsd.
by
stocks in Boston:
do Jerse y275@3J00 j
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
Mexican Central 4s. 68
lam. y 501810 00
Rteadv.
Wheat—No 2 Spring 5S,4SaVic: No 2
Topeka Sc Stanta Fe B. lPvz
Native,bbl 1 5o@i 651 date.. .10 00&10 50 Atchison.
Coru—No 2 at 29V*(ai29‘>'sc.
I4(d}16 I ex-plate 11 00@116 0 boston 4> Maine B..176% Red68%@82c.
Rp Cnickens.
Oats—No 2 at 18%o:lNo 2 Rye 37c. No 2 Barley
to nfu.
Turkevs,Wes- i5@16C| Bniests *4b$ 5 75®
No 1 Flaxseed at 91%@92e: mess
at
38®42c.
Central.136
Maine]
Ducks, native.. L8@20 i Lara.bs.com 6Vaf»
Lard at 6 57%@5G0;
porlt at $8 6@8 37 Vi.
fowls....
l2@13cl tubs, pure 65/8@8*4 ,\«w york ana New England it.
Onion Pacific.
10% shortlrib sides 4 60*4 67 V2. Dry salted meats
| tcs.comp’nd 5Va«
Applet.
4
at
—shoulders
76(s4 87% ishort clear sides at
27o@3 25| tterces.pure 0%®7Va American Bell.200% 4
Fancy....
87%®6 00.
(28684 American Sugar, common. 9*%
Fair to good
75@$2; nails,compel 6
Receipts—Flour, 17,800 bbls: wheat. 332.000
Baldwins, choice §2 5o*. pails, pure 77/s(c88V8 Sugar, nfd. 98%
bush: corn. 195.000 bush: oats. 49.000 bush:
Mass., pfd. 66
9V4®9%
tvap 40ib.
8@9c« pure If
12
uo
common.
rye. 16,000 bush barley. 162,000 bush.
\ flams .... 10
(6-lOVs
Lemons.
Shipments—Fiottr 8,600 bbls: wheal 29,000
Maori.
§t3@$6 50[ aocov'ra 11 igUVa Mexican Central. 11
bush: corn. 299,000 oush: oats 196,000 bush:
Oil.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth B.142
Malaga— a Oo@5 00 (
rye.
4,000 bush: barley 9,000 bush.
ts
9*4
Kerosenel20fir
Orange*.
3 75
Ligonia.10V4 New York Quotations on Stocks and Bonds.
ST. LOUIS—Tlte Flour market to-day was
Kodi
00
extra
Centennial.10*4
Florida
000@0
unchauged;
patents at 3 26*3 36:
(By Telegraph.)
Pratt’s Astjal ..12*4
3 26(33 60
Jamaica
fancy at 3 0'@3 I6;lancy at 2 8 t@2 90: ohoice
brilliant
is
Nov
Devoe’s
12*4
Wheat
The
are
67Vic.
iower;
Eggs.
to-day’s closing quotations at 2 60@2 70.
following,
25© i In half bbls lc extra
oj Bonds:
Corn higher; Nov —c. Oats shade higher; Nov
Nearpy.
Raisins.
23©oo|
Frovislons—Pork at—. Lard.—prime
Easternext..
Nov. 7 17Vie.
Nov. 6.
Fresh Western.
©22 i Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@5 New 4’s reg.@111%
@111% steam at 6 46*5 62%. Bacon—shoulders at 6;
20 i London lav’l l $2®2 25
Held.
New 4’s
coup.@111%
@111% (longs at 6Vs; clear ribs 6% ; short clear 6%.
Coal.
Kuttei.
|
United States 2s reg. 86%
36% Dry salt meats—shoulders 6 Vi : ribs 4 80; clear
Retail—delivered.
Creamerv ,iucy.. 24@25 >
Central Pacific lsts.104%
104% 4 86.
Gilt Eilue Vr’mt.l8@20) Cumberland.0 <J0@4 50
113
Denver & R. G. 1st.113
Receipts—Flour 3.600 bbls: wheat 33,000
@5 60 Eriel 2ds. 76%
Choice.16©17 Chestnut...
7 5%
busn; corn 18,000 bush; oats 13 000 busu: rye
7 26 Kansas Pacific Consols. 80
i FranJUln....
Clieese.
bush.
79%
N. I.lfct’ry.12 @12y»{ Leliih.....
®6 60 Oregon Nav. lsts.111%
111%
Shipments—Flour 13,500 bbls: wheal 67,000
4 00.
0tl2 Va Pea.
Vermont.. 12
Kansas Pacific lsts.109=4
109Vs bush; corn 36,000 bush; oats 13,000 busli;rye
sage.13 @13V2 i va ton lots S3 for stove Northern Pacific cons 5s....
bush.
37%
Leather
| Nutmegs.ob\a. 65
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red at 66: No 1
Closing quotations of stocks:
New YorkPepper.14(5)16
Oats—No 2
White
at 66c. Corn—No 2 28Vic.
Eight.26@271 Cloves.14®i6 Atchison.16%
16% White 2i%c.
Mid weight... .27@28J Ginger.185)19 Adams Express.150
150
Starch.
Heavy.27@28
118
American Express.116
t otlon
Market*
Good d’mg.26@27| Laundry.4Vi®5
176
Boston til Maine.178
(By Teiegrann.i
Union backs.. .40&42I Gloss.6%@7Va Central Pacific. 10%
16%
Tobacco.
Am. can.... 90(3l.l5i
NOVEMBER 7. 1895.
cues. s onto. 19
19%
i Best brands-50@60 Chicago & Alton.160
Lead,
160
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
Medium.30540
Rheet.614 @7
it Alton preterrea.. ..172
170
quiet, unchanged; sales 184 bales, middling
I Common.25539 Chicago Burlington &
iPipe.6 *4 @6
83% uplands 8 15 16; middling gull 9 3-16C.
Quincy 82%
Natural leal... .60®70 CUlcaeo.
Znc.7JT'B@8y2
Delawares Hudson Canal ('0.129
13u
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market to-day
Lumber.
Bread
168
Delaware,Laekawana S|Westl6S
quiet; middling 8%e.
Pot Sun....7
@7y2 [Vhitevvood—
13%
Denver S Rio Grande. 13%
No 1&2, l-in$32@$35
do sq.6
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
Erie. 10%
10%
Saps.l-in.
$26@$28
4y2 ©oVa
22%
Ciac kers
no
preferred
22% was steady; middling 8%3.
Com’n, 1-in $23@$26 Illinois Central. 99
98
Cooperage.
SAVANNAH—The ■ otton market to-day
11 hhd shooks & lids—
1V4, IV2&222
Lake Erie & West. 21%
was steady; Middling 8%c.
Mol. city. 1 60@1 76
in, Nol&2$33(®$35 Lake Shore.147%
148%
MOBILE—The Colton market to-day was
1V4, IV2& 2-in
Sug.count’y 8oc@l 00
Louis S Nash... 54%
54%
Sans.
$28®$30 Maine Central R.135
quiet; middling 8 6-lGe.
Country MoL
136
$36,g$38
Squares,
hlidshooks
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
11
Mexican Central. 11
Cypress—
hhd hdg ml
MlchiganCentral pi. 96
97% easy; middlings 8%e.
1-in No 1&2 $36@$36
82 n. S4@26
Minn&St.L.
21%
22%
1V4,1V2 &2Sug hd36m 21 @23
84
European Markets.
in.Nol&2 $34®$36 Minn. S8t. Louis, pf. 82%
1-1 oops 14 ft. 25&30
30
Missouri Pacific. 2S%
'Bv Telegraph.)
! 2^2, 3 &4-ln$40®$45
12 ft. 26(328
,,
106=4
8 t. 8 @9
! S’th pine-$25@$35 New Jersev Central.106%
LONDON, Nov. 7, 1895.—Consols 106%d
Pacific
common.
Nerthen
4%
4%
Clear pin*—
for the account.
Cordage.
do
16 % for money and 63/sd
do
preferred— 16%
Ziner’iitfibiov2@li
Uppers.$55@65
105%
LIVERPOOL, Nov. 7, 1895—Cotton market
M anilla...
7 y2 ©8 y2 I Select.$46@65 Northwestern.104%
147
firm: American middlingat 4 23-32d; estimated
Fine common. .$4z®45 Nortnwestern. of a.146
Manilla bon
99% sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export 500
00@9y» i Spruce...
$13 @14 New York Central. 99%
rope.
13% balos.
@18 Va I HemlocK.$11@12 New York.Chicago & St. Louis 13%
Russia do. 18
do 1st pfd. 70
71
ouotations Winter Wheat at 6s 2d@5s 3%d;
7
@8
Clayboards—
Sisai... •••
Spring Wheat 6s ld@5s 2a.
Drugs aud Dvet.
| Spruce. X.$30@32 Ohio & Miss.
N
&
E.
York
New
Corn 4s 3%d.
Acid Oxalic.... 12@141 Clear.$26@28
Pork 67s Sd.
178%
Old Colony.178%
Western.
16
S
16=4
Cheese 45s for white, 30s.
Ont,
1.*16820
Ammonia.i6#20| No
27%
A sues, pot.... 6% # 81 line.*2oa,50 Pacific Mail. 26%
Palace.164
104
Pulman
Shingles—
Bals cooabia.. .45#65l
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS
12%
11%
Beeswax.37#42| X cedar... .3 00*3 60 Reading.
FROM
Blcli powaers... 7(491 deal' cedar.2 75*3 00 Rock Island. 73%
FOP.
75
Borax.9#)101 X No 1.1 85(82 25 St.Paul & Omaha. 39%
Liveroool. Nov 9
40% Parisian.Montreal
2
Brimstone.
York. .Demerara ..Nov 9
@2y<fci No 1 cedar. .1 2581 75
120
ao prfd.120
Terrier.New
Cochineal.404481 Spruce.1 25@1 60 St Paul. Minn. Si Mann.113
113
Hevelius.New York..PernambueoNov 9
Copperas.1%@ 2i Laths.spce. .1 90*2 00 Sugar, common. 98%
98% Ailsa ...New Yrork.. Port Limon Nov 9
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 294321
.Nov 9
8% City WashingtnNew York. .Havana
Texas Pacific.
8=4
Kx logwood.... 12(®15 j Lime.® csk. 1 00®
=0% Touralne.New York. .Havre ....Nov 9
UnionPaclfic.new. 10%
Gumarabic.. .7041 221 Cement.1 40@
New
York..
Rotterdam
42
.Nov 9
U. S. ExDress. 42
Spaarndam....
Matches.
22
Glycerine
#67 \
7
Lucauia.-.New York. .Liverpool. ..Nov 9
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacifio.. 6%
65
Aloes cape.15(4261 Star,!? gross
York.. Hamburg... Nov 9
3 9=4
Dama.New
do prfd. 18%
@65 Western Union.
Camphor.7 0 an r 21 Dingo.
iui iw.
D1 emeu-aov J3
89=4 spree .r
88%
Metals.
524561
Mytrh.....
New Y’ork... .New York. .S’thampton.Nov 13
KicumonaS West Point.
Opium. • • • 2.25#3 251
CopperYork.
.Liverpool
Nov 13
do prfd.
Majestic.New
Shellac.46#50l 14548 com-00®14
Kensington....New York. .Antwerp....Nov 13
22
Indigo.85c#$ll Polished copner.
York. .Laguayra. .Nov 14
Venezula.New
New
York
Stocks.
Mining
36
4
iodine.44$ 25 14x48 planishoa.
New York.. Itio Janeiro Nov 1(1
Sorrento
14
1 pecac.16041 7 01 Bolts.
(By Telegraph.)
Werra.New York. .Genoa.Nov 16
12
Licorice, rt
.16#20l Y M sheath....
YORK.
Nov.
7. 1885.—The following Fulda.New York. .Bremen.Nov Hi
NEW
12
Lac ex.8435401 YM Bolts.
are to-day’s Closing quotations oi mining stocks:
Manitoba.New York.. Loudon.Nov 16
Morphine.. .1 70# 1 901 Bottoms.22@24 Col. Coal.
Gascogne .New York. .Havre.Nov 16
11@12
tT.olrinrr Pnol
Oil bergamot2 7643 251 ingot....
Etruria.New Y'ork.. Liverpool. ..Nov 16
Nor. Cod liver2 25@25<)i Tip—
29
Homestake.
Auchoria.New Y’ork. .Glasgow.Nov 16
16@17
Lemon.1 75226 Straits....
8
Veendam.New York.. Rotterdam.. Nov lii
Oota.no.
Olive.1 00#2 501 English.
2Vs
Patria.New Y'ork. .Hamburg. ..Nov 16
.30043 251 Char. I. C0..4 7585 00 Quicksilver.
Peppt.
do pfd.16 V2 Havel.New York. .Bremen ....NovlO
Wintergree nl 6@2 001 Char. 1. X. .6 0085 2o
Mexican.
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool ..Nov 20
Potass Dr’rnde. .454471 I erne.6 00*8 50
St Paul .New York.. So’atnpton. Nov 20
12@14
Chlorate.24#28l antimony...
Friesland .New Y'ork. .Antwerp... Nov 20
.6 00*660
Iodide.2 88 a 3 o<<{
Boston Produce Market.
Nov 21
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .Genoa
684621 Spelter- 4 50*465
Quicksilver.
Y'ork. .Cienluegos .Nov 21
Santiago.New
BOSTON.
Nov.
7.
1895.—The
are
following
14y2@15
Ouinine. .841/24371/2 » cold,:. Vc x
.New York, .naguayraj. .Nov 23
Philadelphia.
Nalls.
ut
60t
to-aav's quotations
Provisions. Produce,etc.;
Bfaeubarb, rt.76c(&l
New York. .Rotterdam .Nov 23
Amsterdam
Bt snake.3o440! Dask.ct.base 2 408250
FLOUR.
Prussia .New York.. Hamburg
Nov 23
wire. .2 65*2 75
Saltpetre.8 #12 j
York. .Liverpool ..Nov 23
New
Campania....
Minn.,
3
Sspring patents.
66«$3 90.
Naval Stores,
Senna.25#30«
St. Louis.New York. .S’thampton.Nov 27
3
00
76.
pat.
Wis.,
60®3
..2
Spring
bbl.
75*3
rar
Canary seed.... 4#5
clear an 1 straight, 3 00®3 40.
Cardamons 1 00# 1 75 Coal tar.... 4 76@6 00
gpring,
Winter patents, choice, 3 60®3'75.
Soda. by-carb3% #6*4 Pitch.2 76*3 00
clear and straight, 3 10:6: 3 65,
Winter,
MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 8.
Sal.2V2 43 Wil. Pitch. 2 75@3 00
Add 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.
Suphur.2g #2x4 Rosin.3 00*4 00
MEATS.
Sugar lead.20@22 rupentine, gal.. 33*843
;;;;
7
White wax.... 60#55 JaKum....
Pork, long and short cut,
barrel, 13 00.
OiiVitrol. blue.... 6 48
and
backs
hvy
$12 00®13 00,
VaniUa.bean.. $104131 Linseed..44@J49 Pork, light
Pork, lean lends 14 00.
» Boiled..47^-2
Duck.
S16 60: do beef $19
bbL
No 1. .321 Sperm.
65'«£76 Tongues pork, 50®li 50.
corned, $8
No 3.,281 Whale.60@60 Beef,
corned and fresh 6Vac.
No 10.20; Bans.33(p32 Shoulders, siooked,
7Vi.
8 oz.13
Shore.28(^33 Shoulders,
PORT OF PORTLAND.
1 Porgie.30(^36 Hams, large and small, OVajjslOc.
10 ..16
Bacon,
9®110c.
i
Gunpowder—Shot, Lara. 46 (aJ65
THURSDAY, Nov 7.
.3 60#4 00i Castor.i 0U@] 10 Pork, salt 6VaC.
Blasting
Briskets, salt 7.
Arrived.
4 6u#6 50 j Neatsfoot
65Ci&7o
Sporting.
Sausages, 8c.
Drop siiot.25 ins. .1 301 Rlame.^
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John, NB
1
Sausage meat, 7e.
B uck. b. BB.
Paints.
via Eastport for Boston.
Lard. tcs. BVsc; palls, at 7@7Vic; If, In pails,
LeadT. TT. F.155|
Tug Seguin, towing dredge Plymouth and
«9V*.
Pure
8»/i
6 ay.
ground.5 50 *i6 00
Pressed.$l4#lo| Ked.6 50&6 00 Beef steers, 7 W®8V$.
Lizzie J Clark, Randall, Boston.
fresh,
9@12e;
hinds,
fores,
EneVeniied3
Beef,
3®5Vac,
Loose Hav
$14#$16I
%3V*
Sell Lizzie C Rich, Boston.
Lambs, spring, 6@6Vic V lb.
Sell Windsor Packet, Wyman, Tusket, NS,
Ilogs. dressed,cuy. 6V3': t* lb: country, 4ViC.
]S.0vor defer a vital matter. A cough
for Boston.
Turkeys, Northern, choice. 16®17e.
Sen Bell Bur, Millbridge.
shouldn’t, be negloeted when Dr. Buli’s Turkeys, Western iced 10®13.
Sell Idaho, Rockland lorChickens, Northern, choice, 15@16c.
Cough Syrup will cure it at once.
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Inn sets3!'.'.'! ISjHigU water)

|||

books

j
JONES CO.

MARINEJ^EWS

..

..

3'fcich

Horse Blankets
LOW PRICES.

James

G.

BERMUDA

COCOA

England.
tu,sat&w,Gm

Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & a.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Rumford Falls,
Falls,
Kinelield.
Lewiston, Farmington,
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham, Waterviile, Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
1.30 p, in. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowbegan. Belfast. Dover and Fcxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vanceboro,
St. John, Halifax, Houlton and Woonstock.
3.30 p. in
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryburg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnsburv, Montreal and Chicago.
Lisbon
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick. Bath,
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m., For New Gloucester. Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanio
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Go.

The Right Prices On Ail

particulars apply

to

ARTHUR AHERN. Sec’y. Quebec. Canada.
THOS. COOK & SONS. Agents. 332 Washington St.. boston Mass.,
A. E. OUTERBRinoE & CO.! Agts., 39 Broadway, N. V.
oct27
laWlSwSS

xsiauu.

Goods.

Rubber

CONSTABLE'S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE
CbAir.EKI.AND S. 8.
rilAKEN this nineteenth day of October A. 13.
A 1S95. on execution dated October 4th
A. D. 1895, issued on a judgment rendered by
the Superior court for the County of Cumberland at the term thereof begun and held on the
first Tuesday of September A. 1). 1895 to wit;
On tlie thirtieth
nay of September A, D,
1895 ,iu favor of John F. Nickerson of Boston. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, doing
business under the name of John F. Nickerson
& Co., against Margaret J. Sawyer of Portland,
in said County of Cumberland, for ninety-one
dollars and seventy three cents,debt or damage,
and nine dollars and seventy eight cents, cost of
9uit.nnd will be sold at public auction at my
office No. 45 Exchange St. In said Portland to
the highest bidder on the twenty sixth day of
November A. D. 1895, at two o’clock in tlie afternoon. lhe following described real estate and
all the right title and Interest which the said
Margaret J. Sawyer lias in and to the same or
had on the eighth day of June A. D. 1895, at
ten o’clock and five minutes in the forenoon tlie
time when tlie same was attached on the writ In
the same suit to wit; A certain lot or parcel of
land with the buildings thereon, located on tlie
Southwesterly side ot Clark St. in said Portland
bounded; Beginning at a stake standing, on tlie
Westerly side of said Clark »t., said stajte being forty feet Northerly from the Northeastely
of land now or formerly owned by ThomWorcester, thence groin the aforesaid; stake,
up Clark St.. North about 43 1-2°, West forty
feet to another stake thence from the two
cnnMi ohnnt

AR 1.00

nraor

nno

lx

ixx

rl

ntx,

I

holding the width of of forty feet and keepfeet from the northwesterly side lino
oi said Worcester’s laud, being the same premises conveyed to said Margaret J. Sawyer, by
Greenleaf Sawyer by deed of warra nty dated
the first day of December. A. D., 1877. recorded
in Cumberland Registry of Deeds,
Book 444,
Page 443.
Dated at Portend'this nineteenth day October
A. D. 1895.
EBEN N. PERRY.
Constable of Portia,nd.
oct251aw3wF
feet

ing forty

■Mil i MUSI Ell,

COAL.
A Full Assortment of

Lehigh and Free-

Burning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Talley Franklin,
English and American Caunel.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

....

100-2

BUSINESS
AND

COLLEGE

Typewriting.
Send for free Illustrated Catalogue.
L. A Gray A SON. Portland, Me.

Shorthand

and

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every
From

aP3

TICKTES TO AND FROM EUROPE
-BY THE-

Allen, Dominion, Cunard, Atlantic
Transport and White Star Lines are
H. G. STARB,
for sale by
2 1-2 Union Wharf.

0C2I eodSin

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning November 51b, Steamer Merrywill lea re Portland Pier, Portland,
dailv, Sundays excepted:
Islands.
and
Lbebeneue
For Long,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.0C
For
Wednesduy
Cliff
Islanu,
Monday,
m.
p.
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr’s Island
0.45 a. in. calling at Harpswell and intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
ISAIAH DANIELS,
a .m*
Gen’l Manager.
out5dtf
coneae

-■w

k

tvta

Jim IN

cimr a irLtinn
K7 1- JU1LlULkJJLX I.

LVi

From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Fhllaiieipliia, at 3 p, m. Inone-hall the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West L’y the Penn. B. B„ and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Passage S 10.00.

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.
The Steamship* Manhattan ami Cottage
Cttv leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at Q p. in. Returning, leave
Fier 38, East River, same days at C p. m.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00; Round

trip *7.00.

J. B. COYLE, Manager.
nv2-dtf
LISCOMB. General Agent.

TRUNK

RAILWAY.
aad after MONDAY. Sept. 9th, 1S95
trains will run as follows;
LEAVE,
For Auburn and Lewiston
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10,1.30, 5.15 p. m.
For Gorliamand Berlin Falls and Island Pond,
S.40a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 5.15 p. in.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m„ and 1.30
On

P.

m.

For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25
a.

m..

3.10. 5.15 and 5.26

Trip SI8.00.
included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
K. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, SO State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
ooc22dtf
Mass.

and

NAVIGATION CO.

MAINE COAST

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the
fast

new

and

SALACIA.

STEAMER

leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
will

Popham Beach at
Boothbay Harbor

lo a. m„ Bath at 12 m.,
at 2.30 i>. in. Arriving at

Wiscassett about 3.30 p. m., connecting with
the 3.56 p. m. train on the Wiscassett & Quebec
a. n.

Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. in.,
Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. in., Bath at 10 a. in.,
Popham Beach at 11 a. in. Arriving at Portland about 1.30 p.
Fare, #1.00 to

Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVER.
President.

to.

Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
CHAS. K. LEWIS,
Treasurer.
dtf
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International

Steamship do.

-FOB

Eastport Lubeo, Calais, St.John, N.3., Halifax, M. S.
and all parte of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
St, Andrews. N. B.
Fall Arrangement.
on.

On and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Portland.
Wharf.
Monday aud
Friday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
and St. John, with the above connections.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec aud Eastport same days.
Througn tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, tap*Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE Gen. Man.

Time

“SOKOKIS.”
Table.

On and after May 30, 1895, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,

2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at .11 a. m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, in., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.

J. II. UEZELT03, Prop.
junelStf

FKEEPOKT STEAMBOAT CO.
/COMMENCING SeDt. 23d will leave Portland Pier lor Falmouth. Oousens’, Littlejohn’s, Great Chelie igue and Bustin’s Islands,
Woli s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
for Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sep’Jdtf
Ay

Allan Line
Royal

Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool via Quebec.
State 1/iue.
Rain.
New York

and Glasgow Service.
IFrom New Yolk,
Laurentiau Nov. 2.
Nov. 9.
Parisian
Mongolian Nov. 10.
Cabin passage, Montreal service, #50 and upSecond
wards. Return. #100 and upwards.
cabin, #30. Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, #15 to #05.
Return, #85 to #130.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Law-

n.

Niffht. Kxnress. sieenine

m

cars,

for

TRAINS.

SUNDAY
!

7.20 a. m,, paper train for Brunswick, Ail
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Lisbon Falls.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, Watery* lie, and
Bangor.
11.00 p. m., Night Express with sleeping
cars for ail
points.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. m.; Waterville, Augusta and Bath,
8.36a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; kingfield, Phillips. Farmington, Rumford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ccnway and Frveburg 4.40
RockSkowhegan,
Waterville,
p. m.;
land 5 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen.
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor
6.35 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington. Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.46 p. m; Chicago
and
Montreal and all
White Mountain
8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. K.,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Rockland 1.40 a. m.
expiess Halifax, St. John, Bangor Waterville
aDd Augusta, 3.30 a. in.
PAVSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. £. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

points.

Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.

dtf
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Portland & Romford Falls

R’y.

7, 1835.
DEPARTURES.

In Effect

Oct.

8.30 a. ill. & 1.15 F. M. From Union Station
for polana, Mechanic Falls, Buck Bald, Canton.
Dlxfleld and Rumford Falls.
Union
8.30 a. m„ 1.05 and 5.10 p. m, From
and
Staiion
for
Poland
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1.15 p. m. con"f Rumford Falls with R. F.
K. 1- R. R.
train fo Byron and Houghton.
1

Through passenger coashes between Union

Station,

Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. & It. F. li’y.
R. C. BRADFORD. G.
L. L.

F. & T. Act.
rortiand, Mamet

LINCOLN, Superintendent,

Rumford Falls. Maine

FeblOdtf

W«scassei&Quebec

Railroad Co

Nov., 4tU 1895. Trains will
leave Wiscassett lor China and way stations at
9.18 a. m. and 3. 55 p. m., arriving in China at
On and

after

12.00 a.nr and 6.56 p.

ni.

Returning trains leave China at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 9,05
a. m. and 2. 57 p.m.
J. P TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLKTT, LhSn’l Mgr.
dBmos
maylS

Portland &

Worcester Line

R. Fu
ROCHESTER
FOOT OFPKEBLE STREET.

PORTLAND k
STATION

and after Sunday, October 6, 1895,
Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester,
Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester,, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
4.25 p. hl
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30.
and
4.25.
9.45 a.
i2.30.
m.,
5.00,
On

6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Hooiae
Et Ayer Junetloa with
Route” for the West and at Union station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Alt may R. R. for the Wost, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 d. m.; iron; Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
5.45 p.
m.; from Gorham
"ana
l. 30
m.f 1.30,
at
6.40, 8.30 and 10.50 a.
m.
5.45 p.
4.15,18and
„r
For through Tickets to all points West and
Soutn, apply to F. H. COLLINS, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

dtf
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Boston & Maine
In Effect October

20,

R.

R.

1S95.

WESTERN DIVISION.
for
Trains leave Portland. Uuloa Station,
8carbor<» Crossing. 10.00 a. m.. 5.15,6.20, p.
m. ; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. in.,
3.30, 5.15, 6.20, D. in.; Old Orchard,
m.,
Saco. Biddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a.
12.40. 3.30, 5.15,
6.20, p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.40. a. in., 12.40. 3.30, 6.18,
б. 20 p.m.; Wall. Beach, 7.00.8.40a.m.. 3.30,
5.15 p. in.; North Berwick, 13.45, 7.00,8.40,
a. m. ,12.40, 3.30, 5.16 p. m.; Kennebunkport, Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m„
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 P.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay. 8.40 a. m.. 3 2.40, 3.30 p. m.:
(via
Worcester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m,;
Somersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. in.;
Jinucutmter,

uumuiu.

own.

m.,

r—

— >

Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell. 7.00, 8.40 a. in., 12.40, o 30 p.
m.
Exeter. Boston, +3.45. 17.00, tS.40a. ni.,
Arrive in Boston, }i.2o,
§12.40. 3.30 p. m.
renee and
shortest, ocean nassae-e
10.15 a. ill 12.55, 4.20, 7.15 p. ni. Leave
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and Boston for Portland, 7.30, S.30 a. ill., 1.00,
Derry: Prepaid steerage, $15; intermediate 4.15 p. m.
$25. Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
SUNDAY TRAINS.
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 53
Broadway, N. Y., or to H. G. STARR, or
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.
may9dtf
and way stations, 1.00, 4.15 p. m. Arrive in
Boston, 7.25 a, m., 5.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 3.45 a. ill.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

WEEK

DAY

TIME

TABLE,

Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
For Forest City and Trefethen's La ndiug
Peak’s Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40, 8'0C>. *10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 6.10 p. m.
For Ponce Landing, Long Island,
8.00,
*10.30 a. m.. 2.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

11.45

Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on
Night
and parlor oars on day trains.
OFFICE NO. 177
MIDDLE
TICKET
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STRRET
L J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th, 1895,
septlO

i.on

Bath, liockland, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County,
Halifax and the Provinces. but does not run to
Beliast, Dexter, Dover and oxer oft or beyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.

room

For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.

p. m.

m.

trains

Bound

Meals and

From Montreal.

LONG ISLAND SOUND UY DAYLIGHT

GRAND

Philadelphia every Wednesday
and Saturday.

surance

nn

IMew York Direct Line.

J, F.

Wednesday and Saturday.

STEAMER

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf

p.
From

of

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA

ap29dtf

OFFICE:

Island Pond, Berlin Falls and Gorham,
8.25, 11.45 a.tn.. and 5.25 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal. 11.45 a. m„ 5.25

School

aug31dtf

as

From

GRAY’S

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 ?a. m. for
Island.
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
aud East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaauid at 6 a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 0.45 a. m. for
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island aud So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.

corner

etolroj

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol,
a. m. lor Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel

320 CONGRESS ST.

McGlauflin,

_

For

FRYE,

APOTHECARY,

and

—

London,

CENTS.

Steamer

GEO. C.

GOOD STOCK

—

octl

for Providence, Lowell,
York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
ever' Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
OCt. 1, 1895.

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

—

Chemists.

10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath. Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augnstaand Waterviile.
1.00 p. in. F.xpress for Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor

Through tickets

After Monday, Sept. 2,

NEW YORK—Ar 6th. sell Ella F Crowell,
Harness Maker,
61 Preble St.
oct30
Thomas, Tlioniaston.
_d2w
Ar 7th. barque C Southard Hulbert, Southard.
Master’s Sale.
Turks Island; sclis Marcus Edwards, Franklin;
Carrie E Pickering^Greens Lauding; 1) D Has- Stale of
Maine, ss.
kell. Bangor.
Circuit Court of the United States,
Cld 7th, sell A R Keene. Keene. Point-a-Pitre.
Maine District.
Sid 7th. barque Eleanor WilliamsIn Chancery.
Ar 6tli, sells John F Randall,
BOSTON
Wallace
Haekett, Complainant,
Crocker, Newport News; Chester R Lawrence,
Ott, Rockport.
The Portsmouth Company and .John S. H.
Turks
Ar 7th, barque Hiram Emery, Gorham,
Prink, Successor in Trust,
Xsland.
Defendants.
Cld 6th, sells Evie B Hall, Hall, Elmina, WCA
II N Squire. Gray, New York.
Public notice is hereby given
that, in
F
C
Sid 6th, sells Benj C Frith, for Baltimore;
pursuance ot a decree made and entered by
Bronson, coal port; Susan N Pickering, and said Court in the above entitled cause on
E
Thelma, for Brunswick; V)ill Duren. Calais;
the 2Cth day of Sep'eiuber, A. D. 1895, J,
Elizabeth Foster, Lewis
Arcularius. for Rockland;
Pierce, Master in Chancery of the
Bangor: Kate L Pray, for Mt Desert; Sophia said United States Circuit Court, will on
Wiley. Portsmouth.
the fifth day of November, A. D,.
Tuesday,
HarSid 7tli. sell Belle Haliaday, for Carver’s
in the
1895, at the hour of eleven o’clock
bor and New York; Thelma, for Brunswick.
at the office of said Portsmouth
forenoon,
E
Look,
JACKSONVILLE-Ar 3d. sch Carrie
in South Berwick, in tbe State of
Company
Stevens, Neiv York. 3Va days.
Maine, sell at Public Auction to the highest
London, Nov 6—Ship Granite State, of Ports- bidder, all and singular the estate and
mouth, before reported ashore at Penzauee, has property in said decree mentioned, viz:
broken up.
All ot the
including Dam and
lands,
BALTIMORE— Ar 6th, sch Benj F Poole, Water Power therewith connected,
teneRoss, New Bedford.
ments, hereditaments, tools and machinery
Ar 6th. sch Carrie A Lane, Quicksort Tampa. and
to the said
belonging
appurtenances
Boston.
Cld 6th, sch Henry Sutton, Pierce,
and situated in
Portsmouth
Company,
BATH—Ar 6th, sells Herald of the Morning,
[South Berwick in the County of York and
New York; Wesley M Oler, Boston.
liollinsford in
State
in
ot
and
also
Maine,
DARIEN—Ar 6th, sch Edw H Blake, Smith, [[ the County of Stratford and State of New
Allyns Point.
brick mill,
! Hampshire, consisting of a
Sid 6h, sch Lizzie Chadwick, Clark, New York
160x40, five stories; brick Picker-house,
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 6tli, sch Longfellow Machine shop, Cloth Hail, Repair shop,
Goldthwaite, Philadelphia.
Cotton houses. Lumber Sheds, briok office,
MOBILE—Ar 6th, sch Nimrod, Para.
&c.; and all and singular, the rights of said
MOBILE—Ar 4th, sch E’red A Small, Thomp- [ Company the Tools und Machinery therein
son. Philadelphia.
Cuntained, including 10.0C0 spinces. and 250
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 6tli, barque Charles F looms, with dobbies attached lor weaving
Ward. Palmer. Philadelphia.
lace work, &c., &c.
NORFOLK—Cld 6th, sch H C Shepard, from
The property above advertised consists of
New York.
manua well equipped brick mill for tbe
Sid 6th, sch May McFarland, Small, for New facture of cotton goods, with
necessary
Bedford.
tools and machinery, buildings, shops,
PASCAGOULA—Cld 6th, sch I, A Edwards, offices, tenements', houses, etc..
Also a
Peterson. Vera Cruz.
large and valu^b e waterpower, estimated
PENSACOLA—Ar 30th, sch Grace Andrews, at 800 li. p., and rights pertaining thereto.
Peters. Boston.
the
For a more minute description of
vhtt allFI PHTA
Ar 6th. sch Ruth Shaw
property and inventory of the same, apply to
Pigeon Cove.
LewisPierce,
Master, Portland, Me.
Clcl Gth. sells Wm B Herrick, Boston; PocliasFive thousand dollars in cash to be paid
set. Plymouth.
at tbe time or the sale.
Cld 6th, sells Belle Woester, Coffin, Lisbon;
Dated Portland, Maine, October 15'h, A.
Fostina, Pliilbrook, Lynn; Nellie T Morse. D. 1895.
Clark. Mobile.
Lewis Pierce, Special Master appointed by
Ar 7th. sell Eleazer W Clark, Wormell, Provitlie U. S. Circuit Court for the District
dence; Oliver S Barrett, Portland.
octlSeodtd
of Maine.
Cld 7tli, sells Sarah E Ward, Gardiner; Oliver
S Barrett. Boston.
To the Honorable County CommissionPORT READING—Ar 6t!i, sch Nettie Cu-liers of the County of Cumberland and
ing, Gilchrist. Thomastou.
sch
Grace
PENSACOLA—Ar 6th,
Andrews,
State of Maine:
Andrews, Boston.
represent the undersigned,
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 6th, sch Sarah & F.llejh, WiRespectfully
Hi a m W
llitnliAll. rnuTor of tiie Oliv OI
York, New York.
and the aldermen of the City of
Deering,
Walker
Gth.
sch
PROVIDENCE—Ar
Arming- Deering, being the municipal officers of said
ton, Drinkwater, Newport News; Geo Baiiey. city, that the true boundaries of a certain
Curtis. Philadelphia.
highway known us Forest Avenue, duly
PORTSMOUTH—Ar Gth, sch Alicia B Crosby, located
in said city and extending from the
Bunker. Philadelphia.
westerly side of Stevens Plains Avenue at
Below Gth, sells Viator, Edwards. Portland
Morrill’s Corner, so called, in said Deering
Calais
for
for Philadelphia;
Orizon,
Boston; where said Forest Avenue and Havens
Helen Maria, Jonesport for do; Ethel F MerriPlains Avenue intersect to a point on said
man, Rockport for do; E T Hamor, Blneliill for Forest Avenue to the land of A. C. Jones in
do; Modena. Windsor. NS, for do ; Charleston, said Deering are doubtlul, uncertain
or
M
B
Fort
Libfor
Mahoney,
Beverly;
Bangor
lost: Wherefore they pray your Honorable
erty for Bangor.
Hoard to examine said highway and locate
Ar 6th, ship Tacoma,
SAN FRANCISCO
and define its limits and boundaries and
Gaffnev. Philadelphia.
erected at
cause durable monuments to he
sells
Chandler,
from
SALEM—Ar 6th,
Helena,
the angles and along said street thereof
Bangor for Stontngton; Judge Low. Smith. according to the provisions of the statutes
Pembroke for do; Ira Bliss, Norton, Rockland
iu such cases made and
provided, as in
for do; Fannie & Editll, Rydr. do for do; Tlios
hound will ever pray.
Borden. Grant, ao for do; E & G W Hiuds.Gar- duty
Dated
at Deering this tw’enty-sixth day of
nett. Calais for Hyannis; Stephen Morgan, MaOctober, A. D. 1893.
haffy, Rooklsml for Warcham; Sami Hart, EllsWM. W. MITCHELL, Mayor.
worth for Stamford.
HE DEL SMALL.
sells'
Ida
6th.
Lawrence.
SAVANNAH—Ar
HENRY
G. DAVIS',
Campbell, Baltimore; R D Bibber, Pinkham,
ALB «
F. BERRV.
Washington.
W. PIERCE,
ARTHUR
Cld 6th. sells Stephen G Loud, Pierson, BosC. W. HMALL,
ton; Isaiah Hart. Williams, Pliiladeluhia.
FRED 11. LIBBY,
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6th, sells Electa
Aldermen of the City of Deering.
Bailey, Bangor for New York; O M Marrett,
and Commerce, Rockland fo.i do; T Dean, SulliSTATE OF MAINE.
van for do; John Williams, Greens Landing for
Cumberland, as.
do; Gen Banks, Kennebec forNew Haven; Nat
At the Court of County Commissioners beAyer, Bangor for New Bedford.
WILMINGTON. NC—Ar Gtb. sell R S Gra- gun and holden at Portland, within and for
on
brat
the
the
County of Cumberland,
New
York.
ham,
to
WASHINGTON—Ar 6th, sch Madaline Coo- Tuesday ot June, Anno Domini, 1893,
the
lirst
at
a
thereof
on
session
regular
Kennebec.
wit,
ney, Wade,
Tuesday of Octouer, Anno Domini, 1395.
On the foregoing Petition it being satisForeign Porta.
the
shown to the
court, that
At Rosario Oct 7. barque Annie Lewis, Gould, factorily
Petitioners
are responsible, and
that
an
for Boston; Kremlin, Bray. do.
Into the merits is expedient, it
ia
inquiry
27.
At Buenos Ayres Sept
barque Spartan,Anhat the County ComORDERED,
hereby
derson, for Barraca River, to load for N York.
missioners will meet at the store“o’f Cobb &
from
New
Sid Sept SO. ship Josephus. Gilkey,
Roberts, at Morrill’s Corner, so called, in
York.
said City of Deering, on Wednesday, the
Sid fm Port Spain Oct 16, barque Ethel V fourth
day ol' December, A. D. 1395, at
Boynton, Mitchell, for Philadelphia; sch H E ten o’clock in the forenoon, and that the
Thompson, Steele, Washington.
Petitioners
give notice to all
persons inArat SaguaOct 26, sch Normandy, Merry,
of
terested, by causing an attested copy
Philadelphia ; Sadie Willcut, Brown, from said Petition and this Order of Court thereAnnapolis, NS.
on, to b"> served upon the City Clerk of said
schs
HM
Stan6th
St
NB.
inst,
Ar at
John,
City of Deering and alsobv posting up copies
ley, Flowers, Rockland; Beulan, Wasson, do; of the same in thiee public places in said
Leo, Sypher, do.
week
Cld 6th, sell Nellie Waicrs, Granville, for Tho- city and publishing the same once a
lor three weeks successively in the
Portmaston.
land Daily PRE.Sr>, a newspaper printed in
Portland, in said County, the first of said
Spoken.
publications, and each of the other notices,
Sept 27, lat 29 N, Ion 3S W. barque Tillie to bp at least thirty days before the time of
York
for
New
from
Wellington.
said meeting: at which
time; and place,
Baker, Carty,
Nov 4. twenty miles E of Cape Henlopen, (after it has been satisfactorily shown that
from
NZ,
Auckland,
the above notice has been duly given, the
barque Chas G Klee. Lunt,
Commissioners will proceed to view’ the
for New York.
route set forth iu said Petition, and
other
routes and roads conneded therewith, and
after such view, tbev will give a hearing to
citizen
Known
at
the parties and their witnesses
some
W, A. McGuire, a wou
of McKay, Ohio, is of the opinion that convenient place in the vicinity, when and
and corporations
inwhere all persons
there is nothing as good for children terested, may appear and show cause,
if
of said
the prayer
why
have,
Chamberas
any
they
or
oolds
with
troubled
croup
Petition should not be granted.
He has used it in
lain’s Cough Remedy.
Attest,
B. C. STONE. Clerk.
his family for several years with the best
Court
of tlio Petition and Order of
Copy
results aud always keeps a bottle of it in t hereon.
Attest,
ho houso. After having la grippe he was
B. C. STONE, Clerk.
dlawSwF
himself troubled with a sovere cough.
novl
benefit
He usod other remedies without
OF
ISLAND
children's
the
nnHE
NOW
WELL
KNOWN
and then concluded to try
medicine,and to his delight it soou effected a
permanent ouro. 25 and 50 cent
bottles for slilo by Landers & Babbidge
druggists Portland and C. B. Woodman,
WITH CABLE COMMUNICATION.
Westbrook.
Is reached in fortv-eigilt hours iron) New York,
the
by
olegant steamers of the Qucoec S. S. Co..
sailing weekly. The situation of these islands
renders FROST
south
of
the Gulf stream
GRATEFUL—COMFORTING
UNKNOWN, and the porous coral formation
Highest class
PREVENTS MALARIA.
passenger steamers are idispatclied every ten
days for Santa Cruz, and the principal West
India Islands, affording a charming tropical
at a cost of about, four dollars per day.
BREAKFAST—SUPPER.
laws trip

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd., Homoeopathic

bevond.

eodf

octlG

Ufa nnflll

"Bv a thorough knowledge of the natural
which govern the operations of digestion and nufine pi optrition, and by a careful application of the
nrovlcled
en ics of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
many .heavy doctors
beverage which may save us
hills, ft is by the judicious use ot such ai titles of
diet that a constitution may he gradually built up
to disuntil strong enough to resist every tendency
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating
ease.
is a weak
there
wherever
attack
to
around us ready
shaft by keeppoint. We mav escape many a fatal
blood and a
ing ourselves well fortified with pure
Service Gazette.
Civil
frame."
nourished
properly
milk Sold
Made simply with boiling water or
labelled
thus.
only in halt-pound tins, by Groceis,

n

QUART

STEVENS~&”

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
STATE AND PORTLAND,
BAY
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
evening
every
for connections with earliest trains for points
Worcester, New

arid

Port Gamble for Port Pirie, lias put into
West Indies leaky.

EPPS’S

CENTS,

ij

Stationers.

Why not buy your
stationery of us?

7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Batli, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterviile, Skowhegau, Pittsfield.
Bangor, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Fails, Farmington, Phillips, Rangeley, Oakland and Waterviile.
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, Si. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

We are

.R. R.

In
November 3, 1895.
Effect
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
‘Square, for stations named below ana intermediate points as follows:

—

LETTER HEADS

from

Oninestie Ports.

MAINE CENTRAL

—

Check Books.
" ®

KAIEKOADS.

WATER -’ BOTTLES.

HOT

—

Opening.

lour*

Minerfine &
low grades.2 90®3 10
Spring VVneat bakers.cl and bt340@350;

(By Telfttrranh.i
NOVEMBER 7, 1895.
reoeiDts
NEW YORK—The Flour marxet
64,053 packages; exports 13.446 bbls and 15,8 2 sacks: sales 11,600 packages; quiet and
rather easier.
2 26®2 75.
nour quotations—low extras at
cii v mills extra at 3 8544 00: city mills patents
4 104(4 35: winter wneat low grades at 2 25®
2 75 : tail- to fancy at 2 8043 40: patents at 3 60
go 90; Minnesota clear 2 76 g3 26; straights
do at 3 20® 3 60: do patents 3 35:54 20: dorv
mixtures 2 8053 20; superfine at 2 10®2 66:
fine at 2 00@2 25.
Southern flour (easy and
quiet; common to fair extra at 2 10@2 80; good
to choice at 2. 0®3 30.
Kye tiour dull and
Buckwheat flour at 1 50
easy at 2 55 ®3 06.
®l 60. Buckwheat at 40. Oornmeal steady and
dull. > Eye nominal. Wheat—receipts 274,476
bush;exports 228,926 bush: sales 66,000 bush;
quiet and lower :No 2 Red store and eler 67% ;
alloat 60Vic; f o b at 68Vs@68'5/4 c:No 1 Northern 66Vsc.
Corn—receipts 177,450 bush: exports 45.816 bush: sales 23,000 bush; steady
and dull;No2 at 86Vie elev, 37Vie afloat. Oats
—receipts 241,200 bush: exports 35,126 bush;
sales 45.000 bush; dull and steady; No 2 at
23Vnc; Whitedo at 24%c;No 2 Chicago 24Vic;
No 3 at 23c; do White 23Vic; Mixed Western
at24g26c; do White and White State at 26«c
28c. Beef dull and steady; beef hams aie dull;

All kinds of

Account Books

CORRESPONDENTS.

UOOTIIIIAl HARBOR. Nov 7-Ar, sch Quivett, Romer. Boston for Deer Isle.
rnr
Returned, schr Sadie Corey, Winterpori
Boston; Robt Pettis, Penobscot fordo.
All vessels before reported sailed, navo
turned.
WISCASSET, Nov 6-Ar, sell Ida C Southard.
Blake, Portland, to load for Demerara.
Nov 7—Sid, sch John B Coyle. Leigh on, io
Portland, to complete cargo for Port Spain.

T

Retail Grocers' sugar Rates.

OUR

Office of Light-House Board,
J
Washington. I). G\. Nov 5. 1895. I
Market.
Notice is hereby given that a Gas Buoy, paintChicago L1.6 stock
ed red and showing a fixed white light, has been
(By Telegraph'
moored in 66 feet of water, about 100 feet east
Jan.
NOV. 7.1896.—The Cattle mark- of the wreck of sciir Lillie, sunk iu the entrance
CHICAGO
9.20
i.000; firm: good 10c higher: com- to Boston harbor.
9.20 et-receipts
and
mon to extra steers at 3 00@o 00;stocker»
Long Island Head L ght-liouse. SW by W.
2
25
at
^3 iiO; cows and hulls at 126®
feeders
Deer Island Light-house. N W by W 1-2 W.
3 60; calves at 2 60®S 00; Texans 176ux3 30;
By order of the Lighthouse Board,
10.
20;c£4
2
Western rangeis
John G. Walker,
May.
firm and 5c higher
35,u00;
Hogs—Keceipts
Rear-Admiral U. S.,N., Chairman.
62%
weaker; heavy packing and ship62Vi early, closing
ping lots 3 e0®3 86; common to choice mixed
Memoranda.
at 3 45®S 80; choice assorted at 3G6ffi3 80;
nr. txirro of O QRfSI.4 7<>
May.
[See general news columns.!
29%
Philadelphia, Nov 7—The small sohr reported
Sheep—receipts 11,000; steady; inferior to
29% choice at 1 50®3 25. lambs at 3 00 o,4 10.
sunk off Fenwick Island, is the Laughing Water
of Portland, engaging iu mackerel fishing. All
hands supposed to be lost.
Domestic lilarKMN
Jan.

9*39

Openine.....

■

T

Manufacture

STEA3IERS.

MISCELIANEOPS.

__miscellaneous._
We

Cleared.

PRODCJCK.

$14g$i4V4»

Van-

Harvester, with 40,000 lbs fish:

guard, 35,000 do.

Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 38@00c bush.

WHEAT.

Dec.

Solis

12® 14c

Beans, yei. eyes, 1 50^1 70;red kid.l
Beans foreich, 1 40@1 50.

CHJGCAO BOARD OF TRA It.
Wednesday’s quotations.

YORK. Nov. 7.

Fowls, Northern,

Fowls. Western, iced pecked. 8@9c.
Chickens, Western iced packed

....

....

of Staple Products in the

00@7 00
-2%

For
P.

all

Landings at 10.30

a. m.

and 2.15

in«

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
*
Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
*ltf
septl2
_

RINGS!

RINGS!

RINGS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Kings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stones in latest

style of setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
septBdtf
Square.

Rockingham

EASTERN DIVISIONElizabeth,
From Union Station for Capa
Conway Junction,
a.
ill.:
Saco.
S.45
*t
Forte\Voifboro. 9 00 a. ill.; Biddetord,
Salem,
month, Amestoury, Newburyport,
in.
a.
I
§12.65,
Lynn, Boston, t2.00. +9.00
+6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. in.. 12.49,
4 15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
9.00 a. m.. 12.30. 7.00, 7.45 p. ill.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

7[30,

For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newburyport. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.55
Arrive in Boston. 5.68 a. m.. 4.15 p.
m.
Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. m„
in.
7.00 p. n>
Jlloes not run Mondays.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York,
p.

South and West.
§Connects with Sound Line; for New York.
•Western Division from Norm Berwick Sun-

days only.
J+Conneets

Scarboro
at
Crossing with
for Boston via Eastern Division.
in
to
all
tickets
points
Througn
the South and West for sale at Ticket
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDEKS, (i. P. and T, A., Boston.
train

1821

Florida,
OfBcef
t£

«

—

THE

HARD

PRESS.

LINES.

Leg Crushed as He Was
Getting Off the Shifter in the 15. and M.

Jolm \Y. tVilson’s
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

Held

Their

NET*

SAMARITANS

THE

Meeting aud Elect

Annual

OVER

Oltlcers.

Yard.

E. Libby.
•
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Bines Bros.
Luring. Short & Harmon.
Larrabee’s White Store.
Hooper Son & Leighton.
Stevens Silver Co.
Standard Clo. Co.
Palmer Shoe Store.
Fisk & Goff.
AMUSEMENTS.
City Hall Theatre.
J.

Baby cried,

prescribed: Castoriai

Doctor

At

a

BRIEF

and

one

JOTTINGS.

Thomas celebrated his 93d birthday yesterday. Mr.
Thomas seems to be better than for
many years, and from his enjoyment of
life and interest in all the affairs of the

would thipk him at least twenty
years younger. He received a number of
floral gifts, and kindly notes from old
friends in honor of the occasion.
Ex-Sheriff Webb^was not so well yesterhas developed into
His illness
day.
typhoid fever. Mr. Walter Dresser has
length as the width of the power house,
gone to Bridgton to attend him.
with sloping walls of strong timber and
of
N.
Marion
Crossley
Brooklyn,
3£Rev.
corrugated iron roof.
Y., formerly of Portland, will preach in
The class of ’96, P. II. S., will hold
tho Universalist ohurch, Fairfield, Sun
a reception in Assembly hall at 8 o’clook
day.
tonight. A dance will follow.
Col. Chatto of Rockland, commander
& Co., of Addison,
John L. DeLot
of the state division S. of V., and staff,
State
who bought
county,
Washington
will be presont at the inspection of Shepstreet
wharf have started to repair it.
of
S.
Tuesday
evening,
V.,
ley Camp,
They will build offices and granite polishNov. 19, by Inspector Bangs of Augusta.
ing works upon it.
A committee has been appointed to arMr. W.
Daniels, James and Ernest
range for a banquet and other entertainHeal, have returned from a hunting trip
ment on that occasion.
at The Forks of the Kennebec.
They
November 16 will occur the wedding
back four deer, nlnoToxes, 23
brought
of Miss Nellie Rumcry of Biddeford and
partridges and four minks.
Mr. Stephen E. Thayer of Portland. Miss
Capt. Ben Seabury of the steamer MadRumery is a popular clerk with J. R. eleine is
hauling out for the winter the

day,

_

one

Libby.

f.hic

ia

er

Captain Bunker Reports

iu

a

Bunker, of the
schooner Alicia B. Crosby, writes from

Portsmouth,
6,

as

W.

under the date of November

follows:

-.near

WJllCU la a

verjr

re-

previous.

street at

Superintendents—Mrs.

from

A. H.

firs

12 o’clock,

Portland street
Tho Maino Indian Assciation will hold 1 few minutes after noon. An accident
* o the motor was the cause.
Temporary
Its annual gathering in the
Friends’
1 epairs
were
made and the car reached
house

esterday, broke down

on

1000 POUNDS
OF GOAL

$784.35
4,000.00

.

61.99

Rogers,

The Butler

“The Household

Hooper,

School.

meeting of the school
eon1 oiumittee yesterday to consider the
lition of the Butler school house, as was
There was no

bo glad to hear
him speak upon a subject which is so
Tho public is cordially
Dear his heart.
invited to bo present.
a

host ot friends who will

--

They Appreciate

Mr. Nail’s

The following statement is

Kfl’orts.

self-explarfa-

tory:

Portland, Maine, November 7. 1895.
Mr. A. F. Nail:
mo
on
Sir—Permit
behalf of
No. 4, H. of V., to tender
you an endorsement of our appreciation
of your valuable services lendered
our
camp on the evenings of Novembor (i, 7
and 8, in enabling us to present to the
citizens of Portland your thrilling war
drama tho “Drummer Boy; or the Spy of
Shiloh.
Wo have had experience with many of
the lending comedians of tho
country,
who have assisted
us
in
presenting
dramas of military merit,
but never in
all of our experience have we had the
pleasure of meeting with a man who has
the combined qualities of a gentleman
and skilled instructor, with a thorough
knowledge of his work.
We are grateful to
vast
you for tho
amount of pains which you have lavished
ol'
the
cast,
entire
the
character's,
upon
fruits of which were realized in the faultless presentations of tho drama
which
Portland’s bost
was witnessed by
eitito
thus
us
add
zens,
enabling
very largely
to our treasury.

1

Canada, left yesterday.
A freight car of the Maine Central

What

got

if tho irons on West Commercial street
3 esterday and the car was considerably
^ roknn.

c

The harbor was like glass! yostorday.
?he schooner Harvester brought 40,000,
;
Tanguard 35,000, and Mary Hagan 10,000
1 nixed
fish yesterday. a

Our store surrounds the

rou

!

good

—

Fraternally

vours,

ARTHUR M. SOULE,

Captain Commanding,

adopted

Hood’s
is the only true blood purifier
1 imminently in the public eye today, and
t meets these requirements perfectly.
’his is proved by the testimony of thou-

!

ands of

death of Private F. H. Wilber:
Whereas, It has ploased a Divine Provienco to remove from our midst our
late
omrade Fred H. Wilber: Therefore be

1 he
t

a

purify

Sarsaparilla

Cadets.

At a meeting of the Portland
Cadets,
I eld no Monday evening, November 4th,
( he following resolutions wero
on

1

corner

i j

Resolved, That by his death the Port1 tnd Cadets lose one who was ever
ready
:i nti willing to perform the duties devolvi ag upon him both as a soldier and
a
e it izen ; and, be it
g Resolved, That during the timo we
t njoyed his society we
found him
one
v rho would always be trusted as
a
true
f •iend, whose integrity, honor and oheerf ilness made him a general favorito with
e rory member of tho
of
company, all
v ■horn deeply sympathize with his
family
i
their great bereavement. Ho it further
Resolved, That these resolutions be insi irted. imthe daily paper, spread upon tho
r (cor s of the company and a
copy sent
ti the family of the deceased.

people.

Hood’s

i

on

Sarsaparilla

CENTS.

FIFTY
designs

LEiGHTOlU
Congress

S

D;i!c
lilS

in

a

charming

The

newest

contrasting

shade

giving

effect.

Price,

50 cts.

few °*. tl}ese waffles have gold-colored
threads of silk, making a far apart plaid, same

CENTS. Say
a dozen weaves. One
simulates moire, another starts in
as a check but
changes its mind and
becomes a jerky diagonal, roughish
in build.
All are charming—44
inch.

Price,

THIS MUCH OF A BILL

75 cts.

small

finish, quiet looking,

j PLAIDS.

ones

if

business

4

you

had

insured in

of

whole

♦

place-of-

t

good, strong

|

your
a

fire insurance company.

4

diagonal
designs, close

checks,

§1.00
Plaids.

Numberless

Highlanders,

hundreds

4
4
4

“AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION, ETC."

4

is

a

phrase

full of

that has become thread-bare

good,

through

American,

Lowianders,

Scotch.

ind French.
10 cents to

wear, but it is

English
$1.25.

J. 1. LIBBY

♦

|
f

WOOD

with
26c.

MANTELS

Largest

£

sound horse-sense.

♦
x

Morning.

BROS.

On Saturday, Nov. 9,
We

Begin One of Our Big-Mark-Down Sales
OF

CLOTHING,
which will be offered 230 nice All Wool
in regular Men's and Vouug Men’s
33 to 44, at the LOW price of

$5.<

Business

w. A.
Foot o£

K)

$1.15
Boy’s Suits, ages 4 to 15 years,will be offered at.
Boys’ $10, $12 and $15 Ulsters will go at.$5.00 and $G,50
Boys’ 50 and 75 cent Fauntleroy Blouses will go at fl. 25 and"40 cents

We offer these Bargains at this season of the year so that people can
provide themselves with our nice make of Clothing and
not have to wait until the first of the year.

Low-

REMEMBER, SATURDAY, AT 8 A. M. SHARP,
ind continuing far TWO WEEKS—duriig which time
woith of

ALLEN,
Froble Street.

clothing.

Watch t:

e

we

expect tu move $10,000
bargains.

papers for notice of other

(ljf

BUY

DOW & PINKHAH,

]i IROCKERY,

GLASSWARE AND LAMPS

retail at wholesale prices. Fine {roods at the
rice you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.
t

X
35 Exchange Street.

♦
♦

Suits

sizes,

These are broken sizes Ici't this season of our $IO, $13, $15
ami $18 grade Suits, and at $5.00 PER SUIT THERE WILE
BE A SCRAMBLE.

AND TILING.

anil finest stock.
est Prices.

octo

Fire and Casualty Insurance.

Black

Men’s working pants will go at .$1.00 and $1.50

4

!

RINES

In

♦

]

in

among the 50 centers
Waffle-iron

A

& Centre Sts.

4

* his by giving it a lair trial. Insist upon ^
1 lood’s and only Hood’s.
$1; six for $5. ♦

f1 lOOU

posed
a

wide,

4
4

Sale Commences this

SEVENTY-FIVE

Outfitters,”

protect

season

species of

a

checks and other small

would

shown this

pattern. The ground is one coloring,
then the waffle
pattern is superim-

4
4

Does
act harmoniously
flood’s Sarsaparilla.

39 cts.

$1.00
4
2

have

con-

TAILOR SUITING from
Bradford, England—50 inches

4

we

seme

nov8dlt

Sarsaparilla |

nay realize thut Hood’s

sent

Scotland

4

luilds up the nerves by feeding them
1 lure blood, creates an appetite by toning
t he digestive organs, overcomes That Tired
feeling by giving vitality to the blood,
You
1 nd gives sweet refreshing sleep.
J

France

$ 1.50 Per Yard.

Dress Goods.

different styles
Dross Fabrics at

goods price.

ly

of

cts.

to

The Greatest Values

the

is

i

medicine is that it shall do
and enrich your blood,
hrow oS that tired feeling, and give you
lealth, strength, courage and ambition.
fon want of

Dear

Portland

faster they sell
more we feel like
telling
about them, these four Novelty Dress Goods lines.

The

FREE

.

train load of molasses

or

Shepley Camp

son
&

$ 1.00

75 cts.

looms,

“Marvel Heater”

Our

$1.25.

J

tributed ideas for others, worked out
in sturdy Scotch style by American

the same amount of fuel.
Come in aud see why it is so. We will pay back your money if the
c o not just suit you.

Monday evening,
,t first intended. The Board of Health
^ leering at 1 o’clock.
November 11th.
Rev. George H. Gutterrill today meet the committee on public
The
made
commissioners
their
county
l
son district secretary of tho A. M. A., is
uildings and present to them a formal
1 lonthly
inspect on [at the jail on Tues- eport. The public buildings committee
to be the speaker of the
Mr.
evening.
rill at once take means to carry out the
Gutterson has been in Maine a number of c ay and found the general condition of
ecommendations of the health board.
times during the past year, and has won * he institution in good order.
decorated

very tasteful effect,

Germany contributed,

Is the most wonderful heating stove ever made.
It
with
gives 50 per cent more heat than other stoves

on

The

scalloped edge is button-hole-stitched
embroidery silk, giving a

in colored

with which to prove that

I

75 CENTS.

skirts are hung on
The length
New Black Boucle Suitings, some of the most stylish and de«
is 28 inches. The sweep sirable
Suitings shown this season. Our prices run from
around the bottom 76 inches. The

89

We Rive this week

39 CENTS.

Thepointed yokes.

$4,836.34

in Boston.
Society will meet

39 CENTS.

UNDER

of

Offer!

The following officers were elected:
President—Mrs. P. O. Bailey.
Vice President -Mrs. A. S. Spaulding.
Secretary—Mrs. Fred Farrington.
Treasurer—Mrs. Henry Blanchard.
Collections—Mrs. E. C. Chase and Mrs.
S. M. Fickett.
Membership Committee—Mrs.
Henry
Y.
Mrs,
Barbour,
raylor, Mrs. R.

Sreenough.

New Line of Fine Black India

Twills, Strictly All Wool, full 45
double
faced,
inches wide,
equaled only at 50 cents per
yard. Our price per yard

New Line Black Mohair DiagSKIRTS for ladies, onals, among the newest and
made of chic Flannelette of most stylish of winter Suitings
in Black. Our price per yard
a
light complexion, and
having delicate stripes, plaids, and New values in Black Mohair
Diagonals, full 52 inches wide
blotches of color.

FORTY-FIVE
Novelty

3,920.00
$4,836.34

Tuesday

;lie head of Preole
Indian Association.

James Reuben, the oldest living
forest.
Senaca Indian attributes his lodg life to
the use of this wonderful medicine, and
is enthusiastic in its praise.
This wonderful remedy rectifies all disorders of the great vital organs, but above
all purifies the blood and enables it to
perform its natural function, imparting life
and vigor to all parts of the system.
Let a man have perfect digestion and pure
blood, and there is a continual restoration of
waste tissue taking place in the body. Without this there is a decline. If you feel that
you have not your ordinary strength, you
do not sleep as you should, your appetite is
fitful, you are nervous, have dizzy spells and
seem generally run-down, you should not
hesitate a minute, for this is the beginning of
6ome serious decline. While you still laave
strength and life taka Kickapoo Indian
Sagwa. A change, for the better will be
experienced with the first bottle, and a
speedy return to health will be the result in
every instance. Follow the Indian’s example,
and share with him long life and Health.
This famons remedy is now sold by ail
druggists, §1 a bottle, six bottles for §5.

k Marvellous

$42.70
101.(14
462.00
90. (K)
160.00

B. Nelson.
J. A.
Purchasing Committee—Mrs.
rext Friday evening at 7.30 p.m.,at the Kendall, Mis. C. A. Plummer.
Dr.
Directors—Mrs.
ifoung Women’s Christian Association
Ludwig, Mrs.
Farrington,
Henry Taylor, Mrs. C. J.
•ooms and will begin [rehearsals at once
firs. G. B. McGregor, Mrs. George Gray,
in
several madrigals and part songs,
firs. W. M. Kimmel, Mrs. W. B. Drew,
jater the society will, take up some light
fiiss L. Brown.
Finance Committee—Rev. Dr. Blanall tat as.
1 ;hard, Dr. Ludwig, Mr. Alfred Woodman.
left
The Deering Electric car whicli

thousand tons, and not very old, a victim
to the heavy easterly storm of two days

—

EXPENSES.

interest was

The Portland Choral

Wo find around us everewhere men who
are young in years, but who in body are
actually old and decrepit. This premature
old age is becoming more common every
year. Thousands are continually dying who
are scarcely 30 years of age, from a complete
worn out state of their systems, just as
literally of old age as though they had lived
to bo 100, and the cause of this is due to a
general demoralized condition of the groat
vital organs of the body
the stomach, the
liver, the kidneys and the blood; let any of
those become impaired and the bloo'd instead
of flowing through the body and carrying
nourishment to ail its parts, becomes filled
with poisonous secretions which generate and
multiply continually, ceasing to build up
new flesh tissue, so that a gradual wasting
and decay takes place until the day comes
when a complete collapse is experienced and
speedy death ensues.
The Indian is noted for his longevity, due
to the fact that he takes no medicine that
contains poisonous ingredients, but depends
upon his famous Kickapoo Indian Sagwa
entirely, which is purely vegetable, made
from roots, barks, gums and herbs of the

RECEITPS.

Charities,
investments
Change of
savings banks,
Dash on hand,

MAJESTY’S COR£ETS

OUR

courtesies.
The following is a summary of the report of tne treasurer, A. E. Blanchard:

crew,

We have just received several New Numbers in Black
Canady line.”
Dress Goods that are Far Superior in all that
honey I’se hollergoes to make Genuine Bargains to any
we have shown this season.

EXPERT FITTER is at
hand to fit these famous
Corsets. For a Corset, like a
New Line Black All Wool NovStrictly All Wool. Patfine Kid Glove should be fitted by elties,
terns new and entirely up to
date. The best value you have
an expert fitter when first put on.
seen at 50 cts, yard.
Our price
Our fitter will attend ladies at per yard
their homes if they prefer,

total

Temporary loans,
Savings banks,

neerea

the best in the world!
Do you hear us shouting it?
For we’re shouting it so’s ’ter be
heard as far as the Canada line.

has

Balance from last year,
Fees, privato sales and donations,
Kirmess entertainment,
Investment,

a

are

£uuu. Buuwjug

a

couiu

yer: aey

MER

especially

done.
Treasurer A. J. Cummings of theYeteran
Firemen attended the quarterly meeting
)f the New England States Veteran Fire-

water. As the wreckage
dragged the
shallow ground from its
slow driftage
comparable to other material.
By the size and rather fresh appearance
of the timber, I judge it to have
been
from a vessel of seven hundred to a

havo

Great Values Just Opened!

asked

aunty?

me

i

yer ’way up to de
“Dat’s all right,
in’ to be heerd.’,

To all those who have helped
or deed
carry on our work either by word
and
we say gratefully “we thank you,
to the
unvaring
press for

a'summer day. The mer64 degrees
in.the shade,

nen’s Association

UP YER YAUP,
yer noisy nigger 1 snarled a fat and glossy ne-

|J§| ESH

the shouter.

treasurer.

was

general public

_

gress.
•‘Did yer hear

held
been
one
of
hundred and forty-four dollars and fourthe
teen cents which sum was paid to

still. waitingTor

of the Harvester’s

one

we

sidering nn regular sale
during the year, making

3ury touched
wind southwest.
The stated
meeting of the managers
if the Board of Trade was held yesteriay morning.
Papers were read from
several other boards upon which no offiiial
action was
taken.
Nothing of

a

sizablo vessel, showing many top timbers
painted white with two long beams at an
angle of forty-five degrees, to which (the
end of one) was a large knee, evidently
the side portion of a bull deep in the

meeting

corns

inspectors.

wind.
A sailor,

the streets of Sa-

Is

From assessments
from
ceived sixty-eight dollars (¥68.00)
donations,
fines eighty cents, from
fifty cents; and from the superintendents
and fifty-two
of work twenty dollars

via TTalifav

Yesterday

A little to the southwhite and green.
ward was what appeared as the side of a

Maine

ff

we

*54.33.

lock.

largo amount of floating
timber drifted by from direction of the
outer shoals, notioeably a large “bolster”
long beam with knees attached, painted

being calm,

attendance at all of the

accidentally slipped off a box in which
was standing on Commercial wharf
ho
and took an involuntary bath in the

4tli instant,
while at
On Monday,
anchor at “Great Round Shoal Light
Ship,” Nantucket, on the western side,
it

nnrt.

harbor yesterdny.
The fleet yesterday was

Wreck.

a

forty, and the smallest

peddler

oyster

vannah.

home of our
from tho last one at the
president we netted thirteen dollars and
twenty cents (¥13.20), making a total of

Tug Seguin towed in the dredge Plymouth Rockland two scows yesterday.
Windsor
schooner
The two-masted
Packet. Capt. Wyman, lumber laden, from
Tusket, N. S. for Boston, arrived in the

his home in Deering with a severe cold.
He has been threatened with pneumonia.

Captain George

was

The

Isters!!”

Fresh

an

through

netted eleven dollars] and
sixty-seven cents (¥11.67) from that at
anniverMrs. Ludwig’s, whioh was the
seventeen
sary of the society wo netted
and
dollars and thirtesn cents (¥17.13)
Oakdale,

steamer Mary Jane, Capt. Alex
Kennedy, will bo fitted with a new boiler
by Quinn & Co., her present boiler having been condemned by the Tl. S. steam-

firmary.
uiuaii

yelled

expectations. Tho picnic suppers of
four and always a
whioh there were
social feature of tho winter proved no less
From the first one at Mrs.
so this year.
Ingalls, it netted us twelve dollars and
thirty-two cents (¥13.3) from the next at

The

tion nest year.
Dr. T. D. Sullivan of this city will rein a few days where he
move to Bangor
will reside in tho future. Dr. Sullivan
was for a number of years on the staff of
physicians of the Maine Eye and Ear Inxtouui

“Isters!

work.

35 cts.

Price to close,
Sizes only 14 and 15.

our

steamer Alice and the yachts Zeta and
Sirocco to Falmouth Foreside.
The Allan liner Numidian, Capt. Macfor
Nichol, left Liverpool yesterday

Senator
The Portsmouth Post says:
Horace Mitchell of Kittery Point, was
in town yesterday, cheery and pleasant
as usual. He expressed himself ns pleased
at the bright outlook for Reed’s nomina-

dlUUIJliau

meeting

seventeen.

work-

yokes, others are plain,
manship good as your home

The monthly meeting of the Woman’s
Christian
Temperance Union will he
held at 36 Oak street today at 3.30.
The Unitarian Women’s Alliance will

Widgery

William

SMALL
tucked

meetings has beon very large which
showed greater interost, and was very
gratifying, both to tho president and her
assistants.
Twenty-six now membors
have joined tho associations an unusually
Parish
house
this
afternoon
meet at the
largo number. This shows the interest
at 3 o’clock.
the members have taken in bringing in
The
Troy laundry has bcen'opened
new ones to help us on in our good work.
under a new management at 36 Preble
Four membors havo withdrawn, two have
as
B.
A.
Crook
foreman.
street, with Mr.
moved away and three have gone to their
The second large engine at the power
Jong homes, never to return. Both socialhouse is nearly set in place. The coal
ly and financially tho past year has beon
shed being erected at the rear of the powThe “Kirmess,” which
very successful.
er house is now
nearly completed. It is
was repeated, proved a success
beyond
about 25 feet wide and about the same

PERSONAL.
Hon.

had amputated the left leg

rather

JOB LOT of Ladies’
Night gowns, excellent cloth,
correct shapes. Some have

His Wonderful Age.

Nineteen ro gular meetings havo been
held with two direotors and one
spceial
with an average attendance of twentythree the largest number present at any

part of the right foot.

a

|

“We nut tills post-script at the top
than below, that it may not miss fire.”

James Reuben the Oldest Living Senaca Indian.
Hale and Hearty to=day. To What he Owes

cm von.

late hour Mr. Wilson was as comas
The
oould
bo expected.

surgeons

B. LIBBY.

OLD. J.

past
year, have been obliged to call for help
and which has only too gladly
been

fortable
Dr. Sieg art’s Angostura Bitters are the
best remedy for removing indigestion and
all diseases of the digestive organs.

aTcENTURY

city

years of age, and lives at No. 9 Orange
street. He has a wife to whom he has
been married about six months.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW
__

Post-Script.

The annual meeting of the
Portland
An unfortunate accident happened last Samaritan Association was held
yesterat
evening in the Boston and Maine yard
Mrs.
day afternoon with the president,
It was about Dr.
the foot of Brackett street
Ludwig. The annual reports were
John W. read and
and
quarter of six o’olock,
accepted.
Wilson, fireman on the shifter, was just
Tne secretary’s report,
E.
Miss H.
to
about to leave work. He
attempted
Farrington is as follows:
step off the engine while it was in
Again the wheels of tirno has brought
motion. As he stepped down he struck a us to the
sixty-seventh anniversary of the
switch tod, and was thrown under the society, and the sixth since its
New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost. Found
incorporaand Similar advertisements will be found under wheels.
They passed over his right leg tion. The same routino of work has been
heir aspropriate neads on Page 6.
bolow the knee, cutting it off, also over followed, but
through the systematic
the left foot, cutting off the toes. Ho was efforts of our
president the members have
“Mrs. ’IVinsiovr’s soothing e-yrap"
also hurt somewhat in the head.
been made to more fully
the
realize
Mr. Leslie Hood and others, who wero amount of work and what the directors
las been used over Fifty Years by million
cf mothers for their children while Teeth- there, rushed to Wilson’s aid, and laying in each ward were
doing each case has
ing, with perfect success. It soothes the down their coats laid him on them, been very carefully investigated aud then
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure twisting improvised tonquinets
to stop
brought before each regular meeting, and
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the the flow of blood, and making him
as
the ladies have been asked to thoroughly
Lest remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
comfortable as possible until the arrival discuss tho case
any assistance has been
from teething or other causes. For sale by
of the ambulance.
given. A groat many families have been
Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure
Wilson was taken to the Maine General
and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
helped, some of whom have never asked
Hospital, where he was soon under the for assistance before, but owing to sickL5cte. a bottle.
surgeon’s care.
ness and the financial depression whioh
Wilson is a young man about twenty has been felt so much in our
tho

Mother sighed,

>KW ADVERTISEMENTS.

J

ADVERTISEMENTS.

E. SWASEY & CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassw are,
73
ct4

Commercial St., (foot of Cross street,
eod3m)

nov8dft

STREET.

